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Abstract
Astrophysical and cosmological observat_ions provide compelling evidence that the
majority of mat_ter in the Universe is dark. Showing no interact_ions with electro-
magnet_ic radiat_ion, this dark mat_ter (DM) eludes direct observat_ions, and its na-
ture and origin remains unknown to this day. Direct detect_ion experiments search
for interact_ions between halo DM and nuclei inside a detector. So far, a variety
of experiments were only able to set stringent limits on the DM parameter space.
These constraints weaken for sub-GeV DM masses, as light part_icles are not en-
erget_ic enough to trigger most detectors. New experimental efforts shif_t the focus
towards lower masses, for example by looking for inelast_ic DM-electron scat_terings.
If scat_terings between DM and ordinary mat_ter are assumed to occur in a de-
tector’s target material, collisions will naturally take place inside the bulk of planets
and stars as well. For sufficiently large cross sect_ions, these scat_terings might oc-
cur in the Earth or Sun even prior to the detect_ion. In this thesis, we study the
impact of these pre-detect_ion scat_terings on direct searches of light DM with the
use of Monte Carlo (MC) simulat_ions. By simulat_ing the trajectories and scat_ter-
ings of many individual DM part_icles through the Earth or Sun, we determine the
local distort_ions of the stat_ist_ical propert_ies of DM at any detector caused by elast_ic
DM-nucleus collisions.
Scat_terings inside the Earth distort the underground DM density and velocity
distribut_ion. Any detector moves periodically through these inhomogeneit_ies due
to the Earth’s rotat_ion, and the expected event rate will vary throughout a sidereal
day. Using MC simulat_ions, we can determine the exact amplitude and phase of
this diurnal modulat_ion for any experiment. For even higher scat_tering probabili-
t_ies, collisions in the overburden above the typically underground detectors start
to at_tenuate the incoming DM flux. The crit_ical cross sect_ion above which an exper-
iment loses sensit_ivity to DM itself is determined for a variety of DM-nucleus and
DM-electron scat_tering experiments and different types of interact_ions.
Furthermore, we develop the idea that sub-GeV DM part_icles can enter the
Sun, gain kinet_ic energy by colliding on hot nuclei and get reflected with great
speeds. By deriving an analyt_ic expressions for the part_icle flux from solar reflec-
t_ion via a single scat_tering, we demonstrate the prospects of future experiments to
probe reflected DM and extend their sensit_ivity to lower masses than accessible by
halo DM alone. We present first results for MC simulat_ions of solar reflect_ions. In-
cluding reflect_ion af_ter mult_iple scat_terings greatly amplifies the reflected DM flux
and thereby the potent_ial of solar reflect_ion for direct searches for light DM.
iii
Sammenfatning
Astrofysiske observat_ioner giver overbevisende tegn pa˚, at størstedelen af stof i uni-
verset er mørkt. Det_te mørke stof (DM) viser ingen observat_ionelle interakt_ioner
med elektromagnet_isk stra˚ling, og dets natur og oprindelse er stadig ukendt. Di-
rekte detekt_ionseksperimenter søger ef_ter interakt_ioner mellem DM fra galakse-
haloen og atomkerner i en detektor. Hidt_il har eksperimenter kun været i stand t_il
at sæt_te strenge grænser i DM parameterrummet. Disse begrænsninger løsnes for
sub-GeV DM-masser, da let_te part_ikler ikke har nok energi t_il at udløse en ma˚ling i
de fleste detektorer. Ny eksperimentel indsats skif_ter fokus mod lavere masser, for
eksempel ved at lede ef_ter uelast_iske sammenstød mellem DM og elektroner.
Hvis sammenstød mellem DM og almindeligt stof antages at ske i detektoren, vil
kollisioner ogsa˚ finde sted i hovedparten af planeter og stjerner. For t_ilstrækkeligt
store tværsnit kan disse sammenstød forekomme i Jorden eller Solen, endda før
de ma˚les i detektoren. I denne af_handling undersøger vi virkningen af disse præ-
detektor sammenstød i direkte søgninger af let DM ved brug af Monte Carlo (MC)
simuleringer. Ved at simulere baner og sammenstød af mange individuelle DM-
part_ikler gennem Jorden eller Solen bestemmer vi de lokale forvrængninger i de
stat_ist_iske egenskaber af DM fora˚rsaget af elast_iske DM-atomkernekollisioner i en
given detektor.
Sammenstød inde i Jorden ændrer den underjordiske DM-densitet og hast_igheds-
fordeling. Enhver detektor bevæger sig periodisk gennem disse inhomogeniteter
mens planeten roterer, og den forventede hændelsesrate vil variere i løbet af en
siderisk dag. Ved hjælp af MC-simuleringer kan vi bestemme den nøjagt_ige am-
plitude og fase af denne døgnmodulering i givent eksperiment. For endnu højere
sammenstødssandsynligheder begynder sammenstød i lagene ovenover det under-
jordiske eksperiment at dæmpe den indkommende DM-flux. Vi bestemmer det kri-
t_iske tværsnit, hvor et eksperiment mister følsomheden overfor DM for en række
atomkerne- og elektronspredningsforsøg samt forskellige typer interakt_ioner.
Desuden udvikler vi ideen om, at sub-GeV DM-part_ikler kan trænge ind i Solen,
fa˚ kinet_isk energi ved at kollidere med varme atomkerner og blive reflekteret med
høje hast_igheder. Vi udleder analyt_iske udtryk for part_ikelfluxen fra solreflekt_ion via
et enkelt sammenstød og demonstrerer udsigterne for fremt_idige eksperimenter
t_il at lede ef_ter reflekteret DM og udvide følsomheden over for lavere masser end
hvad der er t_ilgængelig ved halo-DM alene. Vi præsenterer de første MC-resultater.
Vi inkluderer refleksion ef_ter flere sammenstød, som forstærker den reflekterede
DM-flux og derved potent_ialet ved solreflekt_ion t_il direkte søgninger ef_ter let DM.
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Chapter 1
Introduct_ion
The nature of dark mat_ter is one of the most excit_ing open quest_ions of natural sci-
ence in general and astro- and part_icle physics in part_icular. The field of high-energy
physics finds itself in a peculiar situat_ion. With the discovery of the Higgs part_icle
at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in 2012 [8, 9], the Standard Model of Part_icle
Physics (SM) was confirmed to describe the behavior of fundamental part_icles on all
tested energy scales with remarkable precision. The physics of visible mat_ter, fun-
damentally composed of leptons, quarks, and their interact_ions, seems very well
understood. The success of the SM clashes at the same t_ime with a series of astro-
physical observat_ions, all of which substant_iate the not_ion that the visible mat_ter,
the mat_ter we observe in forms of stars, galaxies, gas, or planets, the mat_ter we can
describe so accurately, can only account for about 15% of the total mat_ter of our
Universe. In order to make sense of various independent astrophysical measure-
ments from galact_ic to cosmological scales, it seems vital to make the astounding
assumpt_ion that 85% of mat_ter is dark. Showing no interact_ions with electromag-
net_ic radiat_ion, this Dark Mat_ter (DM) eludes all direct observat_ions, yet affects
and dominates gravitat_ional dynamics on astronomical scales. DM is the umbrella
term to capture the unident_ified explanat_ion of these observat_ions which can not
be at_tributed to any part_icle of the SM, as its ult_imate origin is ent_irely unknown.
Ordinary mat_ter is fundamentally composed of part_icles, and it is not farfetched
to assume that this applies to the dark sector of mat_ter as well. If so, the Earth
would consequently get traversed by a cont_inuous stream of a vast number of
DM part_icles at any moment. Should these part_icles interact with ordinary mat-
ter through some interact_ion besides gravity and occasionally scat_ter with atoms,
it could be possible to observe these collisions inside a detector. Experiments on
Earth should be able to discover DM, provided that some “portal” between the light
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and the dark sector exists. Many of such direct detect_ion experiments have been
conducted in the last three decades, thus far unable to discover DM on Earth.
If we expect these scat_terings to occur inside a detector at a non-vanishing
rate, they should also happen without being detected inside the Earth’s or Sun’s
bulk mass. For sufficiently strong interact_ions, this might even happen prior to
detect_ion. Underground scat_terings before passing through a detector affect the
expected outcome of the experiment. Elast_ic collisions on nuclei change the trajec-
tory and speed of DM part_icles on their way through the medium, with potent_ially
strong implicat_ions for direct detect_ion experiments.
Nuclear scat_terings modify the underground spat_ial and energet_ic distribut_ion
of DM part_icles inside the Earth through deflect_ion and decelerat_ion. For a signifi-
cant scat_tering probability, the expected signal rate for any detector would depend
on its exact locat_ion, because the average underground distance for DM to reach
the detector and therefore also its scat_tering probability vary periodically. Since
the experiment does not stand st_ill but rotates around the Earth axis, the signal
rate will show a diurnal modulat_ion. The phase and amplitude of this modulat_ion,
which we will predict over the course of this thesis, depends on the DM model and
the experiment’s locat_ion on Earth. Diurnal modulat_ions would not only be a clean
signature dist_inguishing a signal from background, they could also tell us something
about the interact_ion itself.
Direct detect_ion experiments are usually set up deep underground in order
to shield off background sources. However, if the DM-mat_ter interact_ions are so
strong that incoming DM part_icles from the halo collide on nuclei of the experi-
ment’s overburden already, the shielding layers (typically ∼ 1 km of rock) could
weaken the DM signal itself, up to the point where terrestrial experiments lose
sensit_ivity to strongly interact_ing DM part_icles ent_irely. Their scat_terings on nuclei
in the Earth crust or atmosphere would then at_tenuate the observable flux below
detectability. This is a natural limitat_ion of any direct DM search on Earth and needs
to be quant_ified.
It turns out that pre-detect_ion scat_terings can also extend an experiment’s sensi-
t_ivity. Through collisions with highly energet_ic nuclei of the hot solar core, low-mass
DM part_icles could gain energy. These part_icles fall into the Sun’s gravitat_ional well,
get further accelerated by elast_ic collisions and leave the star much faster than the
init_ial speed. The solar reflect_ion flux of DM can extend an experiment’s sensit_ivity
to lower masses, since faster DM part_icles can deposit more energy in a detector.
A powerful tool to invest_igate the effect of many underground scat_terings are
2
Figure 1.1: Simulated DM trajectories in the Earth and Sun with mult_iplescat_terings.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulat_ions. By simulat_ing individual trajectories of part_icles
passing through the Earth or Sun while colliding with terrestrial or solar nuclei,
we can quant_ify the phenomenological impact by numerical and stat_ist_ical meth-
ods. Examples of simulated trajectories in the Earth and the Sun are shown in fig-
ure 1.1. Most of the results of this thesis have been obtained by set_t_ing up ded-
icated MC codes and running simulat_ions on a supercomputer. The code used to
generate the published results have been released together with the correspond-
ing papers. In part_icular, the Dark Mat_ter Simulat_ion Code for Underground Scat-
terings (DaMaSCUS) [7] and DaMaSCUS-CRUST [6] are publicly available.
Concerning the thesis’ structure, the first two chapters introduce dark mat_ter
and the at_tempts to directly detect it. In chapter 2, we review the evidence for DM
and follow its history over the course of the 20th century. The evolut_ion from DM
as a purely astronomical quest_ion to an act_ive field of part_icle physics in the cen-
tury’s second half is emphasized. The direct detect_ion of DM is the main topic of
chapter 3, where we will summarize previous detect_ion at_tempts, priorit_izing direct
searches for low-mass DM. This chapter also reviews the basics and essent_ial com-
putat_ions of recoil spectra and signal rates for both convent_ional direct detect_ion
via nuclear recoils and electron-scat_tering experiments.
The next two chapters contain the main results of this thesis. The foundat_ions
and results of the simulat_ions of DM inside the Earth are compiled in chapter 4.
Therein, we formulate the general algorithms for the MC simulat_ions of under-
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ground trajectories. This is followed by the applicat_ion of the algorithm to the ent_ire
Earth to quant_ify diurnal modulat_ion of detect_ion rates. The second applicat_ion of
the terrestrial simulat_ions concerns trajectories through the overburden of a given
experiment, e.g. the Earth crust or atmosphere. This allows to determine the ex-
act constraints on strongly interact_ing DM. In chapter 5, we focus the at_tent_ion
on DM part_icles scat_tering and get_t_ing accelerated inside the Sun. The theoret_ical
framework to describe DM scat_terings in a star is formulated and applied to study
the detect_ion prospects of solar reflect_ion of DM via a single scat_tering with analyt_ic
methods. Furthermore, the MC algorithms are extended for DM trajectories inside
the Sun by including its gravitat_ional force and thermal targets. These simulat_ions
can shed light on the contribut_ion of mult_iple scat_terings to solar reflect_ion.
Finally, we conclude in chapter 6. In addit_ion, a number of appendices are in-
cluded in this thesis containing details on the astronomical prerequisites of the sim-
ulat_ions, on the experiments, various numerical methods, and more. These appen-
dices are supposed to give a broad and extensive overview of the more technical,
yet essent_ial fundamentals and techniques applied throughout the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Dark Mat_ter
“The weight of evidence for an extraordinary claim must be propor-
t_ioned to its strangeness.”
–Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827) [10].
The claim that our Universe is dominated by a form of mat_ter which we cannot see
nor directly measure is indeed extraordinary and requires just_ificat_ion. Although
the different pieces of evidence in favour of dark mat_ter have been presented and
reviewed in a plethora of publicat_ions, books, and presentat_ions, we believe it is
vital to keep in mind the compelling reasons why a lot of scient_ists spend a great
amount of t_ime and resources on the search for dark mat_ter. This is why we will
once more review the evidence for dark mat_ter in the Universe and also shed some
light on the rich history of dark mat_ter research. While it started as a purely as-
tronomical discipline, over t_ime it evolved into a large interdisciplinary field of re-
search bringing together astrophysicists, cosmologists, high energy physicists, and
many more.
The details of the evidence and its historic development are by no means com-
plete. For further reading on this subject, we recommend a series of informat_ive
reviews [11–17].
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2.1 History andEvidenceofDarkMat_ter in theUniverse
When the term ‘dark mat_ter’ first started to appear in the astronomical literature
during the early 20th century, it had a very different meaning than it does today.
‘Dark mat_ter’ was used descript_ively, simply to refer to ordinary mat_ter which nei-
ther shines nor reflects light – stars, which are too distant or too cool and faint to
be observed, dim gas clouds, and other solid objects. At this point, no one had any
reason to entertain the idea of dark mat_ter as some new, exot_ic form of mat_ter,
since lit_tle was known about the non-stellar mass in the Milky Way.
In order to est_imate the total mass of the galaxy, which could be compared
to the observed amount, Henri Poincare´ applied Lord Kelvin’s idea to treat the
galaxy as a thermodynamic gas of gravitat_ing stars [18]. Furthermore, two Dutch
astronomers, Jacobus Kapteyn in 1922 [19] and his student Jan Oort in 1932 [20],
analysed stellar velocity in our galact_ic neighbourhood to est_imate the local dark
mat_ter density. While these studies, among many others, showed no evidence for
a large discrepancy between bright and dark mat_ter1, newer observat_ions on inter-
galact_ic and galact_ic scales started to indicate otherwise.
2.1.1 The ‘missing mass’ problem of galaxies
Galaxy clusters Following Lord Kelvin’s and Poincare´’s approach, the astronomer
Fritz Zwicky applied the virial theorem to astronomical observat_ions in 1933 [21].
The virial theorem relates the average total kinet_ic energy 〈T 〉 and the average
potent_ial energy 〈V 〉 of a stable system,
〈T 〉 = −1
2
〈V 〉 . (2.1.1)
Zwicky used the virial theorem to the Coma galaxy cluster in order to est_imate its
mass. For this purpose, he measured the Doppler shif_ts of spectral lines to measure
the galaxy’s velocit_ies in the line of sight. Furthermore, he est_imated the total mass
of the Coma cluster to be the sum of all stars t_imes the solar mass,
M ≈ 800︸︷︷︸number of galaxies× 109︸︷︷︸stars per galaxy×M ≈ 1.6× 1042 kg . (2.1.2)
1Oort did indeed find a discrepancy between the total and stellar density, but at_tributed this toneglect_ing faint stars close to the galact_ic plane.
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(a) The Coma cluster [23]. (b) Fritz Zwicky (1971) [24].
Figure 2.1: Zwicky and the Coma cluster
Based on this est_imate, the average velocity and velocity dispersion were est_imated
to be
√
〈v2〉 =
(
3
5
GN
M
R
)1/2
≈ 82 km s−1 , (2.1.3)
σv =
√
〈v2〉
3
≈ 47 km s−1 , (2.1.4)
where he est_imated the cluster’s radius R to be of order 106 ly. This est_imate was
however in direct conflict with Zwicky’s observat_ions. He measured the apparent
velocit_ies of eight galaxies and found a large velocity dispersion of 1100 km s−1.
Zwicky concludes that, if we want to obtain a velocity dispersion of the same order
from the virial theorem, we have to assume mat_ter densit_ies of at least 400 t_imes
larger than the stellar density. The Coma cluster could otherwise not be considered
a bound system and would disperse over t_ime. Only a small fract_ion of the mass was
observable, most of it seemed missing. Four years later, Zwicky speculated that this
‘dark mat_ter’ should be made off cold stars, gases, and other solid bodies, which
might also absorb background light and thereby reduce the observed luminosit_ies
further [22].
The mass-to-light rat_io refers to rat_io between the total mass and its luminosity.
Many observat_ions of large mass-to-light rat_ios of galaxy clusters were published
in the following years2. But many astronomers did not accept the hypothesis of
large amounts of dark mat_ter in galaxy clusters, quest_ioning whether galaxy clus-
2The first measurements of large galact_ic mass-to-light rat_ios actually preceded even Zwicky’sobservat_ions by three years and were made by the Swedish astronomer Knut Lundmark in 1930 [25].
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ters are truly bound systems. This interpretat_ion was disfavoured by the age of the
universe, as unbound clusters should have disintegrated by now. Clusters were in-
deed gravitat_ionally bound systems. Others tried to find the missing mass not in
the galaxies, but in the intergalact_ic space, as proposed already in 1936 by the as-
tronomer Sinclair Smith3 [26]. They looked e.g. for hydrogen gas or ions outside
galaxies. None of these observat_ions showed a sufficient amount of ordinary mat-
ter to explain the large mass-to-light rat_ios, and the missing mass problem of galaxy
clusters remained.
Galact_ic rotat_ion curves Historically, the most important evidence in favour of
large amounts of dark mat_ter in the Universe came from galact_ic rotat_ion curves,
i.e. the speed v of visible mat_ter orbit_ing the galact_ic center as a funct_ion of the
galactocentric distance r [27, 28]. Assuming circular orbits, Newtonian dynamics
predicts the rotat_ion curve,
v(r) =
√
GNM(r)
r
, (2.1.5)
whereGN is Newton’s constant andM(r) denotes the mass found within a sphere
of radius r, which follows from the mass density distribut_ion ρ(r) of the galaxy,
M(r) =
∫∫∫
d3r′ρ(r′)Θ(r − r′) . (2.1.6)
For stars well outside the bulk mass, M(r) is approximately constant, and the pre-
dicted rotat_ion curve should follow
v(r) ∼ 1√
r
. (2.1.7)
This Keplerian speed drop is most notably observed in the planetary orbits of the
solar system.
Since it is difficult to infer the rotat_ion curve of our own galaxy, the Milky Way,
the first observat_ions of galact_ic rotat_ion curves were obtained for the Andromeda
galaxy (M31). The first astronomer to make spectrographic observat_ions of its ro-
tat_ion curve and extract informat_ion about the galaxy’s mass distribut_ion, was the
American Horace Babcock in 1939 [29]. He failed to observe the expected Kep-
3Just as Zwicky for the Coma cluster, Smith found a high mass-to-light rat_io for the Virgo clusterearly on. Instead of the virial theorem, he used the circular orbits of the outermost galaxies toest_imate the cluster’s total mass.
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Figure 2.2: A random select_ion of ten galact_ic rotat_ion curves of the SPARC sample.
lerian behavior, instead Babcock found that the orbital velocit_ies approach a con-
stant value for the outer spiral arms and concluded that there must be much more
mass at large radii than observed. Ult_imately, he tried to explain the large mass-
to-light rat_io with light absorpt_ion with addit_ional material in the outer regions of
Andromeda or some new modificat_ion of the galact_ic dynamics. Even though Bab-
cock’s measurements turned out inconsistent with newer measurements, his de-
script_ion of the qualitat_ive behavior of the rotat_ion curve was correct. One year
later, Oort reported a similar discrepancy between the light and mass distribut_ion
in the galaxy NGC 3115, where he found a mass-to-light rat_io of 250 at large galac-
tocentric distances [30]. Just as Babcock, Oort speculated on light absorpt_ion and
diffusion by interstellar gas and dust, as well as the existence of faint dwarf stars,
as the source of this puzzle, but also ment_ioned the idea of the galaxy being em-
bedded in a larger dense mass.
In the last sentences of his paper, Oort states the need for rotat_ion speed obser-
vat_ions at larger radii. These was made possible by the advent of radio astronomy.
The 21cm spectral line of neutral hydrogen, predicted by Oort’s student Hendrik
van de Hulst in 1944 [31] and discovered in 1951 by Ewen and Purcell [32], allowed
the measurements of the rotat_ion curve to much higher radii. Van de Hulst him-
self, among many others, was involved in measuring both the Milky Way’s [33] and
Andromeda’s [34] rotat_ion curve by means of 21cm line observat_ions. When Vera
Rubin and Kent Ford revisited Andromeda in 1970 and measured the opt_ical rota-
t_ion curve with high accuracy [35], they found a constant rotat_ional speed at large
radii far exceeding the galact_ic disk in agreement with radio observat_ions. They
concluded that the mass of the galaxy increases approximately linear with radius in
the outer regions. We can see from eq. (2.1.5) thatM(r) ∼ rwould indeed explain
9
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the flat rotat_ion curve. Many more galaxies were analysed more systemat_ically in
the late ’70s and ’80s, on the basis of opt_ical light and in part_icular using the 21cm
spectral line. The puzzling conclusion was that not a single observed rotat_ion curve
showed the Keplerian speed drop, but instead had a flat rotat_ion curve [36]
Confronted with these new observat_ions, the general interpretat_ion started to
shif_t [37]. Astronomers started to appreciate that the ‘missing mass’ problem was
indeed a real issue, that galaxies are bigger, and the outer galact_ic regions much
more massive than they appear [38–41]. Others started to see a connect_ion to
Zwicky’s ‘missing mass’ problem on cluster scales [42]. Up to today, thousands
of galact_ic rotat_ion curves have been measured, a small select_ion taken from the
SPARC sample is shown in figure 2.2 [43]. Their flatness is one of the most convinc-
ing arguments that galaxies are embedded in a large DM halo4.
Gravitat_ional lensing One of the predict_ions of Einstein’s general theory of rela-
t_ivity was the effect that light gets deflected by large masses, called gravitat_ional
lensing, which was first observed during a solar eclipse in 1919 [47]. Zwicky pro-
posed already in 1937 that galaxies and galaxy clusters would act as huge grav-
itat_ional lenses with observable consequences [48]. But it took 42 years before
strong gravitat_ional lensing was first observed [49]. A beaut_iful example of strong
gravitat_ional lensing due to a galaxy cluster is shown in figure 2.3a. The mass of
a heavy object is the crucial parameter determining the lensing effect and can be
inferred this way. This was achieved for a galaxy cluster by e.g. Fischer and Tyson
in 1997, who observed a mass-to-light rat_io of around 200 [50]. During the ’90s,
it became more and more clear that the total masses of galaxy clusters obtained
from gravitat_ional lensing was consistent with independent measurements based
on e.g. velocity dispersions [51, 52]. This consistency solidified the need for large
amounts of undetected mat_ter in clusters. Based on the idea by Kaiser and Squires
in 1993 [53], weak lensing observat_ions allowed to directly map the spat_ial distri-
but_ion of DM in clusters in the following years, without any assumpt_ions about its
nature [54, 55]5.
The bullet cluster Another famous, more recent piece of evidence for DM on clus-
ter scales is the observat_ion of the ‘bullet cluster’ [59–61], shown in figure 2.3b.
4We briefly ment_ion a prominent alternat_ive to DM, which can reproduce the galact_ic rotat_ioncurves by modifying Newton’s laws of mot_ion, Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [44], and itsrelat_ivist_ic realizat_ion [45]. A review can be found in [46].5For more details on lensing evidence for dark mat_ter, we recommend the review by Massey etal. [56].
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(a) The ‘smiling cluster’ [57]. (b) The bullet cluster [58].
Figure 2.3: Strong gravitat_ional lensing of the galaxy cluster SDSS J1038+4849 (lef_t)and an overlay of the opt_ical, X-ray, and weak gravitat_ional lensingobservat_ion of the bullet cluster (1E 0657-558) (right).
The bullet cluster consists of two sub-clusters, which are drif_ting apart af_ter having
passed through each other. During this collision, the X-ray emit_t_ing gas, visible in red
in the figure, was separated by the galaxies due to their electromagnet_ic interac-
t_ions. The galaxies act like collision-less part_icles and simply passed by unaffected.
Without the presence of DM in this cluster, the predicted mass distribut_ion of this
system should follow the X-ray observat_ions, as the gas makes up the majority of
baryonic mass 6. However, the simultaneous measurement of weak gravitat_ional
lensing allowed to directly map the gravitat_ional potent_ial of the bullet cluster (vis-
ible in blue in the figure), which traces not the gas, but the galaxies. It strongly
suggests that the majority of mass is in the form of an undetected and collision-
less mat_ter. The spat_ial separat_ion of gravitat_ional and visible mass, which was now
observed in mult_iple instances [62], not only provides addit_ional evidence for the
existence of DM, but also challenges alternat_ive proposals of modified gravity such
as MOND.
Despite the strong evidence on the scales of galaxies and galaxy clusters, the
most compelling evidence emerged on even larger scales.
6In astrophysics, ‘baryonic mat_ter’ or ‘baryonic mass’ is of_ten used rather loosely to refer toordinary mat_ter including the non-baryonic electrons, as the protons and neutrons contribute mostto the mass.
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2.1.2 Cosmological evidence
Cosmic Microwave Background During the early universe, all mat_ter and radia-
t_ion made up an almost homogeneous plasma. Baryons and electrons were under-
going Thomson scat_tering and were in thermal equilibrium. As such, the universe
was opaque to photons. This changed abruptly during recombinat_ion, when the
universe cooled down and electrons and baryons formed neutral atoms. The uni-
verse became transparent rapidly, and photons could propagate freely af_ter their
last scat_tering on a proton or electron. These photons form a radiat_ion background
present throughout the cosmos, which is present to this day. This cosmic back-
ground radiat_ion was first predicted for the hot big bang model in 1948 by Alpher,
Hermann and Gamow [63–65]. In 1965, Penzias and Wilson accidentally detected
an isotropic source of microwave radiat_ion with a temperature of around 3.5 K [66]7.
In the same year, Robert Dicke and his collaborators, who were scooped by the
discovery, ident_ified this radiat_ion as the cosmic microwave background radiat_ion,
dat_ing back to the t_ime of recombinat_ion, and predicted 17 years prior [68].
Since the photons were in thermal equilibrium prior to their last scat_tering, the
background radiat_ion should follow a Planckian black body spectrum [69]. The dis-
covery of the CMB and the confirmat_ion of its thermal spectrum in the ’70s estab-
lished the radiat_ion’s cosmic source and therefore the hot big bang model of the
Universe [70].
Small fluctuat_ions of the CMB’s temperature were expected, because they should
trace gravitat_ional fluctuat_ions necessary to grow and evolve into the cosmological
structure of galaxy and clusters. The primary anisotropies originated in the baryon-
photon plasma around the t_ime of recombinat_ion. They result from the opposing
processes of gravitat_ional clustering, which forms regions of higher density, and ra-
diat_ion pressure of the photons, which erases baryon over-densit_ies. The result_ing
acoust_ic oscillat_ions leave a characterist_ic mark in the CMB.
The CMB temperature fluctuat_ions’ direct_ional dependence in the sky is usually
expressed in terms of spherical harmonics,
δT (θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=2
l∑
m=−l
almYlm(θ, φ) . (2.1.8)
7Today’s best measurement of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) temperatureis TCMB =(2.72548± 0.00057)K [67].
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Figure 2.4: The power spectrum of the CMB, both the data and the best fit of thecosmological ΛCDM model.
The CMB’s so-called power spectrum is nothing but the variance of the coefficients,
Cl =
1
2l + 1
l∑
m=−l
|alm|2 , (2.1.9)
which are directly related to the two-point correlat_ion funct_ion of the temperature
fluctuat_ions. The acoust_ic oscillat_ions’ signature is a number of peaks in the power
spectrum, which encode the Universe’s geometry and content. In part_icular, the
acoust_ic peaks depend crit_ically on the density of baryonic and dark mat_ter, since
only the baryonic mat_ter experiences the photon’s radiat_ion pressure, and dark
mat_ter starts to cluster even before recombinat_ion.
For a long t_ime, only the dipole (l = 2) was observed, which is due to Earth’s
mot_ion relat_ive to the cosmic rest frame. In 1992, the satellite-borne Cosmic Back-
ground Explorer (COBE) first reported the observat_ion of t_iny CMB anisotropies
of order δT/T ∼ 10−5 [71]. Following COBE, a number of ground and balloon
based experiments were performed to extend the measurements to smaller angu-
lar scales, i.e. higher mult_ipoles l [72–75]. Another great milestone was the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), a spacecraf_t located at the Lagrange point L2,
which measured the first three peaks in 2003 [76, 77].
The most recent measurement of the CMB power spectrum was obtained by
WMAP’s successor Planck in 2013 [78] and is shown in figure 2.4 [79]8. It also shows
8The data used for this plot was taken from the Planck Legacy Archive [80]. For l ≤ 30 the scale
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the best fit of the ΛCDM model, the standard model of cosmology, which describes
the Universe as a homogenous, isotropic, and flat spacet_ime, whose total energy
density consists of ordinary mat_ter, dark mat_ter, and dark energy in the form of a
cosmological constant Λ. In terms of the parameters Ωi ≡ ρi/ρc, hence the relat_ive
contribut_ion of the different const_ituents to the crit_ical density, the most recent fit
of the Planck power spectrum yielded [79]
ΩM = 0.315± 0.007 , Ωb = 0.0493± 0.0002 , (2.1.10)
where ΩM is the relat_ive amount of mat_ter and Ωb accounts for the baryonic mass
only. In order to explain the power spectrum, baryonic mat_ter can make up∼15%
of the total mat_ter in the Universe only, and the majority of mat_ter must be dark.
But as opposed to the interpretat_ions during the first half of the 20th century, ‘dark
mat_ter’ does not just refer to unobserved mat_ter, but is inherently different from
baryonic mat_ter, as it does not interact with photons at all.
The fact that baryons contribute to the cosmological density by only such a
small amount was confirmed by the independent predict_ions of Big Bang Nucle-
osynthesis (BBN), the product_ion of light nuclei during the early Universe, first de-
scribed by Alpher and Gamow in the infamous Alpher-Bethe-Gamow paper [81]
and later refined e.g. in [82, 83]. In order to account for the observed abun-
dance of light nuclei, the baryonic density is determined to lie between 0.046 and
0.055 [84], in perfect agreement with WMAP’s or Planck’s finding. In combinat_ion
with observat_ions of high red shif_t type Ia supernovae, which also suggest a flat
universe with∑i Ωi = 1 [85, 86], we have a completely independent confirmat_ionof the CMB results.
This draws a consistent cosmological picture, which cannot work without large
amounts of non-baryonic DM, in perfect agreement with evidence from smaller
scales. Yet, this is not the last cosmological argument in favour of DM. It turned out
that DM also played a crit_ical role in the evolut_ion of the Universe’s structure.
Structure format_ion During the evolut_ion of the cosmos, the init_ial over-densit_ies,
whose seeds we can observe in the CMB grew under the influence of gravity into
large-scale structures of galaxies and clusters. The main approach to study cosmo-
is logarithmic, otherwise the scale is linear. For l > 30 the data is binned with a bin width of 30.The unbinned data is visible in light gray.
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(a) Observat_ions vs. simulat_ions ofgalaxy distribut_ions [94]. (b) An example of the simulated DM distribut_ionforming the cosmic web [95].
Figure 2.5: N-body simulat_ion of structure format_ion.
logical structure format_ion are numerical N-body simulat_ions of many gravitat_ing
part_icles, which describe their clustering under various assumpt_ions and compare
this to observat_ions of large structures. The pioneer of these simulat_ions was ar-
guably Erik Holmberg, a Swedish astronomer who studied the gravitat_ional inter-
act_ion of galaxies in 1941 [87]. He set up an array of 37 light bulbs and used pho-
tocells to measure the “gravitat_ional force”, employing the ∼ 1/r2 behaviour of
the light intensity to mimic the gravitat_ional force. The first numerical simulat_ions
for cosmological scales were performed in the ’70s modelling galaxies as a gas of
self-gravitat_ing part_icles [88].
Almost from the start, it was clear that, without DM, galaxies would have formed
much too late, as baryonic mat_ter starts to cluster later due to its dissipat_ive non-
gravitat_ional interact_ions. In addit_ion, it turned out that the format_ion of smaller
structures depends crit_ically on the velocity of the DM and that fast thermal mot_ion
of the DM would wash out and suppress the format_ion of small structures [89, 90].
Therefore, gravitat_ional clustering of ‘hot’ DM would init_ially create large struc-
tures. In contrast, non-relat_ivist_ic or ‘cold’ DM can collapse into low mass halos
early on. In this case, cosmological structure also builds up hierarchical, but bot_tom
up, from stars to stellar clusters, from galaxies to clusters and super clusters. The
observat_ion of small sub-structures in the first 3D surveys of galaxies [91] confirmed
this hierarchical structure evolut_ion and lead to the cold DM paradigm [92, 93].
Newer simulat_ions with bet_ter resolut_ions beaut_ifully show how the DM and
galaxies cluster and form the cosmic web, huge filaments surrounding enormous
voids, most famously the Millennium simulat_ions from 2005 [94, 96]. The compar-
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ison to galaxy surveys [97, 98], as shown in figure 2.5a, show excellent agreement
with the observat_ion on large scales.
While the ‘DM-only’ type of simulat_ions succeeded in explaining the largest
scales, they fell short on galact_ic scales in some respects. The major small-scale
problems were coined the ‘too-big-to-fail’ [99], ‘cusp vs. core’ [100, 101], ‘diver-
sity’ [102], and ‘missing satellite’ problem [103]. However, it is debated how severe
these problems really are, as the inclusion of baryonic feedback e.g. from super-
novae into the simulat_ions and the observat_ion of faint Milky Way satellites reduces
the tension between observat_ions and predict_ions [104–106]. Especially the miss-
ing satellite problem seems to have disappeared over the last years.
During this chapter, dark mat_ter was treated as an almost purely astrophysical
field. Yet the meaning of the term ‘dark mat_ter’ shif_ted significantly in the second
half of the 20th century. The term evolved slowly from referring to ordinary, but dim
and unobserved mat_ter, to something else ent_irely: an unknown form of mat_ter,
which seems to interact exclusively via gravity. Start_ing arguably with Gershtein
and Zeldovich in 1966 [107], the quest for dark mat_ter would merge cosmology,
astrophysics, and part_icle physics.
2.2 Part_icle Dark Mat_ter
In the previous chapter, we reviewed the compelling set of astrophysical evidence
for the existence of DM in the Universe. Yet, very lit_tle is known about its nature.
During the ’70s, part_icle physicists naturally started to speculate about the ident_ity
of DM, as discovering a new part_icle was not uncommon at this point.
Before exot_ic new part_icles would be considered as the source of DM, the possi-
bility that the galact_ic halos consist of ordinary mat_ter needed to be explored. This
can be regarded as the cont_inuat_ion of earlier interpretat_ions of the ‘missing mass’
problem. For a while, it seemed possible that DM was comprised of Massive Com-
pact Halo Objects (MACHOs)9, small, massive, and dark objects of baryonic mat_ter,
such as dim stellar remnants, black holes and neutron stars, rogue planets, rocks,
and brown dwarfs, which drif_t unbound through the interstellar space and evade
direct observat_ion.
An early study by Hegyi and Olive in 1985 argued against baryonic halos [108],
9The term MACHO was coined by Kim Griest, as contrast to the WIMP, which we will discusslater.
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where they in part_icular pointed out the incompat_ibility of the hypothesis of large
amount of baryonic MACHOs and the central result of BBN, which strongly sug-
gested that baryonic mat_ter const_itutes only a small fract_ion of the cosmological
energy density. This was also verified by CMB observat_ions as discussed in the
previous chapter. During the same year, a new technique of looking for MACHOs,
regardless of their composit_ion, was presented by the Polish astronomer Bohdan
Paczyn´ski. He suggested to look for temporary amplificat_ion of the brightness of a
large number of background stars, caused by gravitat_ional lensing of a massive,
transient object [109]. Paczyn´ski called this process microlensing. This method
does not require of the massive object to emit light itself, hence it is ideal to search
for all kinds of galact_ic MACHOs, not just baryonic ones. Large microlensing sur-
veys searched for dark stellar bodies, most notably the MACHO project [110] and
EROS-2[111, 112]. While early results seemed to show an excess of microlensing
events, eventually these surveys ruled out MACHOs as the primary source of DM
in the galaxy.
While the 1985 paper by Hegyi and Olive lef_t the possibility of black hole MA-
CHOs open, it turned out that stellar remnant black holes did not have enough t_ime
to form and populate the halos. Yet, already 11 years earlier, the Brit_ish theoret_i-
cians Bernard J. Carr and Stephen W. Hawking noted that density fluctuat_ions in
the early Universe, necessary for the format_ion of structure, could collapse gravita-
t_ionally and form so-called Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) [113]. These non-stellar
black hole relics could have survived to this day while accret_ing more mass and
possibly form the galact_ic halo, without the need to invoke new forms of mat_ter.
However, there are severe constraints on PBHs as DM. These constraints have been
re-evaluated more recently, af_ter the discovery of gravitat_ional waves from black
hole mergers by the Laser Interferometer Gravitat_ional-Wave Observatory (LIGO)
in 2016 [114]. While some conclude PBHs to be excluded by microlensing and dy-
namical constraints, at least as the only contributor to DM [115, 116], others find
that they remain a viable opt_ion [117, 118].
In conclusion, the at_tempts to explain the observat_ions with ordinary mat_ter
alone failed, and the non-baryonic nature of the galact_ic halo seemed unavoid-
able [119].
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2.2.1 When astronomy and part_icle physics merged
With ordinary baryonic mat_ter being excluded as the solut_ion to the ‘missing mass’
problem, the next quest_ion we should ask is, what condit_ions a part_icle would have
to sat_isfy to act as DM. It should be noted that there is no reason to assume that all
observat_ions of DM can be at_tributed to a single part_icles. It could also be a dark
sector with mult_iple part_icles and interact_ions.
A DM part_icle should
1. obviously be non-luminous, i.e. not reflect, absorb or emit light,
2. be non-relat_ivist_ic and therefore able to drive structure format_ion,
3. be stable, at least on the t_ime scale of the age of the Universe,
4. act collision-less and non-dissipat_ive. This implies that the DM part_icle should
have no or only weak interact_ions with ordinary mat_ter apart from gravity,
and finally
5. get produced in the right amount during the early Universe via some mech-
anism.
Naturally, the first approach is to check, if any of the known part_icles can sat_isfy
these criteria. Indeed, the neutrinos, originally predicted by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930
to explain the cont_inuous energy spectrum of β-decay [120] and observed 26 years
later by the Cowen-Reines neutrino experiment [121], seemed to fit the bill. The
Russian physicists Semyon S. Gershtein and Yakov B. Zeldovich, two pioneers of
what would become the field of astropart_icle physics, discussed the cosmological
implicat_ions of massive neutrinos in 1966 [107]. In analogy to the recently dis-
covered CMB, they computed the thermal relic abundance of electron and muon
neutrinos and derived upper limits on neutrino masses based on the expansion
history. Even though they did not connect their findings to DM, their work can be
considered as essent_ial groundwork for the idea of part_icle DM and in part_icular
WIMP DM. Soon, others drew the connect_ion and started to consider neutrinos as
potent_ial DM [122–124].
While the idea that DM was nothing but neutrinos must have been very ap-
pealing, there are two problems. For one, the relic density of relic neutrinos was
determined by known physics and turned out too low. The relat_ive contribut_ion to
the cosmic energy density is given by [125]
Ωνh
2 =
∑
imi
93.14eV
, (2.2.1)
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where h is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s−1Mpc−1. With an upper limit
of around∑imi < 0.11 eV for the sum of neutrino masses [126], we find that
Ων < 2.6 · 10−3 . (2.2.2)
Comparing to eq. (2.1.10), neutrinos can only account for a small fract_ion of non-
baryonic mat_ter in the Universe. The second reason against neutrino DM is that
they would be relat_ivist_ic during structure format_ion and behave as hot dark mat-
ter. As such, it cannot reproduce the observed hierarchical format_ion of cosmic
structure [89, 90, 127].
In the end, the neutrino did not sat_isfy two of our five condit_ions. But it can be
regarded as the historic blueprint to many DM part_icles proposed in the following
years.
2.2.2 DMmodels and part_icle candidates
When it became clear that the neutrino cannot account for the missing mass in
the Universe, the full predict_ive power of part_icle theorists was unleashed to come
up with well-mot_ivated and ideally testable models of DM. Of_ten, new models pro-
posed for independent reasons turned out to contain new part_icles, which could act
like dark mat_ter. In this chapter, we list a exemplary select_ion of the most common
candidates for DM part_icles in different contexts. Naturally, this list is not exhaus-
t_ive.
Sterile Neutrinos The neutrinos of the SM are the only fermions, which appear
exclusively with lef_t handed chirality, yet nothing forbids adding neutrinos with
right handed chirality. These leptons would be gauge singlets and not interact with
the other fields, which is why they are also called ‘sterile neutrinos’. Introducing
heavy sterile neutrinos could also explain the small, non-vanishing neutrino masses
via the seesaw mechanism [128]. If these heavy fermions are of keV scale mass,
they would get produced in the early Universe via a non-thermal mechanism and
act as DM [129, 130]. For a recent review on the observat_ional status and produc-
t_ion mechanisms of sterile neutrino DM, we refer to [131].
Supersymmetry In the beginning of the ’70s, a fundamentally new kind of sym-
metry of quantum field theories was discovered, which is called Supersymmetry
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(SUSY)10 [133–138]. SUSY relates the fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom
and therefore predicts that the fermions (bosons) of a part_icle model are accompa-
nied by a bosonic (fermionic) partner. Supersymmetric field theories remain the-
oret_ically and phenomenologically well-mot_ivated and gain a great deal of at_ten-
t_ion to this day. In addit_ion, supersymmetric models have arguably been the most
generous providers of DM part_icle candidates. The introduct_ion of SUSY roughly
doubles the number of part_icles, and the lightest of the supersymmetric part_icles is
typically regarded a candidate for DM, provided that it is stabilized by R-parity [139].
Due to its deep connect_ion to the Poincare´ group, supersymmetry as a local
symmetry enforces that gravity has to be included. This is why local supersymmetry
is usually called supergravity. In this context, the first supersymmetric DM candi-
date was the gravit_ino, the spin-3/2 partner of the graviton [140, 141]. With the for-
mulat_ion of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) in the ’70s and
’80s [142–146], the neutralino became one of the most studied potent_ial DM part_i-
cles [147–149]. The neutralino is a mixture of the fermionic partners of the neutral
bosons of the SM. It became the archetype of a Weakly Interact_ing Massive Part_i-
cle (WIMP), a much larger, more general class of DM part_icle candidates with weak,
but observable interact_ions with the SM.
Other, less popular supersymmetric candidates include the scalar partner of the
neutrino, the sneutrino [150] and the axino [151].
Extra dimensions One example for a non-supersymmetric WIMP arises from the
considerat_ion of compact_ified extra dimensions. The idea goes back to the Ger-
man physicists Theodor Kaluza and Oskar Klein. In 1921, Kaluza tried to unify elec-
tromagnet_ism with Einstein’s theory of gravity by postulat_ing a fif_th spat_ial dimen-
sion [152], whereas Klein provided an interpretat_ion of this extra dimension as be-
ing microscopic and periodic [153]. Around 60 years later, Edward W. Kolb and
Richard Slansky realized that compact extra dimensions could be associated with
addit_ional stable, heavy part_icles [154]. These part_icles arise due to the conserva-
t_ion of the quant_ized momentum along the compact extra dimension. The high-
momentum states build up a tower of so-called Kaluza-Klein states, which appear
in the four large dimensions as part_icles with increasing mass of scaleMKK ∼ R−1,
where R is the compact_ificat_ion scale.
In models of Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) all SM fields are allowed to prop-
agate through the extra dimension [155]. If the lightest of the Kaluza-Klein states
10For a comprehensive review of SUSY and the MSSM we recommend the ‘SupersymmetricPrimer’ by Stephen P. Mart_in [132].
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is stabilized by some symmetry and cannot decay into the ground state, which cor-
responds to the usual SM part_icle, this part_icle would be a qualified DM part_icle.
As such it could get produced thermally and be observed e.g. via direct detec-
t_ion [156–158].
Axions In 1977, Roberto D. Peccei and Helen R. Quinn proposed a solut_ion to
the strong CP problem of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [159, 160], which pre-
dicted a new part_icle, as was quickly noted by the American theorists Stephen
Weinberg and Frank Wilczek [161, 162].
The symmetries of QCD allow for the CP violat_ing term
LQCD ⊃ θ
32pi2
Tr
[
GµνG˜µν
]
, (2.2.3)
where Gµν (G˜µν) is the (dual) field strength tensor of QCD and the trace runs over
the SU(3) color indices. This term introduces CP violat_ing interact_ions into QCD.
However, from upper limits of the neutron’s electric dipole moment [163], we know
that
θ . 10−10 . (2.2.4)
The seemingly fine-tuned suppression of an otherwise allowed term is the strong
CP problem. In their solut_ion, Peccei and Quinn explain the parameter’s suppres-
sion by introducing a new global, anomalousU(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously
broken by a complex scalar field. In their model, the effect_ive θ parameter de-
pends on this field and vanishes dynamically once the field at_tains its vacuum ex-
pectat_ion value. Furthermore, an addit_ional light part_icle arises naturally as the
pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson. This part_icle was called the axion. The standard
Weinberg-Wilczek axion was excluded by prompt experimental searches, and more
general realizat_ions such as the Invisible Axion were developed [164], culminat_ing
in a large class of Axion-Like Part_icles (ALPs).
The axion might not just be the by-product of the Peccei-Quinn mechanism, it
could also be another candidate for DM, solving two problems at once [165, 166].
These light scalar part_icles could get produced non-thermally and non-relat_ivist_ically
during the early universe and act as a collision-less fluid sat_isfying all five DM con-
dit_ions. Consequently, a large number of experimental searches were performed
aiming at the discovery of the axion [167, 168].
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Figure 2.6: Thermal freeze-out of WIMPs.
2.2.3 Origin of DM in the early Universe
An essent_ial aspect of DM phenomenology is to explain how it was produced in the
right amount during the early Universe. A lot of the proposed DM part_icles share
a common product_ion mechanism similar to the neutrinos’ and get produced ther-
mally. They make up the large class of the WIMPs [169]. A WIMP is characterized
by
• a mass of MeV-TeV scale,
• its non-gravitat_ional interact_ions with ordinary mat_ter. This interact_ion should
not be stronger than the weak interact_ion of the SM.
• its thermal product_ion via ‘freeze-out’.
WIMPs are in thermal equilibrium with the SM bath during the early Universe, con-
t_inuously created by and annihilat_ing into lighter part_icles. As the Universe kept
expanding and cooling, the light part_icles lost energy and with it the ability to gen-
erate new DM part_icles. At this point, the DM populat_ion got depleted due to their
ongoing annihilat_ions. But even the annihilat_ions stopped being effect_ive, when
the number density has dropped so low that the annihilat_ion rate dropped below
the expansion rate, and part_icles and ant_i-part_icles no longer came into contact. Af-
terwards, a constant number of DM part_icles remained in the Universe as a thermal
relic, not unlike the photons of the CMB or the neutrino background. This produc-
t_ion mechanism is called ‘thermal freeze-out’.
The relic abundance of a part_icle can be computed using the Boltzmann equa-
t_ion [139, 170], which determines the evolut_ion of the DM number density nχ in
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an expanding Universe,
dnχ
dt
+ 3H(t)nχ︸ ︷︷ ︸Hubble dilut_ion = − 〈σAv〉
(
n2χ − (neqχ )2
)︸ ︷︷ ︸creat_ion and annihilat_ion . (2.2.5)
Here, σA is the total annihilat_ion cross sect_ion, v is the relat_ive velocity, and 〈·〉
denotes the thermal average. In order to scale out the dilut_ion due to expansion,
we can use the conservat_ion of the entropy density s, i.e. sR3 = const. We define
the DM density in a co-moving volume Y ≡ nχ
s
, such that dY
dt
= dnχ
dt
+ 3H(t)nχ.
Usually the t_ime parameter is replaced by x ≡ mχ
T
. Hence, the Boltzmann equat_ion
becomes
dY
dx
= − xs〈σAv〉
H(T = mχ)
(
Y 2 − Y 2eq
)
. (2.2.6)
The freeze-out occurs during the radiat_ion dominated epoch of the Universe, which
fixes the Hubble parameter H(x) ∼ x−2. The entropy density per co-moving vol-
ume stays constant, s(x) ∼ x−3. Some example solut_ions for Y (x) with different
annihilat_ion cross sect_ions are shown in figure 2.6 and illustrate the thermal pro-
duct_ion of a non-relat_ivist_ic relic. While the equilibrium number density falls ex-
ponent_ially Yeq(x) ∼ e−x, at some point the DM decouples and freezes out to a
constant co-moving volume number density. The higher the annihilat_ion cross sec-
t_ion the longer the DM keeps annihilat_ing in thermal equilibrium and the lower the
final density. An approximate expression for the present WIMP density in units of
the crit_ical density is given by
Ωχh
2 '
〈
σA
pb
v
0.1c
〉−1
. (2.2.7)
This procedure to compute the thermal relic of WIMPs gives a good est_imate, but
is not very precise. The calculat_ion has been greatly refined to yield more precise
predict_ions [171–174]. However, it was quickly noted that a weak scale cross sec-
t_ion would lead to Ωχ = O(1) , naturally explaining the origin of the right amount
of DM. This rough agreement between the WIMP relic density and the observed
DM density was called the ‘WIMP miracle’. It mot_ivated a great number of strate-
gies and experiments in the following decades, aiming to detect WIMP DM. Unfor-
tunately, these efforts have not been successful so far, and the WIMP paradigm is
get_t_ing constrained more and more [175]. Nonetheless, it has not been excluded
altogether [176].
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Figure 2.7: The three main search strategies for non-gravitat_ional DM interact_ions.
The DM part_icles in the Universe do not need to be a thermal relic, many other
product_ion mechanism have been proposed which do not rely on DM being in ther-
mal equilibrium. Examples include the ‘freeze-in’ mechanism of very weakly inter-
act_ing DM [177, 178] or DM product_ion from heavy part_icle decays [179, 180]. For
more informat_ion on non-thermal DM product_ion we refer to [181, 182].
2.2.4 Detect_ion strategies
Although the evidence for DM is almost conclusive, it is unfortunately purely gravi-
tat_ional. There is lit_tle hope to directly observe or produce DM part_icles, if the only
DM-mat_ter interact_ion is via gravity. However, there are good reasons that the dark
and the bright sector share some other interact_ion. The DM part_icle might not be
a gauge singlet under the SM gauge groups and part_icipate in some of the known
forces. Alternat_ively, there might exist some interact_ive portal between the light
and dark sector. The field act_ing as that portal might be known, such as the Z or the
Higgs portal, or be a new field, e.g. a dark photon. There are three major strategies
to search for non-gravitat_ional effects of DM, illustrated in figure 2.7.
Indirect detect_ion If DM part_icles could annihilate or decay into SM model par-
t_icles, these part_icles could be observed with cosmic ray and neutrino telescopes.
The approach to look for observat_ional excesses of SM part_icle fluxes originat_ing
from regions of high DM density is called indirect detect_ion [183, 184]. These high-
density regions could be the galact_ic center of the Milky Way, neighbouring dwarf
galaxies, or galaxy clusters. In the case of the WIMP, the annihilat_ion cross sect_ion
determined the relic density. The indirect observat_ion of such annihilat_ions could
thereby probe not just the existence of DM part_icles, but also its origin.
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Possible detect_ion channels are DM annihilat_ions into gamma-rays [124, 185],
ant_i-protons and positrons [186–189], or neutrinos [190]. The clearest and most
conclusive indirect detect_ion of DM annihilat_ion would be a monochromat_ic fea-
ture in the cosmic-ray spectrum.
Another possible discovery channel of indirect detect_ion are neutrinos from
the Sun. DM part_icles could get gravitat_ionally captured by the Sun, aggregate
in the solar core and annihilate result_ing in an addit_ional neutrino flux from the
Sun [191–193]. Due to their weak interact_ions with mat_ter, neutrinos could escape
even those dense regions.
The main challenge of indirect detect_ion is the dist_inct_ion between the flux
of the annihilat_ion products and background from astrophysical sources. Another
challenge arises for the observat_ions of charged part_icles which get reflected and
diffused by galact_ic magnet_ic fields or scat_terings, impeding the assignment of an
observat_ion to a part_icular source [194, 195]. The interpretat_ion of an observed
excess is difficult and drawing a definit_ive conclusion of a DM discovery even more
so. A number of experiments have indeed measured excesses. One example is
an observed rise of the cosmic-ray positron fract_ion with energy, measured by the
satellite-borne cosmic-ray observatories PAMELA and AMS-02 [196, 197]. The ex-
cess could in principle be interpreted as the product of DM annihilat_ions [198, 199].
Direct product_ion If DM couples to mat_ter, it could be possible to produce DM par-
t_icles in high energy part_icle collisions such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [200–
203]. Af_ter their creat_ion, these part_icles would leave the detector without a trace.
Hence, the main signature of DM in colliders is Missing Transverse Energy (MET)11,
and neutrino product_ion will be an important background. At hadron colliders, the
typical signature event for the product_ion of a pair of DM part_icles is a single jets
or photons from init_ial state radiat_ion, plus MET.
There are two draw-backs of collider searches of DM. For one, the search for
new physics with a collider is always to some degree model-dependent, since a
model is necessary to make predict_ions. This problem can be eased by a more gen-
eral and standardized formulat_ion of DM-mat_ter interact_ions using EFTs for contact
interact_ions and simplified models in the presence of light mediators [205, 206].
More crit_ically, colliders alone would not be able to confirm a newly discovered
weakly interact_ing part_icle as the source of DM. They could e.g. not test the stabil-
ity of the part_icle and only find weak lower bounds on its lifet_ime. The discovery
11A DM part_icle would not be the first part_icle to be discovered through an MET signature, as theW boson was discovered through this technique in 1983 [204].
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of the same part_icle by complementary astrophysical experiments is necessary to
conclusively draw the connect_ion between the galact_ic halo and the observat_ion at
a collider [207].
Direct detect_ion The basic idea of direct detect_ion is to search for recoiling nuclei
or electrons in a terrestrial detector result_ing from an elast_ic collision between an
incoming DM part_icle from the halo and a part_icle of the detector’s target mass.
Direct detect_ion is the main topic of this thesis and will be discussed in detail in the
next chapter.
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Direct Detect_ion of Dark Mat_ter
If the galact_ic halo is comprised of one or more new part_icles which interact not just
gravitat_ionally with ordinary mat_ter, there is hope to detect these part_icles here on
Earth. These part_icles would cont_inuously pass through our planet in great num-
bers. The basic idea of the direct detect_ion of DM is to search for nuclear recoils
result_ing from an elast_ic collision between an incoming DM part_icle from the halo
and a nucleus inside a terrestrial detector.
In this chapter, we review the development of the field of direct DM searches,
as well as the basic relat_ions and tools to make predict_ions for direct detect_ion ex-
periments. We will treat both the standard nuclear recoil experiments and newer
techniques to search for sub-GeV DM based on inelast_ic DM-electron interact_ions.
The necessary model of the galact_ic halo, the scat_tering kinemat_ics, the descript_ion
of DM-mat_ter interact_ions, as well as the computat_ion of event rates for any detec-
t_ion experiment are presented in detail, before we conclude with a short summary
to direct detect_ion stat_ist_ics and limits.
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3.1 The Historical Evolut_ion of Direct DM Searches
3.1.1 Standard WIMP detect_ion
The fundamental technique of direct detect_ion experiments was originally pro-
posed by Andrzej Drukier and Leo Stodolsky in 1983 as a way to detect neutrinos via
coherent elast_ic scat_terings on nuclei [208]. Soon af_ter, three groups, one including
Drukier himself, independently pointed out that this method might also serve as
a possible detect_ion technique for DM part_icles [209–211]. Especially the WIMP
scenario can be probed by this strategy since GeV scale DM part_icle would cause
observable rates of keV scale nuclear recoils, and it did not take long unt_il the first
direct detect_ion experiments took place [212, 213], set_t_ing the first direct detect_ion
constraints on DM-mat_ter interact_ions.
In their 1986 paper, Drukier, Freese, and Spergel proposed to ut_ilize the ex-
pected annual signal modulat_ion to dist_inguish between a potent_ial DM signal and
background from other sources [211]. This modulat_ion occurs due to the orbital
mot_ion of the Earth around the Sun, which leads to a small variat_ion of the DM flux
and event rate in a detector. About twenty years ago, the DAMA experiment first
reported the observat_ion of such a modulat_ion [214]. The observed events in their
sodium-iodide (NaI) target crystal showed not just an annual rate modulat_ion, the
rate also peaked at the expected t_ime of the year. DAMA/NaI and the upgrade
DAMA/LIBRA cont_inued to confirm their observat_ions over the years [215–217]. In
the latest DAMA/LIBRA phase 2 run, they finished the observat_ion of the 20th an-
nual cycle. Remarkably, they report a modulat_ion period of (0.999±0.001)yr and
phase of (145±5) days, just as expected for DM1.
The reason, why the DAMA claim is met with great scept_icism, is the fact that no
other experiment was able to confirm the observat_ion. Even worse, the findings of
many other DM searches are in serious tension with the DAMA results and repeat-
edly exclude the parameter space favoured by DAMA. Since these experiments use
different target materials, it is not impossible that some unexpected type of interac-
t_ion would show up in a NaI crystal, but not e.g. in liquid xenon experiments. The
comparisons rely on standard assumpt_ions, which could of course be inaccurate.
Unt_il an experiment of the same target material confirms or refutes the discovery
claim, the DAMA signal’s origin remains unsolved. A number of direct detect_ion
experiments with sodium-iodide crystals are being planned [218–221]. The first re-
1The theoret_ically predicted event rate under standard assumpt_ions peaks around June 2nd,corresponding to a phase of 152 days.
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sult by DM-Ice17 [222] and COSINE-100 [223] did not show evidence for an annual
modulat_ion and seem to indicate that the DAMA/LIBRA modulat_ion is indeed not
due to part_icles from the DM halo. Over the next few years, these experiments will
find a definit_ive answer.
Direct detect_ion experiments can be classified in two broad categories of two-
channel detectors, using either crystal or liquid noble targets. In both cases, the
discriminat_ion between background events and a potent_ial DM signal is realized by
split_t_ing the signal into two components, which are detected independently.
The historically first category are detectors with cryogenic solid-state targets.
One two-channel technique of background reject_ion is to simultaneously measure
both ionizat_ion and heat signals [224, 225]. This method was applied to pure ger-
manium targets by the EDELWEISS experiments [226–228] and silicon/germanium
semiconductors by the CDMS detectors located in the Soudan Mine [229–231]. The
newest generat_ion of SuperCDMS will be taking data from SNOLAB [232]. Another
similar method is to simultaneously detect scint_illat_ion photons and heat phonons,
as done by the three CRESST experiments. Where CRESST-I used a sapphire tar-
get [233, 234], the other two generat_ions employed CaWO4 crystals [235–237].
Finally, a new generat_ion of solid-state detect_ion experiments looking for light DM,
namely DAMIC [238, 239] and SENSEI [240], uses silicon CCDs as target, which read
out ionized charges in each pixel, potent_ially caused by a DM-atom interact_ion in
the silicon crystal. In these experiments, background events are rejected due to
their characterist_ic spat_ial signal correlat_ion in neighbouring pixels, as opposed to
point-like energy deposit_ions by a WIMP.
So far, the results of these experiments have been a series of null results with
a few except_ions. The CoGENT experiment, a germanium detector in the Soudan
Underground Laboratory (SUL), has reported evidence for annual signal modula-
t_ions [241–243], however a re-analysis of the data found an underest_imat_ion of
background due to surface events [244, 245]. Furthermore, both CRESST-II (phase
1) and CDMS II reported an observed signal excess [235, 246]. For CRESST, these
signals could also be at_tributed to background sources, and a DM interpretat_ion
was eventually excluded [247]. The CDMS signal is in tension with constraints from
other experiments, and a DM origin seems disfavoured as well [248]. These anoma-
lies and their interpretat_ion, including the DAMA observat_ion, have been discussed
in greater detail in [249].
In order to increase the sensit_ivity of detectors to weaker interact_ions, larger
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targets were needed. However, the upscaling of solid state detectors to sizes be-
yond the kg scale is costly. In the year 2000, a new detect_ion technology was
proposed, the use of a two-phase noble target [250, 251]. Xenon has been the
most common noble target, as it is easily purified, radio-pure, chemically inact_ive,
has large ionizat_ion and scint_illat_ion yield, combined with a heavy nucleus ideal to
probe coherent spin-independent interact_ions. In addit_ion, a xenon target can be
realized even in ton scales. Just as for crystal targets, the signal is split in two parts
to reject background. An incoming DM part_icle would scat_ter on a xenon nucleus
in the liquid phase, and the nuclear recoil causes the first scint_illat_ion signal (S1)
followed by a t_ime-retarded second scint_illat_ion signal (S2) in the detector’s gas
phase. Both signals are observed with Photomult_iplier Tubes (PMTs). The S2-signal
is caused by electrons which get ionized in the original scat_tering and drif_t towards
the gas phase due to an external electric field. This ingenious idea to use the t_ime-
separated combinat_ion of scint_illat_ion and ionizat_ion became the blueprint for a
series of experiments with increasing target sizes all around the world.
While single-phase liquid xenon detectors have already been proposed and per-
formed in the ’90s [252–254] and early ’00s [255, 256], the first two-phase xenon
detector was the ZEPLIN-II experiment at the Boulby Underground Laboratory in
England, which reported the first results in 2007 [257]. ZEPLIN-II was followed by
a third generat_ion in 2009 [258]. Within Europe, they competed with the XENON
experiments located at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS), with their
three generat_ions, XENON10 [259, 260], XENON100 [261, 262], and XENON1T [263,
264]. The similar LUX experiment, installed at the Sanford Underground Research
Facility (SURF) in the Homestake Mine, set leading constraints on WIMP DM [265,
266]. In the last few years, two more direct DM searches were performed by the
PandaX collaborat_ion with xenon detectors at the China Jinping Underground Lab-
oratory (CJPL) [267–270]. The Japanese XMASS-I experiment started to use single
phase liquid noble targets again [271], while others switched from xenon to an ar-
gon target, namely the DarkSide-50 dual-phase detector at Gran Sasso [272, 273]
and the single-phase detector DEAP-3600 at SNOLAB [274]. Planned future exper-
iments include LUX’s successor, the next-generat_ion LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) experiment,
which is expected to take data with a 7 ton dual phase xenon target by 2020 [275],
as well as proposals for XENONnT in Gran Sasso [276, 277], and a mult_i-ton dual
phase xenon experiment DARWIN [278].
The cont_inuing null results of these enormous experimental efforts were cer-
tainly a disappointment for convent_ional direct DM searches. While larger and
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larger detectors cont_inue to constrain and rule out weaker and weaker WIMP inter-
act_ions, no conclusive evidence for non-gravitat_ional DM interact_ions in terrestrial
detectors has ever been found. This caused a shif_t away from the standard WIMP
paradigm. One way, to loosen the usual assumpt_ions is to search for low-mass
DM part_icles.
3.1.2 Low-mass DM searches
The results presented in this thesis do not consider a part_icular part_icle physics
model which contains a DM candidate. Instead it focuses on light, mostly sub-GeV,
DM part_icles and their phenomenology in direct detect_ion experiments, while stay-
ing mostly agnost_ic about the part_icle’s origin. Nonetheless, it should be noted that
light DM arises in a number of well-mot_ivated part_icle models. The standard WIMP
picture can be modified in order to circumvent the Lee-Weinberg limit [123] such
that DM of masses below ∼2 GeV can be produced as a thermal relic. This was
shown to work for scalar DM [279], in supersymmetric models [280–282], e.g. as
light axinos [283, 284], for Strongly Interact_ing Massive Part_icles (SIMPs), mean-
ing DM with strong self interact_ions [285, 286]2, for elast_ically decoupling DM [287],
secluded sector DM [288], or light DM part_icles which annihilate into heavier par-
t_icles during the early Universe [289]. Sub-GeV DM can also be produced non-
thermally as asymmetric DM [290–294] or via freeze-in [178].
Direct detect_ion experiments only probe part_icles down to some minimal mass.
The energy deposits of even lighter DM fall below the experiment’s threshold and
are insufficient to trigger the detector. Convent_ional nuclear recoil experiments typ-
ically have a recoil threshold of the order of∼keV and therefore probe DM part_icles
with masses above a few GeV. It is a great challenge to probe masses below the GeV
scale using nuclear recoils. The experiments of the CRESST collaborat_ion are lead-
ing in this field and have pushed the limits of low-mass DM searches. They realized
recoil thresholds of the order of O(10)eV for a gram scale detector, set_t_ing con-
straints on DM of masses down to∼140 MeV [295]. The next generat_ion CRESST-III
experiment is expected to reduce the threshold further [237].
There are a number of ideas, which do not require a new generat_ion of experi-
ments. One possibility is to consider signatures of non-standard interact_ions at con-
vent_ional large-scale detectors. A sub-GeV DM part_icle could cause an otherwise
unobservable nuclear recoil, where the recoiling nucleus emits Bremsstrahlung.
2The abbreviat_ion SIMP is not used consistently in the literature, where some refer to strong self-interact_ions and others to strong couplings to ordinary mat_ter. This is why we refrain from using it.
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The emit_ted photons are able to trigger the detector [296, 297]. Another idea
is to employ the Migdal effect [298] and observe electrons dissociated from the
atom through the nuclear scat_tering. As the nucleus recoils, the atomic electrons
do not immediately follow and might therefore get excited or ionized, leading to a
signal [299–303]. Both techniques of extending a detector’s sensit_ivity to lower
masses were recently applied by the LUX collaborat_ion to derive constraints on
masses down to 400 MeV [304]. Another idea is to look for processes which could
accelerate DM part_icles as faster part_icles are able to deposit larger recoil energies
in a detector. If sub-GeV DM part_icles scat_ter on hot const_ituents of the Sun, they
could gain energy and make up a highly energet_ic solar DM flux. This was shown
to increase detectors’ sensit_ivity for DM-electron interact_ions [305] and indepen-
dently by us for DM-nucleus scat_terings in Paper III. A similar idea is to apply the
same argument to relat_ivist_ic cosmic rays, which could also transfer energy to halo
part_icles, which could then be observed in terrestrial detector, even though they
might have been undetectable before the scat_tering due to their low mass [306].
The solar reflect_ion of sub-GeV DM is the topic of chapter 5.
Arguable the most promising idea to sub-GeV DM searches is to consider DM-
electron scat_terings [307–309]. MeV scale DM part_icles can transfer almost their
ent_ire kinet_ic energy to bound electrons and are hence able to ionize atoms. In par-
t_icular, the scat_tering on electrons in xenon experiments such as XENON10 [260]
and XENON100 [310] have been invest_igated. These experiments set strong con-
straints on DM-electron scat_terings for DM masses as low as a few MeV [311, 312].
With DarkSide-50, the first argon target detector has probed DM-electron scat_ter-
ings in 2018 [313]. Despite their smaller exposures, semiconductor targets are even
more promising due to their small band gaps of orderO(1) eV [314–317]. The first
experiments to test electron scat_terings were SENSEI (2018) [240, 318] and Super-
CDMS (2018) [319], both using a silicon semiconductor targets. In the near future,
the DAMIC-M collaborat_ion is planning to install a detector with a remarkably large
semiconductor target mass of kg scale [320].
These are not the only new proposals for experimental techniques and search
strategies aimed at light DM over the last few years. Others have suggested the
use of scint_illat_ing materials [321], two-dimensional targets such as graphene for
direct_ional detect_ion [322], superfluid helium targets [323–326], molecule dissocia-
t_ion [327], super conductors [328–330], and many other effects and techniques [331–
336]. Many of these new ideas have been reviewed in [337].
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3.2 The Galact_ic Halo
To interpret the outcome of a direct detect_ion experiment, it is crucial to know how
many and how energet_ic DM part_icles are expected to pass through the detector.
It is necessary to est_imate the local DM density and velocity distribut_ion, which
are related through the gravitat_ional potent_ial of the halo. The different_ial number
density of DM part_icles close to the Sun’s orbit within the galact_ic halo with velocity
within (vχ,vχ + d3v) can be writ_ten as
dn = nχfhalo(v) d
3v =
ρχ
mχ
fhalo(v) d
3v , (3.2.1)
where fhalo(v) is the normalized velocity distribut_ion and nχ and ρχ are the local
DM number and energy density respect_ively. The DM density is assumed to remain
constant along the Sun’s orbit around the galact_ic centrum throughout this the-
sis. However, this does not need to be true, which can have crit_ical consequences
for direct detect_ion [338]. Throughout this thesis, we use the canonical value of
ρχ = 0.3GeV cm
−3 [339], even though newer evidence suggests a value closer
to ∼ 0.4GeV cm−3 [340]. The reason for this is the fact, that the former value is
widely used in the literature and serves as a fiducial value.
The velocity distribut_ion depends on the DM halo model. The convent_ional
choice is the Standard Halo Model (SHM), which models the DM of a galaxy as a
self-gravitat_ing gas of collision-less part_icles in equilibrium, which form a spheri-
cal and isothermal halo [341]. As such, the density profile scales as ∼ r−2 and
the mass funct_ion as M(r) ∼ r, which explains the observed flatness of galac-
t_ic rotat_ion curves we discussed in sect_ion 2.1.1. The velocit_ies follow an isotropic
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribut_ion,
fhalo(v) ∼ exp
(
− v
2
2σ2v
)
. (3.2.2)
Even though this distribut_ion does not fit results from N-body simulat_ions very
well [342–344], and a newer analysis of the stellar distribut_ion using the SDSS-Gaia
sample shows that the halo shows more substructure [345], the SHM is by far the
convent_ional choice in DM detect_ion, since it does not introduces a crit_ical error
and simplifies the comparison between different results and experiments, similarly
to the choice of the DM density3.
3We also ment_ion that an update to the SHM was presented recently [346], which has only asmall impact on non-direct_ional direct detect_ion experiments.
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Figure 3.1: The local speed distribut_ion of DM and its annual modulat_ion. AMollweide project_ion of the direct_ional distribut_ion with thecharacterist_ic dipole of the DM wind is shown as well.
The halo part_icles’ speed will not exceed the galaxy’s escape velocity vesc, faster
part_icles would have lef_t the galaxy a long t_ime ago. Consequently, it is reasonable
to truncate the distribut_ion,
fhalo(v) =
1
Nesc
1
(2piσ2v)
3/2
exp
(
− v
2
2σ2v
)
Θ (vesc − v) , (3.2.3a)
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step funct_ion and the normalizat_ion constant Nesc is
given by
Nesc = erf
(
vesc√
2σ2v
)
−
√
2
pi
vesc
σv
exp
(
−v
2
esc
2σ2v
)
. (3.2.3b)
The galact_ic escape velocity typically chosen in the DM detect_ion literature is given
by vesc ≈ 544 km s−1, as obtained by the RAVE survey, 544+54-41 km s−1 (90% confi-dence) [347]. This value is st_ill the convent_ional choice, even though it was updated
to 533+64-46 km s−1 (90% confidence) more recently [348]. The velocity dispersion σvis set to σv = v0/√2, where v0 ≈ 220 km s−1 is the IAU value for the Sun’s circular
velocity [349].
Finally, a Galilean transformat_ion into the Earth’s rest frame is necessary to ob-
tain the local DM phase space fχ(v),
fχ(v) ≡ fhalo(v + v⊕) (3.2.4a)
=
1
Nesc
1
pi3/2v30
exp
(
−(v + v⊕)
2
v20
)
Θ(vesc − |v + v⊕|) . (3.2.4b)
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Even though the original velocity distribut_ion was isotropic, this transformat_ion into
the Earth’s rest frame breaks this isotropy and is the cause for the ‘DM wind’. More
and faster part_icles are expected to hit the Earth from its direct_ion of travel, which
can be seen in the inset direct_ional distribut_ion in figure 3.1. The Earth’s velocity
v⊕ is given in app. B.4. As the Earth orbits the Sun during a year, the Earth’s speed
relat_ive to the DM halo varies, which in turn causes a modulat_ion of the DM phase
space and an annual signal modulat_ion of a direct detect_ion experiment [211]4.
In many contexts, the direct_ional informat_ion of eq. (3.2.4) is irrelevant, and the
marginal speed distribut_ion suffices. We obtain it by integrat_ing out the velocity
angles,
fχ(v) ≡
∫
dΩ v2f⊕(v) (3.2.5a)
=
1
Nesc
v√
piv0v⊕
×
[
2 exp
(
−v
2 + v2⊕
v20
)
sinh
(
2
vv⊕
v20
)
+
(
exp
(
−(v + v⊕)
2
v20
)
− exp
(
−v
2
esc
v20
))
Θ (|v + v⊕| − vesc)
−
(
exp
(
−(v − v⊕)
2
v20
)
− exp
(
−v
2
esc
v20
))
Θ (|v − v⊕| − vesc)
]
. (3.2.5b)
The speed distribut_ion and its annual modulat_ion are plot_ted in figure 3.1.
Provided with a local DM density and phase space distribut_ion, it is possible to
compute the part_icle flux of DM through a detector, the first necessary ingredient
to predict scat_tering rates in a detector.
4A similar, smaller diurnal signal modulat_ion can be included, if, instead of v⊕, we use the labo-ratory velocity vlab, which addit_ionally varies daily as the Earth rotates.
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Figure 3.2: Elast_ic scat_tering kinemat_ics between a DM and a target part_icle.
3.3 Scat_tering Kinemat_ics
3.3.1 Elast_ic DM-nucleus collisions
In most WIMP searches, the fundamental processes which experiments look for are
elast_ic coherent collisions between DM part_icles and target nuclei in a detector.
In this sect_ion, we summarize the kinemat_ic relat_ions required to describe direct
detect_ion experiments [350].
A DM part_icle of mass mχ and init_ial velocity vχ scat_ters on a target nucleus of
mass mT , as illustrated in figure 3.2a. Energy and momentum conservat_ion alone
determine the final velocit_ies of both part_icles af_ter the elast_ic scat_tering,
v′χ =
mT |vχ − vT |
mT +mχ
n+
mχvχ +mTvT
mT +mχ︸ ︷︷ ︸velocity of the CMS
, (3.3.1a)
v′T = −
mχ |vχ − vT |
mT +mχ
n+
mχvχ +mTvT
mT +mχ
, (3.3.1b)
For terrestrial nuclei, the relat_ive velocity is completely dominated by the DM speed,
|vχ − vT | ≈ vχ ∼ 10−3. For example, in the atmosphere the thermal velocit_ies of
oxygen/nitrogen molecules are well below 1 km/s. The two momenta in the sec-
ond term’s numerator can become comparable for very light DM. However, then
the second term is negligible altogether. This leaves us with the approximat_ion of
v′χ ≈
mTvχn+mχvχ
mT +mχ
(vT ≈ 0) , (3.3.2a)
v′T ≈
−mχvχn+mχvχ
mT +mχ
(vT ≈ 0) . (3.3.2b)
We cont_inue under the assumpt_ion of rest_ing targets, keeping in mind that it will
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not hold for hot nuclei in the core of the Sun.
The only unknown part is the unit vector n, which points into the direct_ion of
the DM part_icle’s final velocity in the Center of Mass System (CMS). This vector is
determined by the scat_tering angle θ, defined as the angle between the init_ial and
final velocity of the DM part_icle in the CMS,
θ = ^(vχ,n) ∈ [0, pi] . (3.3.3)
The distribut_ion of the scat_tering angle crit_ically depends on the specific interact_ion
between the DM and the nuclei and will be discussed in chapter 4.1.4. Once a
scat_tering angle is specified, the momentum transfer q to the nucleus is given by
q = mT (v
′
T − vT ) ≈ mTv′T (vT ≈ 0) , (3.3.4a)
⇒ q2 = 2µ2χTv2χ (1− cos θ) , (3.3.4b)
where µij ≡ mimjmi+mj is the reduced mass of a two body system. For an incomingspeed the momentum transfer is bounded by
q2max = 4µ
2
χTv
2
χ . (3.3.5)
The kinet_ic quant_ity closer to the measured observable is the recoil energy ER, i.e.
the kinet_ic energy transferred to the nucleus in a collision,
ER ≡ E ′T − ET =
q2
2mT
≈ 1
2
mTv
′2
T (vT ≈ 0)
=
mTm
2
χv
2
χ
(mT +mχ)2
(1− cos θ) = γEχ1− cos θ
2
with γ ≡ 4µ2χT
mχmT
. (3.3.6)
For an incoming speed the nuclear recoil energy is bounded by
EmaxR = γEχ =
2µ2χTv
2
χ
mT
. (3.3.7)
This determines the minimum speed vmin(ER), for which a DM part_icle is capable
to cause a nuclear recoil of energy ER,
vmin(ER) =
√
ERmT
2µ2χT
. (3.3.8)
Furthermore, eq. (3.3.7) illustrates the relevance of the γ factor. It is the maximum
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fract_ion of energy, the DM part_icle can possibly transfer to the target. As shown
in figure 3.2b, the factor γ is close to one, if the two part_icles’ masses are similar
and exactly one if they are degenerate. In this case, the DM part_icle may lose all its
kinet_ic energy in a single scat_tering. This can also be seen from the decelerat_ion of
the DM part_icle,
v′χ
vχ
=
√
1− γ 1− cos θ
2
< 1 . (3.3.9)
In summary, the energy transfer is governed by the rat_io of masses and the
interact_ion type, which determines the distribut_ion of the scat_tering angle.
3.3.2 Inelast_ic DM-electron scat_terings
For direct searches of sub-GeV DM part_icles, it is possible to look for inelast_ic colli-
sions between DM and an electron of an atom. The kinemat_ics are non-trivial since
the bound electron’s momentum is not uniquely defined, and there is no longer a
direct relat_ion between the final electron’s recoil energy and the momentum trans-
fer, as eq. (3.3.6) for elast_ic nuclear scat_terings [316]. The total energy transferred
to the electron can be expressed as the energy lost by the DM part_icle,
∆Ee = −∆Eχ = Eχ − E ′χ (3.3.10a)
=
mχ
2
v2χ −
|mχvχ − q|2
2mχ
(3.3.10b)
= v · q− q
2
2mχ
. (3.3.10c)
Here, we neglected the fact that the atom also recoils as a whole. The maximum
transferred energy ∆Ee with respect to q is therefore
∆Emaxe =
1
2
mχv
2
χ . (3.3.11)
As opposed to elast_ic nuclear scat_terings, where the γ factor of eq. (3.3.7) yields the
maximum kinemat_ically allowed relat_ive energy transfer, a sub-GeV DM part_icle is
kinemat_ically allowed to lose its ent_ire energy in a DM-electron scat_tering, and the
kinet_ic energy transfer is much more efficient for electron than for nuclear targets.
In analogy to eq. (3.3.8), the minimum DM speed kinemat_ically required for a
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collision with momentum transfer q and transferred energy ∆Ee is
vmin(∆Ee, q) =
∆Ee
q
+
q
2mχ
. (3.3.12)
In sub-GeV DM-electron scat_terings, the electron is not just the lighter part_icle.
Not_ing that ve ∼ α ∼ 10-2, the electrons are also faster by one order of magnitude
and hence dominate the relat_ive velocity. Therefore, typical momentum transfers
are of order q ∼ µχe|vχ − ve| ' meα ≈ 3.7 keV. The typical transferred energy is
of the order of eV, sufficient to ionize and excite atoms.
3.4 Describing DM-Mat_ter Interact_ions
At this point, all evidence in favour of the existence of DM is rooted in its gravi-
tat_ional influence on visible mat_ter on astronomical scales, as discussed in chap-
ter 2.1. In contrast, we know next to nothing about possible non-gravitat_ional in-
teract_ions, which are probed by direct detect_ion experiments. In the face of this
ignorance, the quest_ion arises, how we should model and describe these inter-
act_ions. One at_tempt is to look for UV complete extensions of the SM, which are
somehow well mot_ivated and contain a DM candidate part_icle. The most prominent
examples have been discussed briefly in chapter 2.2.2. Due to the large number of
proposed models, these model driven and dependent descript_ions of DM-mat_ter
interact_ions hamper comparisons of different experiments. To avoid this, it is nec-
essary to model the probed interact_ions in a more general framework. The use of an
Effect_ive Field Theory (EFT) is a more suitable approach, since it is agnost_ic to part_ic-
ular proposals for extending the SM [351]. It can be used to universally describe the
low energy behavior of many proposed extensions of the SM and gives a general
framework to model e.g. DM-quark interact_ions, independent on the underlying
high energy degrees of freedom. Alternat_ively, it can make sense to formulate a
simple prototype model with addit_ional degrees of freedom and symmetries, so
called simplified models, which can also be connected to more complete part_icle
models.
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3.4.1 EFTs and DM-nucleus scat_terings
The Lagrangian of the SM can be extended by a new, stable, massive field χ, e.g. a
massive Dirac fermion, which is the DM part_icle. Its interact_ion with the SM quarks
to leading order is writ_ten as Lorentz-invariant effect_ive four-fermion operators,
Lint ⊃
∑
q
αq (χΓχχ) (qΓqq) , (3.4.1)
whereαq are the effect_ive DM-quark couplings and Γi ∈ {I, γµ, γ5γ5γµ, σµν , σµνγ5}
are the possible operators [139, 338, 352, 353]. The mediator for this interact_ion
is assumed to be heavier than the momentum transfers of the scat_terings and was
integrated out yielding a contact interact_ion. This operator needs to be mapped to
a nucleon operator as described in [139] in order to compute the relat_ivist_ic ma-
trix element for DM-nucleus scat_terings. Af_ter taking the non-relat_ivist_ic limit5, the
result_ing matrix elementM enters the different_ial cross sect_ion,
dσN
dER
=
1
32pimNm2χv
2
χ
|M|2 . (3.4.2)
Only the matrix elementM depends on the specifics of the part_icle physics model.
The total scat_tering cross sect_ion is obtained by integrat_ing over all recoil energies,
σN =
∫ EmaxR
0
dER
dσN
dER
, with EmaxR = 2µ
2
χNv
2
χ
mN
. (3.4.3)
Typically, the leading order operators are divided into two categories, depend-
ing on the cross sect_ion’s dependence on the nuclear spin.
Spin-Independent (SI) interact_ions Spin independent interact_ions are mediated
by scalar or vector fields, with Γχ/q = I or Γχ/q = γµ respect_ively,
L SIint =
∑
q
αSq (χχ) (qq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
scalar
+αVq (χγµχ) (qγ
µq)︸ ︷︷ ︸vector
 , (3.4.4)
5Alternat_ively, the scat_tering cross sect_ions can be described directly using Non-Relat_ivist_ic Ef-fect_ive Field Theory (NREFT) [354, 355].
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The matrix element for the scat_tering between a DM part_icle and a nucleus N in
the non-relat_ivist_ic limit turns out as6
M = 4mχmN (fpZ + fn(A− Z))F SIN (q) , (3.4.5)
and the different_ial cross sect_ion can be evaluated to be
dσSIN
dER
=
mN
2piv2χ
[fpZ + fn(A− Z)]2
∣∣F SIN (q)∣∣2q=√2mNER . (3.4.6)
We can use the total DM-proton scat_tering cross sect_ion as a reference,
σSIp =
f 2pµ
2
χp
pi
. (3.4.7)
Results of direct detect_ion experiments are usually presented in terms of this refer-
ence cross sect_ion such that results from experiments with different target nuclei
can be compared directly. The different_ial cross sect_ion in terms of σSIp is then
dσSIN
dER
=
mN σ
SI
p
2µ2χpv
2
χ
[
Z +
fn
fp
(A− Z)
]2
|FN (q)|2q=√2mNER . (3.4.8)
For isospin conserving interact_ions, the coupling to protons and neutrons is ident_i-
cal (fp = fn) such that the different_ial cross sect_ion simplifies to[
Z +
fn
fp
(A− Z)
]
→ A ,
and the DM part_icle essent_ially couples to the nuclear mass with a coherence en-
hancement ∼ A2. Isospin invariance is a standard assumpt_ion in the context of
direct detect_ion. However, it is not a requirement, see e.g. [356].
In most parts of this thesis, we will indeed assume that fp = fn. The except_ion
is the dark photon model, a simplified model which we will consider in the context
of DM-electron scat_tering experiments, where fn = 0 such that the cross sect_ion
is proport_ional to Z2.
The nuclear form factor F SIN (q) describes the finite size of the nucleus and isdefined as the Fourier transformed charge density. For large nuclei and large mo-
mentum transfers the DM part_icle does not scat_ter coherently on the nucleus and
starts to resolve the nuclear structure. The loss of coherence for SI interact_ions can
6For a more detailed derivat_ion, we refer to [139].
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Figure 3.3: The nuclear Helm form factor (solid line) and its exponent_ialapproximat_ion (dashed line) for oxygen and xenon.
be described universally for all nuclei using the Helm form factor [357],
F SIN (q) = 3
(
sin(qrn)
(qrn)3
− cos(qrn)
(qrn)2
)
exp
(
−q
2s2
2
)
, (3.4.9a)
with
rn =
√
c2 +
7
3
pi2a2 − 5s2 , (3.4.9b)
c =
(
1.23A1/3 − 0.6) fm , (3.4.9c)
a = 0.52 fm , s = 0.9 fm . (3.4.9d)
While there are more involved and accurate ways to determine the nuclear form
factor, the Helm form factor agrees with these newer results to high accuracy for the
range of momentum transfers relevant for direct detect_ions [358]. In cases, where
the momentum transfer is small, we can also use an exponent_ial approximat_ion of
the Helm form factor,
F SIN (q) ≈ exp
[
−
(
r2n
10
+
s2
2
)
q2
]
. (3.4.10)
The Helm form factor and its approximat_ion are shown for two examples in fig-
ure 3.3.
For light DM with mχ  mN , the maximum momentum transfer in a collision
on a nucleus is qmax ≈ 5 ( mχ1GeV)MeV ≈ 0.03 fm−1. It is therefore a good approxi-
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mat_ion, to neglect the nuclear form factor and set FN(q) ≈ 1. In this limit, we can
evaluate eq. (3.4.3) and obtain the total scat_tering cross sect_ion,
σSIN = σ
SI
p
(
µχN
µχp
)2 [
Z +
fn
fp
(A− Z)
]2
. (3.4.11)
We can use the total cross sect_ion and rephrase the different_ial cross sect_ion for
light DM as
dσSIN
dER
=
σSIN
EmaxR
, (3.4.12)
which shows that the recoil energies follow a uniform distribut_ion. SinceER is con-
nected to the scat_tering angle via eq. (3.3.6), we can already deduct that light DM
scat_ters on nuclei isotropically in the CMS. We will discuss this in more detail in
chapter 4.1.4.
Spin-Dependent (SD) interact_ions Even though SD interact_ions play no major role
in this thesis, we briefly introduce them at this point for completeness. The SD in-
teract_ion arises from an axial-vector coupling between DM and quarks,
L SDint =
∑
q
αAq
(
χγ5γµχ
) (
qγ5γµq
)
, (3.4.13)
with effect_ive axial-vector DM-quark couplings αAq . The different_ial cross sect_ionfor SD DM-nucleus scat_terings derived from this Lagrangian is [359],
dσSDN
dER
=
2mN
piv2χ
J + 1
J
(fp〈Sp〉+ fn〈SN〉)2 F SDN (q)2
∣∣
q=
√
2mNER
. (3.4.14)
The total DM-proton cross sect_ion, σSDp = 3µ2χpf2ppi can serve as a reference crosssect_ion, similar to the SI case,
dσSDN
dER
=
2mNσ
SD
p
3µ2χpv
2
χ
J + 1
J
[
〈Sp〉+ fn
fp
〈SN〉
]2
F SDN (q)
2
∣∣
q=
√
2mNER
. (3.4.15)
Here, J is the nuclear spin, fn, fp are again effect_ive couplings to the nuclear spins,
and 〈Sp〉,(〈SN〉) is the isotope-specific average spin contribut_ions of protons (neu-
trons). Just as in the case of SI interact_ions, a nuclear form factor F SDN (q) describesthe nuclear structure. In this case, the spin structure depends on the specific iso-
tope, and the nuclear form factor cannot be expressed universally [360, 361].
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Compared to SI case, the SD interact_ion plays a subdominant role for direct
detect_ion. They lack the enhancement factor∼ A2, and the signal rate in a detector
is consequently suppressed. Furthermore, most target isotopes have spin zero, as
they include no unpaired nucleon, and the factors J , 〈Sp〉, and 〈SN〉 of_ten vanish.
3.4.2 Simplified models and DM-electron scat_terings
The idea that DM consists of a single part_icle, and there exists nothing else than
the SM and that part_icle, is certainly the minimal assumpt_ion. But it could be ar-
gued that the existence of a “dark sector” with more part_icles and interact_ions me-
diators is more likely, as it would mirror the diversity of the SM sector. In that case,
DM could simply consist of the lightest stable of these dark part_icles or even consist
of different dark part_icle species. The EFT approach used in the previous chapter
applies best to the case, where the DM field is lighter than all other dark sector
fields, including mediators, which can be integrated out. Then, the heavy fields
would be kinemat_ically inaccessible in experiments, and their indirect effect on the
lighter degrees of freedom can be absorbed into effect_ive operators. However, if
there are fields lighter than the DM part_icle which mediate the interact_ions to SM
part_icles, simplified models are typically a more suitable descript_ion of the new in-
teract_ions [205, 206, 362].
Simplified models are prototype models which explicitly contain a small num-
ber of new degrees of freedom, in part_icular the mediators. As such, the simplified
model approach lies conceptually between a UV-complete extensions of the SM
and EFTs. A good simplified model captures all the physical phenomena at the rel-
evant energies and can be matched to more UV-complete models. The Lagrangian
of such a simplified model of DM contains one or more stable DM candidates, a me-
diator coupling the visible to the invisible sector, and all renormalizable interact_ions
consistent with the symmetries of the SM and dark sector.
In the context of DM-electron scat_terings, we are part_icularly interested in the
case, where the interact_ions are mediated by an ultralight field. We set up a simpli-
fied model, where the SM is extended by a dark sector of a spin-1/2 DM part_icleχof
mass mχ and a new gauge group U(1)D. The new gauge boson, the so-called dark
photonA′, can mix kinet_ically with the U(1) gauge bosons of the SM, which would
act as a portal between the two sectors [363, 364]. The dark sector’s Lagrangian
can be writ_ten as
LD = χ¯(iγ
µDµ −mχ)χ+ 1
4
F ′µνF
′µν +m2A′A
′
µA
′µ + εFµνF ′µν , (3.4.16a)
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with the covariant derivat_ive involving the new gauge coupling gD,
Dµ = ∂µ − igDA′µ . (3.4.16b)
The dark photon is assumed to have acquired a massmA′ , the new symmetry might
e.g. be spontaneously broken by a Higgs mechanism. Furthermore, its kinet_ic mix-
ing is parametrized by .
DM-nucleus scat_terings Similarly to the previous case, the mediator’s interact_ion
to protons and neutrons can be expressed in terms of effect_ive couplings fi [365]
Lint = eA
′
µ (fpp¯γ
µp+ fnn¯γ
µn) , (3.4.17)
which in turn can be related to the mixing parameters to the photon or Z boson,
fp = γ +
1− 4 sin2 θW
4 cos θW sin θW
Z , fn = − 1
4 sin θW cos θW
Z . (3.4.18)
This is also where the weak mixing angle θW enters. The different_ial cross sect_ion
for elast_ic DM-nucleus scat_terings in terms of the momentum transfer q reads
dσN
dq2
=
4piααD
(q2 +m2A′)
2
1
v2χ
(fpZ + fn(A− Z))2 |FN(q)|2 . (3.4.19)
Here, α ≡ e2
4pi
and αD ≡ g2D4pi are the two fine structure constants, and FN(q) is thesame nuclear form factor as for SI interact_ions. Under the assumpt_ion that the dark
photon mixes exclusively with the photon, i.e.  ≡ γ 6= 0 and Z = 0, we find that
the mediator naturally couples to charged part_icles only (fn = 0). In analogy to
eq. (3.4.7), we define a reference cross sect_ion,
σp ≡
16piααD
2µ2χp
(q2ref +m
2
A′)
2
. (3.4.20)
This cross sect_ion depends on a reference momentum transfer qref which can be
chosen arbitrarily. For contact interact_ions, this dependence vanishes ifm2A′  q2.With this reference cross sect_ion, the different_ial cross sect_ion of eq. (3.4.19) takes
the form
dσN
dq2
=
σp
4µ2χpv
2
χ
FDM(q)
2 FN(q)
2 Z2 , (3.4.21)
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where the q dependence is absorbed into the DM form factor
FDM(q) ≡ q
2
ref +m
2
A′
q2 +m2A′
, (3.4.22)
We will use the dark photon model to study sub-GeV DM part_icles, therefore the
nuclear form factor can be neglected via FN(q) ≈ 1. In addit_ion, we focus on the
two limits of ultraheavy and ultralight mediators, which can now be conveniently
expressed in terms of the DM form factor,
FDM(q) =
1 , for m
2
A′  q2max ,(
qref
q
)2
, for m2A′  q2max . (3.4.23)
These are the two form factors of contact and long-range interact_ions respect_ively.
We will also consider electric dipole interact_ions, characterized by
FDM(q) =
qref
q
. (3.4.24)
This type of interact_ion does not arise in the dark photon model, instead it orig-
inates from the operator χ¯σµνγ5χF µν with σµν = i2 [γµ, γν ] [366]. We will alsoconsider results for electric dipole interact_ions in chapter 4.3.4.
DM-electron scat_terings The different_ial cross sect_ion for DM-electron collisions
is given by
dσe
dq2
=
4piααD
2
γ
(q2 +m2φ)
2
1
v2χ
. (3.4.25)
We introduce the reference DM-electron scat_tering cross sect_ion,
σe ≡
16piααD
2µ2χe
(q2ref +m
2
A′)
2
(3.4.26)
⇒ dσe
dq2
=
σe
4µ2χev
2
FDM(q)
2 , (3.4.27)
The reference cross sect_ion is convent_ionally set to the typical momentum trans-
fer of DM-electron scat_terings, hence qref = αme. Despite this arbitrariness, the
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Figure 3.4: The atomic form factor, given in eq. (3.4.30), which describes thescreening of the nuclear electric charge for silicon, argon, germanium,and xenon nuclei.
reference momentum transfer cancels in the rat_io of the two cross sect_ions,
σp
σe
=
(
µχp
µχe
)2
. (3.4.28)
This rat_io shows a hierarchy of cross sect_ions for DM masses above a few MeV.
In the dark photon model with kinet_ic mixing, DM-electron scat_terings go hand in
hand with much stronger DM-nucleus interact_ions as σp  σe. Terrestrial effects
due to elast_ic scat_terings on underground nuclei can have strong implicat_ions for
direct detect_ion experiments, even if the nuclear recoils are undetectable and the
experiment is probing DM-electron interact_ions. This has been studied e.g. in [315],
as well as in Paper I and Paper V.
Charge screening The cross sect_ions in eq. (3.4.21) and (3.4.27) apply to free nu-
clei and electrons with their charges in isolat_ion. In solids however, the electric
charges are screened by the surrounding on larger distances. In the end, a solid is
electrically neutral. For DM-nucleus scat_terings, we can re-scale the nuclear charge
to the effect_ive charge using an atomic form factor,
Z → Zeff = FA(q)× Z , (3.4.29)
with lim
q→∞
FA(q) = 1 andFA(0) = 0. The atomic form factor decreases the effect_ive
nuclear charge on longer distances, hence for low momentum transfers. One par-
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t_icularly compact and simple form factor, which approximates the more elaborate
Thomas-Fermi elast_ic form factor, is given in [367, 368] and reads
FA(q) =
a2q2
1 + a2q2
, (3.4.30)
where a is the Thomas-Fermi radius,
a =
1
4
(
9pi2
2Z
)1/3
a0 ≈ 0.89
Z1/3
a0 , (3.4.31)
writ_ten in terms of the Bohr radius a0 ≡ 1meα ≈ 5.29× 10−11m. This correspondsto a screened Coulomb potent_ial Ze
r
e−r/a. In turn, the electron charge is screened
by the nuclei. Following [368], the corresponding atomic form factor takes the same
form as eq. (3.4.30), but we have to use a′ ≈ 5.28
Z2/3
a0 instead of the Thomas-Fermi
radius a.
Total cross sect_ion For ultralight mediators and a DM form factor FDM ∼ 1/q2,
the Rutherford type different_ial cross sect_ion diverges in the IR, and the total cross
sect_ion can not simply be obtained by integrat_ing eq. (3.4.21). However, the charge
screening removes these divergences, and the atomic form factor drives the differ-
ent_ial cross sect_ion to zero for q → 0 as shown for some examples in figure 3.4.
Indeed, the total cross sect_ion
σN =
q2max∫
0
dq2
dσN
dq2
|FA(q)|2 , (3.4.32)
is finite and can be evaluated analyt_ically,
σN = σp
(
µχN
µχp
)2
Z2
×

(
1 + 1
1+a2q2max
− 2
a2q2max
log(1 + a2q2max)
)
, for FDM(q) = 1 ,
q2ref
q2max
(
log(1 + a2q2max)− a
2q2max
1+a2q2max
)
, for FDM(q) ∼ 1q ,
a4q4ref
(1+a2q2max)
, for FDM(q) ∼ 1q2 .
(3.4.33)
The first line is the usual result for contact interact_ions of low-mass DM without
charge screening. The case-specific factors depend on the screening length a. For
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contact interact_ion it is of order one for mχ > 100 MeV, in other words charge
screening is an irrelevant effect for heavier DM. Note that the arbitrary reference
momentum transfer, appearing in the other two cases, cancels out due to the arbi-
trary definit_ion of the reference cross sect_ion in eq. (3.4.20).
3.5 Recoil Spectra and Signal Rates
3.5.1 Nuclear recoil experiments
Once the DM flux and DM-mat_ter interact_ion is specified, we can make predic-
t_ions for direct detect_ion experiments. The different_ial scat_tering rate between halo
DM part_icles and target nuclei of massmN per unit t_ime and mass is given by [369]
dR =
1
mN︸︷︷︸
number of targets per unit mass
× σN︸︷︷︸
scat_tering cross sect_ion
× v dnχ︸ ︷︷ ︸
different_ial DM flux
, (3.5.1a)
subst_itut_ing eq. (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) results in
=
1
mN
ρχ
mχ
σNvfχ(v) d
3v . (3.5.1b)
The recoil spectrum, i.e. the distribut_ion of events over the recoil energies ER,
requires the different_ial cross sect_ion and integrat_ion over velocit_ies for which a
DM part_icle is kinemat_ically able to cause that recoil,
dR
dER
=
1
mN
ρχ
mχ
∫∫∫
d3v vfχ(v)
dσN
dER
Θ(v − vmin(ER)) . (3.5.2)
For a given recoil energy, the step funct_ion limits the integral to the kinemat_ically
allowed velocit_ies. The minimum speed vmin is given by the kinemat_ic relat_ion
of (3.3.8).
If we are not interested in direct_ion detect_ion, we can integrate out the direc-
t_ional informat_ion of the distribut_ion and compute the recoil spectrum with the
marginal speed distribut_ion,
dR
dER
=
1
mN
ρχ
mχ
∫
v>vmin(ER)
dv vfχ(v)
dσN
dER
. (3.5.3)
If the cross sect_ion σN does not explicitly depend on the DM speed v, then the
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Figure 3.5: Examples of η(vmin(ER)) with varying DM masses for a 131Xe target.
different_ial cross sect_ion scales as dσN
dER
∼ 1
v2
and
dR
dER
∼ η(vmin) ≡
∫∫∫
d3v
fχ(v)
v
Θ(v − vmin) (3.5.4a)
=
∫
dv
fχ(v)
v
Θ(v − vmin) . (3.5.4b)
Taking the distribut_ion of the SHM from (3.2.4), the funct_ion η(vmin) can be inte-
grated analyt_ically [370],
η(vmin) =

1
v0y
for z < y , x < |y − z| ,
1
2Nescv0y
[
erf (x+ y)− erf (x− y)− 4√
pi
ye−z
2
]
for z > y , x < |y − z| ,
1
2Nescv0y
[
erf (z)− erf (x− y)− 2√
pi
(y + z − x) e−z2
]
for |y − z| < x < y + z ,
0 for x > y + z ,
(3.5.5a)
with
x ≡ vmin
v0
, y ≡ v⊕
v0
, z ≡ vesc
v0
. (3.5.5b)
Some examples for a xenon target and different DM masses are shown in figure 3.5.
The η funct_ion also indicates the fact that a direct detect_ion experiment cannot
probe arbitrarily low DM masses. Every experiment comes with a recoil threshold
EthrR , below which recoil energies are too low to be detected. If even the fastest
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halo part_icles are kinet_ically incapable to cause a nuclear recoil above threshold,
the experiment loses sensit_ivity to this mass. Using eq. (3.3.7), the minimal probed
DM mass is given by
mminχ =
mN√
2mN
EthrR
vmax − 1
, (3.5.6)
where the maximal speed of the galact_ic halo is the sum of the galact_ic escape
velocity and the observer’s relat_ive speed, vmax = vesc + v⊕. To extend the exper-
iments sensit_ivity towards lighter DM, one needs to either lower the threshold or
use lighter targets. In chapter 5, we will come back to this equat_ion and present a
third opt_ion concerning vmax, which involves the Sun.
For an experiment with mult_iple target species of mass fract_ions fi we can sim-
ply add the spectra. The total scat_tering event rate R for a given threshold is then
R =
∑
i
fi
EmaxR,i∫
Ethr
dER
dRi
dER
. (3.5.7)
Lastly, we have to mult_iply the total signal rate by the exposure E in order to obtain
the expected total number of events N . The exposure can be understood as the
product of the target mass and the run t_ime of the experiment, since the signal rate
is given in events per unit mass and t_ime.
N = E ×R . (3.5.8)
Experimental observat_ions can be interpreted stat_ist_ically by comparison to the
spectra and number of events for a given DM mass and cross sect_ion, as we will
see in chapter 3.6.
Detector effects The previous expressions are the theoret_ical spectra and rates.
Real detectors however have a finite energy resolut_ion, which might depend on
the recoil energy, finite detect_ion efficiencies, and do not directly measure recoil
energies but e.g. the number of photons in PMTs. The next step is to relate a
theoret_ical spectrum to an observable spectrum.
Underlying eq. (3.5.7) is the assumpt_ion that the deposited energy corresponds
exactly to the nuclear recoil energy. Instead a fract_ion of the recoil energy will be
lost into phonons, and the deposited energy E ′ is less than the true recoil energy
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ER, which can be expressed by the quenching factor Q ≡ E ′/ER. In pract_ice, this
factor can of_ten be taken as a constant over the relevant energy ranges. Further-
more, obtain a more realist_ic spectrum in terms of the actually detected energyED
by including the detector’s energy resolut_ion σE(ED) through convolut_ion with a
Gaussian and detect_ion efficiency (ED),
dR
dED
=
∞∫
0
dE ′ K(ED, E ′)
∑
i
fi
dRi
dER
∣∣∣∣
ER=E′/Qi
. (3.5.9a)
with the detector response funct_ion
K(ED, E ′) ≡ (ED) Gauss(ED|E ′, σE(ED)) . (3.5.9b)
Alternat_ively, the detector might use PMTs, which measure small discrete photon
counts n, which are Poisson distributed. The spectrum in this case can be related
to the theoret_ical recoil spectrum via
dR
dn
=
∑
i
fi
ERmax∫
Ethr
dER Poiss (n|ν(ER)) dRi
dER
, (3.5.10)
where ν(ER) is the expected number of signals for a given recoil energy. In the
end, we can sum over all n to get the total signal rate,
R =
∞∑
n=1
dR
dn
. (3.5.11)
3.5.2 Detect_ion of sub-GeV DM with electron scat_terings
In chapter 3.1.2, we discussed DM-electron scat_terings as a promising detect_ion
channel for sub-GeV DM. An incoming DM part_icle could ionize or excite an electron
bound in an atom causing a detect_ion signal. In this sect_ion, we will review how to
compute spectra and signal rates for these events for liquid noble gas [311–313]
and semiconductor targets [315, 316].
Compared to nuclear recoils, the computat_ion of the DM-electron scat_tering
cross sect_ion is complicated by the quantum nature of the electrons bound in atoms.
The electron’s momentum is indeterminate, and there is no one-to-one relat_ion be-
tween the momentum transfer and the deposited energy. As we showed in chap-
ter 3.3.2, the kinemat_ics of this scat_tering allows the DM part_icle to deposit its
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ent_ire kinet_ic energy in a single interact_ion. With ∆Ee ∼ O(10-100)eV for MeV
scale DM, there is an overlap of energy scales with the atomic scales. The elec-
tronic structure details of the init_ial bound state and the final outgoing states can
be absorbed into an ionizat_ion/excitat_ion form factor, which then enters the signal
rate. The computat_ion of these form factors is typically involved. Fortunately, they
do not depend on the specific DM model and have been tabulated and published
for xenon and semiconductor targets [371].
Liquid noble targets We discussed two-phase noble target detectors in chap-
ter 3.1.1, where the two t_ime separat_ion of the two scint_illat_ion signals (‘S1’ and ‘S2’)
can dist_inguish DM-nucleus collisions from background. However, it turns out that
experiments such as XENON or DarkSide-50 can also probe DM-electron interac-
t_ions. Af_ter being ionized by a sub-GeV DM part_icle, the primary electron drif_ts
towards the gas-phase of the target. It may scat_ter on other atoms and cause the
ionizat_ion of secondary electrons. Upon reaching the gas-phase, these electrons
cause a scint_illat_ion signal (S2). The signature of DM-electron scat_terings in two-
phase xenon or argon detectors are therefore ‘S2 only’ events, where no init_ial S1
scint_illat_ion photons were detected.
The different_ial ionizat_ion rate for atoms of mass mN with an ionized electron
of final kinet_ic energy Ee = k′2/(2me) is given [308, 309, 311, 316] by
dRion
dEe
=
1
mN
ρχ
mχ
∑
nl
d〈σnlionv〉
dEe
, (3.5.12a)
with the different_ial thermally averaged ionizat_ion cross sect_ion,
d〈σnlionv〉
dEe
=
σe
8µ2χeEe
∫
dq q |FDM(q)|2
∣∣fnlion(k′, q)∣∣2 η (vmin(∆Ee, q)) , (3.5.12b)
where ∆Ee = Ee+|EnlB |. The minimum speed vmin(∆Ee, q) is given by eq. (3.3.12).The sum runs over the quantum numbers (n, l) ident_ifying the atomic shells with
binding energy EnlB . The ionizat_ion form factor fnlion(k′, q) is essent_ially the overlapof the init_ial and final electron wave funct_ions,
|fnlion(k′, q)|2 =
2k′2
(2pi)3
∑
occupied states
∑
l′m′
∣∣∣∣∫ d3x ψ˜∗k′l′m′(x)ψi(x)eiq·x∣∣∣∣2 . (3.5.13)
The init_ial state of the target electron is approximated as a single part_icle state of
an isolated atom, the wave funct_ion ψi(x) can be evaluated numerically via tabu-
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lated Roothaan-Hartree-Fock (RHF) bound wave funct_ions [372]. The first sum runs
over all degenerate occupied init_ial states. The final state wave funct_ion ψ˜k′l′m′(x)
is obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger equat_ion for the hydrogen-type potent_ial of
the new ion. The second sum runs over the final state angular momentum quan-
tum numbers l′ and m′. The details of the ionizat_ion form factors’ derivat_ion are
beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found in [309, 311, 313].
The next step is to compute the number of electrons, which reach the gas phase
and cause the S2 signal. The init_ial electron can ionize more atoms and cause the
release of addit_ional ‘primary quanta’,
n(1) =
⌊
Ee
W
⌋
, (3.5.14)
whereW = 13.8 eV is the average energy to produce a single quanta for xenon [373].
Furthermore, the ionizat_ion of an inner shell electron brings about the emission of
a photon and even more ‘secondary quanta’. For an quantum leap between two
atomic shells with binding energies Ei and Ej , the number of secondary quanta
from de-excitat_ion is
n(2) =
⌊
Ei − Ej
W
⌋
. (3.5.15)
The number of secondary quanta depends on the atomic shell. In table C.2, we list
the number of secondary quanta for the different shells of xenon.
Assuming that the ionized xenon atom never recombines af_ter ionizat_ion, the
electron fract_ion of the primary quanta is fe = 0.83 [311]. Under the same as-
sumpt_ion, the number of electrons is ne = n′ + n′′, where n′ = 1 is the primary
electron, and n′′ follows a binomial distribut_ion with n(1) + n(2) trials and success
probability fe. Therefore the spectrum in terms of electrons is
dR
dne
=
∫
dEe
dR
dEe
Binomial
(
n(1) + n(2), fe|ne − 1
)
. (3.5.16)
The electrons are not detected directly, instead their scint_illat_ion light is observed
by PMTs, which count the Photoelectrons (PEs). We have to perform a last con-
version into the PE spectrum of the actual S2 signal. One electron causes a normal
distributed number of PEs. The Gaussian is determined by its mean neµPE and
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width√neσPE. Hence,the final PE spectrum reads
dR
dnPE
=
∞∑
ne=1
dR
dne
Gauss(µPEne,
√
neσPE|nPE) . (3.5.17)
The values for µPE and σPE for the different experiments a listed in table C.4 of
app. C.2.1. Next, the number of events for a given number of PEs is nothing but
dN
dnPE
= (nPE)× E × dR
dnPE
, (3.5.18)
where (nPE) is the overall detect_ion efficiency, and E is again the exposure. This
expression can be used to make predict_ions at two-phase noble target experiments
and derive constraints from experimental data. For the conversions from electron
number ne to PEs, we followed [311, 312].
The signal rates derived in this chapter might be a slight underest_imate, as we
neglected the band structure of liquid noble targets, which could lower the ioniza-
t_ion energy gap [374]. A very recent work pointed out the importance of atomic
many-body physics, which are also neglected here [375].
Semiconductor targets Although semiconductor targets can not be scaled up as
easily as liquid noble experiments, experiments with silicon or germanium crystals
can probe even lower DM masses thanks to their small band gaps. While the bind-
ing energy of atoms is of orderO(10)eV, the band gap to excite an electron to the
conduct_ing band of a semiconductor is as low asO(1)eV. This enables these exper-
iments to search for DM part_icles with masses/ 1 MeV [314–316].
A semiconductor is a mult_i-body system, and the computat_ion of the ionizat_ion
form factors of periodic crystal lat_t_ices requires methods from condensed mat_ter
physics. The QEdark-module of the QuantumEspresso quantum simulat_ion code
is a publicly available tool to compute these form factors [376], which have also
been tabulated for silicon and germanium [316, 371]. The event rate was derived
in app. A of [316] and is given in kg−1s−1keV−1 by
dRcrystal
dEe
=
ρχ
mχ
1
Mcell
σeαm
2
e
µ2χe
×
∫
dq
1
q2
η(vmin(Ee, q)) |FDM(q)|2 |fcrystal(Ee, q)|2 . (3.5.19a)
Here,Ee is the total deposited energy and |fcrystal(q, Ee)| is the crystal form factor
encapsulat_ing the electronic band structure of the target lat_t_ice. The numbers of
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unit cells per unit mass is 1/Mcell with
Mcell =
2×mSi ≈ 52GeV , for silicon,2×mGe ≈ 135GeV , for germanium. (3.5.19b)
Similarly to the previous case, we have to convert the spectrum to the observable
quant_ity. Here, this signal is the ionizat_ionQ, the number of electron-hole pairs cre-
ated per event. The conversion from deposited energy to Q can be approximated
linearly via
Q(Ee) = 1 +
⌊
Ee − Egap

⌋
, (3.5.20)
where the average energy per electron-hole pair  and energy gap Egap are
 =
3.6 eV ,2.9 eV , Egap =
1.11 eV , for silicon,0.67 eV , for germanium. (3.5.21)
Therefore, an energy deposit_ionEe ∈ [Egap + (Q− 1), Egap +Q) is assumed to
generate Q electron-hole pairs. Furthermore, any semiconductor experiment has
a ionizat_ion threshold Qthr, corresponding to the energy threshold
Ethre = (Qthr − 1) + Egap . (3.5.22)
Obviously, the opt_imal threshold is Qthr = 1, such that the band gap energy is
also the energy threshold. Assuming that DM can deposit all its kinet_ic energy,
the lowest theoret_ically observable DM mass is obtained by solving 1
2
mminχ (vesc +
v⊕)2 = Ethre . Hence,
mminχ =
2 ((Qthr − 1) + Egap)
(vesc + v⊕)2
≈
0.3 (1.4) MeV , for silicon,0.2 (1.0) MeV , for germanium,
(3.5.23)
where we subst_ituted the ionizat_ion threshold Qthr = 1 (Qthr = 2). Remarkably,
even sub-MeV DM masses are within reach of semiconductor experiments with
single electron-hole pair thresholds.
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3.6 Stat_ist_ics and Exclusion Limits
Apart from the controversial claims by the DAMA collaborat_ion, no direct detec-
t_ion experiments succeeded to observe a clear signal of halo DM. In this situat_ion,
the quest_ion is how to interpret the null results and how to derive exclusion limits
on physical parameters. One of the largest experimental challenges is the under-
standing of the background. There are a number of known processes which can
trigger the detector, and a great deal of effort goes into the dist_inct_ion between
background and a potent_ial signal. Given a reliable background model, one can
at_tribute a number of observed signals to the background, a process called back-
ground subtract_ion.
Let us assume some experimental run of a generic direct detect_ion experiment,
where either the background subtract_ion has already been performed or was con-
servat_ively omit_ted. Furthermore, we assume that this experiment observed N
signals with energies {E1, . . . , EN}. Then the null result can be translated into
exclusion limits on the physical parameters, here the DM massmχ and the interac-
t_ion cross sect_ion σ. Roughly speaking, if a point in parameter space predicts more
events than observed, the point is excluded. We will discuss this in greater detail,
part_icularly the most straight forward approach using Poisson stat_ist_ics [126] and
Yellin’s maximum gap method for cases with unknown backgrounds [377].
Poisson stat_ist_ics The detector essent_ially counts events and measures their de-
posited energies. The probability to observe n events for an expected value of µ is
given by the Probability Mass Funct_ion (PMF) of the Poisson distribut_ion,
P (n|µ) = µ
n
n!
e−µ . (3.6.1)
If a set of parameters predicts that an experiments should have observed more
events than it actually did with a certain Confidence Level (CL), then this point is
excluded by that CL.
CL = P (n > N |µ) = ∞∑
n=N+1
µn
n!
e−µ = 1− CDF(N |µ) (3.6.2)
For a given DM mass, we find the cross sect_ion σ corresponding to the value of µCL
determined by eq. (3.6.2). The easiest way is to choose an arbitrary reference cross
sect_ion σref , compute the number of events Nref and find the upper bound at con-
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N µ90% µ95% µ99%0 2.30 2.99 4.611 3.89 4.74 6.642 5.32 6.30 8.413 6.68 7.75 10.0510 15.41 16.96 20.14100 114.08 118.08 125.84
Table 3.1: Some solut_ions of eq. (3.6.2) for different confidence levels and eventnumbers.
fidence level CL via
σ <
µCL
Nref
σref . (3.6.3)
This means that we need to solve CDF(N |µCL) = (1− CL) for µCL at a given CL and
number of observed eventsN . With the except_ion ofN = 0, the Poisson Cumulat_ive
Distribut_ion Funct_ion (CDF) can not simply be inverted. Instead we can exploit its
close connect_ion to incomplete gamma funct_ions,
CDF(N |µ) = e−µ N∑
n=0
µn
n!
=
Γ(N + 1, µ)
N !
≡ Q(N + 1, µ) , (3.6.4)
where we introduced the upper incomplete gamma funct_ion,
Γ(s, x) ≡
∫ ∞
x
dt ts−1e−t , (3.6.5)
such that Γ(s, 0) = Γ(s). The corresponding regularized gamma funct_ion is defined
as
Q(s, x) ≡ Γ(s, x)
Γ(s)
. (3.6.6)
The regularized upper incomplete gamma funct_ion can be numerically inverted
with methods described e.g. in [378]. Some relevant solut_ions of eq. 3.6.2 are
listed in table 3.1.
A set of generic direct detect_ion constraints is depicted in figure 3.6. The limit
curve is characterized by a sharp loss of sensit_ivity for masses below the minimum
value, see eq. (3.5.6), caused by the truncated tail of the DM speed distribut_ion.
For larger masses the upper limit increases, because the DM energy density is fixed
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Figure 3.6: Generic exclusion limits from direct detect_ion and their scaling.
and heavier DM part_icles are more diluted. The figure also illustrates the effect of
adjust_ing experimental parameters and how the constraints scale under change of
threshold, target, background, and exposure.
These steps to find an upper confidence limit on σ can be applied to either the
total number of observed events or to a number of energy bins, independently for
each bin. In the lat_ter case, the bin with the lowest value for the upper cross sect_ion
bound sets the overall limit. It should be noted at this point that, strictly speaking,
this procedure actually yields an exclusion at a lower CL [379].
This method assumes no knowledge about the expected spectrum or the back-
ground and interprets all observed events as DM signal of equal significance. As
such, it is the most conservat_ive method to obtain limits. It assigns an observed
energy of low energy the same importance as a high energy signal, even though the
expected spectrum is exponent_ially decreasing. Yellin proposed several alternat_ive
criterions for deciding if the expected signal is too high compared to observat_ions,
which take the expected energy spectrum into account.
Maximum Gap Method The Maximum Gap method is Yellin’s simplest method
to obtain exclusion limits, if the data is contaminated with background events of
an unknown source, which cannot be subtracted [377]. It avoids event binning and
takes the funct_ional shape of the spectrum into account.
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Figure 3.7: Yellin’s Maximum Gap method for finding upper limits.
For an observat_ion of N events of energies {E1, . . . , EN} and including the
threshold Ethr and the maximum energy Emax, there are N + 1 gaps without ob-
served events. Using the expected event spectrum dN
dE
, we can compute the ex-
pected number of events in each gap. This number is called the gap size,
xi =
Ei+1∫
Ei
dE
dN
dE
. (3.6.7)
The size of the largest gap is denoted withxmax, which can be regarded as a random
variable on its own. For a given expectat_ion value of the total number of events µ,
the probability that the maximum gap is smaller than x is
C0(x, µ) ≡ P (xmax < x|µ) =
bµxc∑
n=0
(nx− µ)n
n!
e−nx
(
1 +
n
µ− kx
)
. (3.6.8)
This CDF remarkably depends only on µ and not on the specific shape of the spec-
trum. The more signals are expected, the smaller is the expected size of the max-
imum gap, as we expect more and denser signals with smaller gaps. If a point in
parameter space predicts a value for µ such that the corresponding maximum gap
should most likely be smaller than the observed xobs, the point can be excluded
with confidence level of that probability. Hence, we need to solveC0(xobs, µ) = CL
for µ and find the bound on the cross sect_ion σ on this way.
The Maximum Gap Method can be generalized in several ways. For one, it
can be extended to the Maximum Patch Method for direct_ional detect_ion exper-
iments [380]. Furthermore, it can be modified to not only consider gaps of zero
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events, but also intervals containing 1,2,. . . events. This is called the Opt_imum In-
terval Method [377, 381]. A drawback of this method is the addit_ional complicat_ion
that the interval’s CDFs no longer have a closed analyt_ic form and require to be tab-
ulated using MC simulat_ions.
All these constraints rely on a set of standard assumpt_ions, especially concern-
ing the DM halo model. Despite its shortcomings, the use of the SHM simplifies the
comparison of results. However, it is also possible to set halo-independent exclu-
sion limits, see e.g. [382–385].
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Chapter 4
Terrestrial Effects on Dark Mat_ter
Detect_ion
The convent_ional detect_ion strategy for direct DM searches is to look for recoils of
nuclei which collided with an incoming DM part_icle of the halo. Given the basic as-
sumpt_ion that this fundamental process can occur in a detector, nothing prevents
the DM part_icle to also scat_ter undetected on other terrestrial nuclei. For a moder-
ately high cross sect_ion, it is then not unlikely that the part_icle could scat_ter twice,
once underground and subsequently inside a detector. If the underground scat_ter-
ing rate is significant, pre-detect_ion scat_terings will alter the halo part_icles’ density
and distribut_ion locally at the experiment’s site and therefore also the expected
DM signal. This is part_icularly relevant for searches for low-mass DM, where new
detect_ion channels aside from nuclear recoils have been proposed as discussed in
sect_ion 3.1.2. Elast_ic DM-nucleus collisions of light DM might not be observable,
but they st_ill happen and affect experiments indirectly by deforming the DM phase
space. They can amplify or reduce the local DM part_icle flux through the detector.
Over the course of this chapter, we will invest_igate two phenomenological conse-
quences of these scat_terings using MC simulat_ions, namely diurnal modulat_ions of
the detect_ion signal rate and experiments becoming insensit_ive to DM itself due to
a flux at_tenuat_ion by the overburden.
1. Diurnal Modulat_ions: Assuming a significant probability for a DM part_icle to
scat_ter on a nucleus of the Earth’s core or mantle, the underground distri-
but_ion of DM part_icles, both spat_ial and energet_ic, will be distorted by the
decelerat_ing and deflect_ing collisions. Since the incoming part_icles arrive pre-
dominantly from a specific direct_ion due to the Earth’s velocity in the galact_ic
frame, the underground distance a halo part_icle has to travel to reach the de-
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tector changes throughout a sidereal day due to the Earth’s rotat_ion. There-
fore, the probability to scat_ter before being detected varies with the same
frequency, and the signal rate in the detector should show a diurnal modula-
t_ion [386, 387].
2. Loss of sensit_ivity to strongly interact_ing DM: With some except_ions from the
more recent past, most DM detectors are placed deep underground for the
purpose of background reduct_ion. But above a certain crit_ical cross sect_ion,
the typical∼ 1 km of rock overburden would start to shield off even DM par-
t_icles. Therefore, underground detectors would be severely limited in their
ability to probe strongly interact_ing DM [209]. The constraints on the DM-
proton cross sect_ion extend up to this crit_ical value only, and the parameter
space above opens up and might be viable [388].
Each individual scat_tering decelerates and deflects the DM part_icle on its path through
the planet’s interior. While the effect of a single scat_tering can be described analyt_i-
cally [389], for mult_iple scat_terings the effect of a series of deflect_ions is best treated
with numerical simulat_ions of part_icle trajectories. We developed and applied two
scient_ific MC simulat_ion codes, the Dark Mat_ter Simulat_ion Code for Underground
Scat_terings (DaMaSCUS) [7] and DaMaSCUS-CRUST [6], to quant_ify diurnal mod-
ulat_ions and constraints on strongly interact_ing DM respect_ively. Both codes are
publicly available.
This chapter is structured as follows. In the first part, we introduce the funda-
mentals of the MC simulat_ions of underground trajectories of DM part_icles. The
central outcome is the general formulat_ion of the simulat_ion algorithm. In chap-
ter 4.2, we apply this algorithm to the whole Earth to perform a MC study of di-
urnal signal modulat_ions. The results have been published in Paper II. In the third
sect_ion, we determine the constraints on strongly interact_ing DM by simulat_ing par-
t_icle trajectories inside the experiments’ overburden. The results are divided into
two parts, where chapter 4.3.3 contains the constraints on low-mass DM based on
nuclear recoil experiments originally published in Paper IV, and chapter 4.3.4 ex-
tends these results to light mediators and DM searches based on inelast_ic electron
interact_ions. The treatment of DM-electron scat_tering experiments was published
in Paper I and Paper V.
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4.1 Monte Carlo Simulat_ions of Underground DM Tra-
jectories
There are three fundamental random variables at the core of the DM part_icle trans-
port simulat_ion, which are required to get sampled repeatedly for every trajec-
tory [390, 391].
1. The free path length: How far does a DM part_icle propagate freely through
the medium before it interacts with one of the const_ituent nuclei?
2. The target nucleus: Once a scat_tering takes place, of all the different nuclei
present, what isotope is involved in the collision?
3. The scat_tering angle: What is the scat_tering angle in the CMS of the DM-target
system?
Af_ter a brief review of different MC sampling methods, we will describe the distri-
but_ion and sampling of each of these quant_it_ies. In the last part of this chapter, we
combine them into a general MC simulat_ion algorithm for underground trajectories
of DM part_icles.
4.1.1 Monte Carlo sampling methods
It is usually not a problem to generate uniformly distributed (pseudo) random num-
bers. However, MC simulat_ions always include the generat_ion of some non-uniform
random numbers, where the underlying distribut_ion is known and determined by
the simulated physical process. This generat_ion is also called sampling. In this sec-
t_ion, we will describe how to sample random numbers for any underlying distribu-
t_ion [126].
Assuming a cont_inuous random variable X defined on the domain [a, b], the
Probability Density Funct_ion (PDF) fX(x) dx is defined as the probability of X to
take a value between x and x+ dx,
fX(x) dx = P (x < X < x+ dx) . (4.1.1)
As such it is a posit_ive funct_ion, normalized on its domain,
b∫
a
dx fX(x) = 1 . (4.1.2)
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Next, the Cumulat_ive Distribut_ion Funct_ion (CDF) FX(x) is defined as the probabil-
ity that X assumes a value below x,
FX(x) = P (X < x) =
x∫
a
dx′ fX(x′) . (4.1.3)
The CDF is a non-decreasing posit_ive funct_ion [a, b] → [0, 1] sat_isfying F (a) = 0
and F (b) = 1.
Inverse transform sampling The CDF is the central funct_ion for transforming the
sample of a uniform random number into a sample of another, non-trivial but known
PDF fX(x). Interpret_ing the CDF as a random variable on its own, Y = FX(X) ∈
[0, 1], we can compute its CDF,
FY (y) = P (Y < y)
= P (FX(X) < y)
= P (X < F−1(y))
= FX(F
−1
X (y)) = y . (4.1.4)
This is nothing but the CDF of a uniform random variable of domain [0, 1], and
the CDF of any random variable is itself uniform, Y = U[0,1]. We can show that
the reverse is true as well. If Y = U[0,1], then the random variable Z ≡ F−1X (Y ) isident_ical to X itself, since their CDFs are ident_ical,
FZ(z) = P (Z < z)
= P (F−1X (Y ) < z)
= P (Y < FX(z))
= FY (FX(z))
= FX(z) . (4.1.5)
In conclusion, we can use this fact to transform a sample ξ of U[0,1] into a sample x
of any random variable X by solving
FX(x) = ξ . (4.1.6)
This is called inverse transform sampling and is a very efficient way of sampling if
the CDF can be inverted explicitly, such that x = F−1X (ξ) can be computed directly.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of inverse transform sampling (lef_t) and reject_ion sampling(right) for a normal distribut_ion with mean µ = 5 and standarddeviat_ion σ = 1.
It is illustrated in the lef_t panel of figure 4.1 for the example of a normal distribut_ion.
If such an inversion is not possible, we can also solve eq. (D.1.1) numerically with a
root finding algorithm. However, in most cases there is a bet_ter alternat_ive.
Reject_ion sampling In many cases, the PDF is a complicated expression, and the
CDF cannot be inverted analyt_ically. Then, the acceptance-reject_ion method, or
simply reject_ion sampling, provides an alternat_ive efficient procedure to transform
uniformly distributed random numbers into random numbers of some more com-
plicated distribut_ion [392]. The only condit_ion for this method is that the PDF can
be evaluated efficiently. We already established that the CDF or in other words,
the area under the PDF can be used to generate a sample of any distribut_ion from
uniform random numbers. Reject_ion sampling uses this fact and is closely related
to MC integrat_ion.
Again, we assume a random variable X with a given PDF fX(x), defined on its
support [a, b]. Furthermore, the distribut_ion is bounded, fX(x) ≤ fmaxX for all x ∈
[a, b]. We sample two random numbers ξ1, ξ2 of U[0,1] and find a random posit_ion
in the domain, x = a+ ξ1(b− a). We accept x as a value of X , if
ξ2f
max
X ≤ fX(x) (4.1.7)
turns out to be true. Otherwise we start over with two new random numbers ξ1, ξ2.
The procedure is visualized for the example of a normal distribut_ion in the right
panel of figure 4.1. By sampling uniformly distributed points (x, y) in a plane and
only accept_ing points with y < fX(x), we obtain random numbers distributed ac-
cording to fX(x).
The more values for x get rejected before finding an acceptable sample, the
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less efficient the method is. The efficiency can be quant_ified as the rat_io of the two
areas,
 =
b∫
a
dx fX(x)
(b− a)fmaxX
=
1
(b− a)fmaxX
. (4.1.8)
Hence, if the probability is concentrated in a small region of the support, rejec-
t_ion sampling will involve a large number of reject_ions and is therefore inefficient.
Luckily, reject_ion sampling, as described above, can be generalized.
In fact, reject_ion sampling allows to generate samples ofX by sampling any other
random variable, not just U[a,b]. Instead, we can choose any random variable Y ,
whose domain contains the domain of X and which we know how to sample e.g.
by inverse transform sampling. Next we have to find a constant M large enough
that
fX(x) ≤MfY (x) for all x ∈ [a, b] , (4.1.9)
and MfY (x) envelopes fX(x). Given two generated random values y of Y and ξ
of U[0,1], y is accepted as a sample of X , if
ξMfY (y) ≤ fX(y) . (4.1.10)
The efficiency in this case is simply  = 1
M
, and it takes on average M trials before
a value is accepted.
We can convince ourselves of the validity of this procedure by considering the
probability to accept a value y below x,
P (y < x is accepted) = P
(
y < x
∣∣∣∣ξ ≤ fX(y)MfY (y)
)
=
P
(
y < x, ξ ≤ fX(y)
MfY (y)
)
P
(
ξ ≤ fX(y)
MfY (y)
)
=
∫ x
a
dy fY (y)
∫ fX(y)/(MfY (y))
0
dξ fU[0,1](ξ)∫ b
a
dy fY (y)
∫ fX(y)/(MfY (y))
0
dξ fU[0,1](ξ)
,
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and using fU[0,1](ξ) = 1, we obtain
=
1
M
∫ x
a
dy fX(y)
1
M
∫ b
a
dy fX(y)
= FX(x) . (4.1.11)
The accepted values of this method share the CDF with X and therefore provide
an accurate sample of X .
Af_ter this review of general MC sampling methods, we come back to the con-
crete random variables for the DM trajectory simulat_ions.
4.1.2 Free path length
Distribut_ion of the free path length In order to determine the locat_ion of the next
collision of a DM part_icle on its path through a medium, it is necessary to know the
stat_ist_ical distribut_ion of the free path length. The probability to scat_ter depends on
the type and strength of the interact_ion, as well as the propert_ies of the medium,
such as the density and composit_ion. In general, the infinitesimal probability dPscat
to scat_ter within an infinitesimal distance betweenx andx+ dx along the part_icle’s
path is simply proport_ional to the distance and can be writ_ten in terms of the local
interact_ion probability per unit length Σ(x, v),
dPscat(x) ≡ Σ(x, v) dx . (4.1.12)
Furthermore, the cumulat_ive probability to scat_ter within a finite distance x is de-
noted as P (x). For two distances x1 < x2, we can relate the corresponding prob-
abilit_ies intuit_ively via
P (x2) = P (x1) + (1− P (x1)) Pscat(x1 < x ≤ x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸prob. to scat_ter between x1 and x2. (4.1.13)
For a small distance ∆x, this can be rewrit_ten using eq. (4.1.12),
P (x+ ∆x)− P (x)
∆x
= (1− P (x))Σ(x, v) +O(∆x)2 , (4.1.14)
⇒ dP (x)
dx
= (1− P (x))Σ(x, v) , (4.1.15)
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and finally integrated to the result_ing probability to scat_ter within the following
distance L (using P (0) = 0),
P (L) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ L
0
dx Σ(x, v)
)
. (4.1.16)
It should be noted at this point that eq. (4.1.16) is the CDF of the random variableL.
Hence, the derivat_ive yields the corresponding PDF,
p(x) dx =
dP (x)
dx
dx (4.1.17a)
= exp
(
−
∫ x
0
dx′ Σ(x′, v)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−P (x)
×Σ(x, v) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
= dPscat(x)
. (4.1.17b)
The first factor is the probability to reach posit_ionx freely without scat_tering, whereas
the second part is nothing but the probability to scat_ter between x and x+ dx.
Mean free path With the PDF for the free path at hand, it is straight forward to
compute the mean free path,
λ ≡ 〈x〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dx x p(x) . (4.1.18)
However, to evaluate the integral, we would need to know the evolut_ion of Σ(x, v)
along the ent_ire path. For the case of an infinite and homogenous medium, the
expression simplifies thanks to Σ(x, v) = Σ(v),
λ = Σ(v)
∫ ∞
0
dx x exp (−Σ(v)x) = Σ(v)−1 . (4.1.19)
This mot_ivates to define the local mean free path, also for inhomogeneous media,
as
λ(x, v) = Σ(x, v)−1 , (4.1.20)
such that
p(x) =
1
λ(x, v)
exp
(
−
∫ x
0
dx′
λ(x′, v)
)
, (4.1.21)
P (L) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ L
0
dx
λ(x, v)
)
. (4.1.22)
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The local mean free path at a given locat_ion depends on the density and composi-
t_ion of the medium at that locat_ion, as well as the interact_ion strength as quant_ified
by the total scat_tering cross sect_ion,
λ(x, v)−1 =
∑
i
λi(x, v)
−1 ≡
∑
i
ni(x)σχi . (4.1.23)
The index i runs over all targets present at x with number density ni. The total
cross sect_ion was introduced in chapter 3.4. Furthermore, we treated the targets as
essent_ially rest_ing relat_ive to the DM part_icle. The medium is usually characterized
by the mass density ρ(x) and the mass fract_ions fi of the different target species
of mass mi such that the number densit_ies are simply
ni(x) =
fiρ(x)
mi
. (4.1.24)
Sampling of free path lengths As described in sect_ion 4.1.1, we can determine
the free path length between two scat_terings for a part_icular trajectory via inverse
transform sampling and solve
P (L) = ξ′ , (4.1.25)
for L, where ξ′ is a sample of U[0,1]. This is equivalent to finding the solut_ion of
Λ(L) ≡
∫ L
0
dx
λ(x, v)
= − log ξ , with ξ = 1− ξ′ . (4.1.26)
This is especially easy for an infinite, homogenous medium, for which the mean
free path does not depend on the posit_ion,
L = − log ξ λ(v) . (4.1.27)
Passing sharp regionboundaries Unfortunately, the situat_ion is usually more com-
plicated. The medium might change either gradually, as for example in the Earth’s
outer core, where the density increases cont_inuously towards the center or have
sharp boundaries, where the medium propert_ies change abruptly. The lat_ter oc-
curs e.g. in transit_ions between the Earth core and the mantle or between the
Earth crust and a lead shielding layer, where both composit_ion and density, and
therefore also the mean free path, change discont_inuously along the trajectory. If
a DM part_icle passes one or several of such region boundaries, the lef_t hand side
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of eq. (4.1.26) takes the form
Λ(L) =
l−1∑
i=1
Λi(Li)︸ ︷︷ ︸layers passed freely
+ Λs(Ls)︸ ︷︷ ︸layer of scat_tering , and L =
l−1∑
i=1
Li + Ls . (4.1.28)
Here, a part_icle passes (l − 1) regions without interact_ions, where Li is the dis-
tance to the next boundary inside region i. In the last layer l, the part_icle freely
propagates a distance Ls before finally scat_tering. Hence, to find the solut_ion L
of Λ(L) = − log ξ, we have to determine the number of freely passed layers (l−1),
as well as the distance Ls inside the final layer l.
We start by sampling a uniformly distributed random number ξ ∈ (0, 1) and
determine the distance L1 to the next region boundary along the part_icle’s path.
The next step is to compare− log ξ with Λ1(L1). If
− log ξ < Λ1(L1) , (4.1.29)
the part_icle scat_ters within this layer. The exact locat_ion of this scat_tering is found
by solving Λ1(L) = − log ξ for L. On the other hand, if
− log ξ > Λ1(L1) , (4.1.30)
the part_icle passes through this region without interact_ing at all. We compute the
distanceL2 between the next two region boundaries along the trajectory and com-
pare− log ξ − Λ1(L1) with Λ2(L2) in the same way. If, at this point,
− log ξ − Λ1(L1) < Λ2(L2) (4.1.31)
holds, then the part_icle scat_ters in region 2 af_ter having travelled freely forL1 +Ls,
where Ls is the solut_ion of − log ξ − Λ1(L1) = Λ2(Ls). Otherwise, we have to
repeat these steps again for the next layer and cont_inue these comparisons unt_il
we reach the layer l of scat_tering, such that
− log ξ −
l−1∑
i=1
Λi(Li) < Λl(Ll) . (4.1.32)
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START
Sample ξ ∈ (0, 1).
Start region: l = 1.
Find the distance Ll tothe next region boundary.
Check if eq. (4.1.32) holds. No interact_ion in layer l.Move to next layer l→ l + 1.
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Does the part_icle escape the
simulat_ion volume?
No
Scat_tering in layer l.
Solve eq. (4.1.34) for Ls.
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Final free path length:
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∑l−1
i Li + Ls.
STOP
Yes
Figure 4.2: Recursive algorithm to sample the free path length and therefore thelocat_ion of the next scat_tering with different regions and layers ofsharp boundaries.
At last, the overall free path length is given by
L =
l−1∑
i=1
Li + Ls , (4.1.33)
with Ls being the solut_ion of
− log ξ −
l−1∑
i=1
Λl(Ll) = Λl(Ls) . (4.1.34)
If the DM part_icle scat_ters before leaving the simulat_ion volume, this procedure
will determine where exactly this collision occurs. However, if the part_icle exits
the simulat_ion volume, as the DM part_icle passes e.g. the Earth’s surface towards
space, then the trajectory’s simulat_ion is finished. These steps can be implemented
as a recursive algorithm, depicted in figure 4.2.
4.1.3 Target part_icle
Once the locat_ion x of the next collision is known, the ident_ity of the target among
the N different part_icle species present at x needs to be determined. The proba-
bility is given by its relat_ive ‘target size’, which is proport_ional to its number density
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at x and the total scat_tering cross sect_ion.
P (scat_tering on target species T ) = nT (x)σχT (vχ)∑N
i=1 ni(x)σχi(vχ)
. (4.1.35a)
Using the definit_ion of the mean free path in eq. (4.1.23), this simplifies to
=
λT (x, vχ)
−1
λ(x, vχ)−1
≡ Pj(x, vχ) . (4.1.35b)
With these probabilit_ies, sampling the target species is straight forward. The DM par-
t_icle collides with a nucleus isotope T found via
T = min
{
n ∈ {1, . . . , N}
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
Pi(x, vχ) > ξ
}
, (4.1.36)
where a random number ξ of U[0,1] needs to be sampled.
4.1.4 Scat_tering angle
The distribut_ion of the scat_tering angle θ follows from the different_ial cross sec-
t_ion dσN
dER
and is therefore a consequence of the chosen DM interact_ion model. The
recoil energy is related to the scat_tering angle via eq. (3.3.6). Hence, the PDF of
the random variable cos θ can in general be obtained as
fθ(cos θ) =
1
σN
dσN
d cos θ
=
EmaxR
2σN
dσN
dER
. (4.1.37)
Together with the mass rat_io of the DM part_icle and the nuclei, this distribut_ion
determines the kinemat_ics of an elast_ic scat_tering. As we will see, it will differ dras-
t_ically between contact and long range interact_ions.
SI interact_ions In the limit of light DM the PDF for SI contact interact_ions is very
simple. With eq. (3.4.12), we find
fθ(cos θ) =
1
2
. (4.1.38)
Hence, cos θ is a uniform random variable, U[−1,1], and the scat_tering is completely
isotropic in the CMS. Inverse transform sampling for cos θ is trivial, we sample a
random number ξ of U[0,1] as usual and set cos θ = 2ξ − 1.
When simulat_ing heavier DM part_icles, we cannot neglect the loss of coherence
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Figure 4.3: Distribut_ion of the scat_tering angle cos θ for SI interact_ions for differentDM masses.
and have to include the nuclear form factor. As the loss of coherence suppresses
large momentum transfers, this means that forward scat_tering will be favoured.
The PDF of the scat_tering angle becomes
fθ(cos θ) =
F SIN (q(cos θ))
2∫ +1
−1 d cos θ F
SI
N (q(cos θ))
2
, (4.1.39)
with q(cos θ) = qmax
√
(1−cos θ)
2
and qmax = 2µχNvχ. The distribut_ion is shown for
different masses in figure 4.3.
The CDF cannot be inverted directly, and inverse transform sampling of the scat-
tering angle is not an opt_ion whenever the full Helm form factor is taken into ac-
count. Instead, reject_ion sampling is a suitable way to generate scat_tering angles.
It should be noted however that the sampling efficiency behaves as  ∼ 1/fθ(1).
For very heavy DM and large nuclei, fθ(1) increases, and reject_ion sampling could
become inefficient. It could be a good idea to solve eq. (4.1.6) numerically using a
root-finding algorithm in that case.
Dark Photon In the dark photon model, the DM part_icle couples to electric charge.
Both the screening of charge and the presence of an ultralight mediator alter the
scat_tering kinemat_ics significantly, as they introduce a dependence on the momen-
tum transfer q into the different_ial cross sect_ion. Start_ing from eq. (3.4.21), the PDF
for the scat_tering angle can be obtained via
fθ(cosα) =
1
σN
dσN
d cosα
|FA(q)|2 = 1
2
q2max
σN
dσN
dq2
|FA(q)|2 . (4.1.40)
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Figure 4.4: Distribut_ions of the scat_tering angle for contact, electric dipole, andlong range interact_ions.
Here, we again express the momentum transfer in terms of the scat_tering angle
using eq. (3.3.4b). The q dependence, and therefore the PDF, is determined by
the DM and the atomic form factors,FDM(q) andFA(q). The three PDFs for contact,
electric dipole, and long range interact_ions are
fθ(cos θ) =
1
2
×

x3
4
1+x
x(2+x)−2(1+x) log(1+x)
(1−cos θ)2
(1+x
2
(1−cos θ))2 , for FDM(q) = 1 ,
x2
2
1+x
(1+x) log(1+x)−x
(1−cos θ)2
(1+x
2
(1−cos θ))2 , for FDM(q) ∼ 1q ,
1+x
(1+x
2
(1−cos θ))2 , for FDM(q) ∼ 1q2 ,
(4.1.41)
where x ≡ a2q2max ≈ 2255× Z−2/3 ( mχ100 MeV)2 ( v10-3 )2 is an auxiliary parameter.
The distribut_ions are depicted in figure 4.4 and demonstrate the versat_ile kine-
mat_ics of this model. For heavier DM masses, the charge screening has lit_tle effect
on a DM-nucleus collision. For GeV scale masses and contact interact_ions, the scat-
tering is virtually isotropic with fθ ≈ 1/2, where the other two interact_ion types
heavily favour forward scat_tering due to the suppression of large momentum trans-
fers from the DM form factor of the cross sect_ion. For lower masses, the typical mo-
mentum transfer decreases, and the effect of the charge screening on larger scales
suppresses small momentum transfers. Hence, screened contact interact_ion favour
backward scat_tering more and more, whereas long range interact_ions occur more
and more isotropically. Here, the two effects of charge screening and the DM form
factor FDM ∼ 1/q2 cancel. The electric dipole interact_ion behaves in an interme-
diate way, favouring forward or backward scat_tering depending on the DM mass
and speed. We can see that for mχ =10 MeV, slow part_icles tend to scat_ter back-
wards, whereas faster halo part_icles scat_ter more into the forward direct_ion. The
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behaviours of contact and long range interact_ions is ent_irely opposite. DM part_i-
cles of lower (higher) mass and lower (higher) speed scat_ter more isotropically if
the interact_ion is mediated by a ultralight (ultraheavy) mediator.
Simulat_ing trajectories with the dark photon model, we sample scat_tering an-
gles cos θ using inverse transform sampling, i.e. solving eq. (4.1.6). While we can
evaluate the CDFs directly, there are no closed form solut_ions to Fθ(cos θ) = ξ for
a ξ of U[0,1], and we have to find the solut_ion numerically. Reject_ion sampling is
extremely inefficient for these PDFs.
4.1.5 Trajectory simulat_ion
In this sect_ion, we will introduce the general algorithm to simulate the trajectory
of a DM part_icle, as it traverse through a medium. In the context of diurnal mod-
ulat_ions in chapter 4.2, this medium will be the whole Earth. For the purposes of
sect_ion 4.3, it will be the atmosphere, the Earth crust, and possibly some addit_ional
shielding layers made of e.g. copper or lead. Nonetheless, the fundamental algo-
rithm will be the same, and the ground work is already done. The three central
random variables introduced in the previous chapter will come together to form
the MC simulat_ion algorithm.
As the first step, we have to generate a set of init_ial condit_ions (t0,x0,v0) for a
DM part_icle from the galact_ic halo in space. The details of the init_ial condit_ions are
more specific and will be discussed in the respect_ive context later on. The init_ial
condit_ions should be chosen in a way that the simulated part_icle actually enters
the simulat_ion volume. It would be a waste of computat_ional t_ime, if e.g. half the
part_icles miss the Earth.
The point of entry (t1,x1,v1), where the part_icle enters the simulat_ion vol-
ume, is determined by the distance d to its boundary along the part_icle’s path. As
long as a part_icle moves freely inside the Earth, we assume that it moves along a
straight path, and we neglect the gravitat_ional force of the Earth’s mass act_ing on
the DM part_icle, which is a good approximat_ion for this case. Hence,
t1 = t0 +
d
v0
, x1 = x0 + d · vˆ0 , v1 = v0 , (4.1.42)
where we introduced the notat_ion for the unit vector vˆ ≡ v
v
. Now that the part_icle
is inside the simulat_ion volume, the locat_ion of the first nuclear collision can be
obtained by sampling the free path length L as discussed in chapter 4.1.2. The
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart for the trajectory simulat_ion algorithm.
t_ime and place of the scat_terings are
t2 = t1 +
L
v1
, x2 = x1 + L1 · vˆ1 . (4.1.43)
Assuming that x2 is st_ill well inside the simulat_ion volume, the part_icle will scat_ter
on a nucleus of type T with mass mT , sampled via eq. (4.1.36). Since the two
part_icles are assumed to scat_ter elast_ically, we can use the same kinemat_ic relat_ions
as in the context of direct detect_ion via nuclear recoils, discussed in chapter 3.3.1.
In part_icular, we obtain the new velocity of the DM part_icle using eq. (3.3.2a),
v2 =
mTv1n+mχv1
mT +mχ
. (4.1.44)
The unit vectornpoints towards the final velocity of the DM part_icle in the CMS. For
its determinat_ion, we sample the scat_tering angle θ or rather its cosine as described
in sect_ion 4.1.4. The vector n is defined only up to the azimuth angle φ, which is
distributed uniformly, U[0,2pi). Having sampled a value for both angles, the vector
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reads
n =

sin θ√
1−e23
(e2 sinφ− e3e1 cosφ) + e1 cos θ
sin θ√
1−e23
(−e1 sinφ− e3e2 cosφ) + e2 cos θ
sin θ
√
1− e23 cosφ+ e3 cos θ
 , (4.1.45)
with vˆ1 ≡ (e1, e2, e3)T and a part_icular but arbitrary origin of the azimuth angle. It
can easily be verified that n× vˆ1 = cosα and |n| = 1.
Af_ter having simulated the scat_tering, which deflects and decelerates the DM par-
t_icle, the procedure repeats: We sample the free path length Li, find the locat_ion
of the next scat_tering,
ti+1 = ti +
Li
vi
, xi+1 = xi + Li · vˆi , (4.1.46)
ident_ify the target T of the collision, sample the scat_tering angles and obtain the
new velocity,
vi+1 =
mTvin+mχvi
mT +mχ
, (4.1.47)
and so on. The repet_it_ion cont_inues unt_il either the part_icle exits the simulat_ion
volume or its speed falls below a minimal speed vmin, which we defined in order to
avoid wast_ing t_ime on part_icles too slow to contribute to our desired data sample.
The simulat_ion algorithm is illustrated as a flow chart in figure 4.5.
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4.2 Diurnal Modulat_ions
Due to the Earth’s velocity in the galact_ic rest frame, there is a preferred direc-
t_ion from which more DM part_icles hit the Earth with higher energies, for details
see chapter 3.2. Consequent_ially, the underground distance travelled by an aver-
age DM part_icle from the halo before reaching a detector varies as the Earth ro-
tates. This variat_ion translates into a modulat_ion of the probability to scat_ter prior
to reaching a detector over a sidereal day. Assuming a moderately strong interac-
t_ion between DM and terrestrial nuclei, underground scat_terings redistribute and
decelerate the DM part_icles inside the Earth, periodically modifying the local den-
sity and velocity distribut_ion at any laboratory’s locat_ion on Earth. If e.g. the av-
erage DM part_icle has to travel through the bulk mass of the Earth crust and core
before it can cause a detect_ion signal, the chance of being deflected or decelerated
below the energy threshold is much higher compared to when the DM wind hits
the laboratory from above. Especially experiments in the southern hemisphere are
sensit_ive to this ‘Earth shadowing’ effect. The phenomenological signature in a de-
tector is a diurnal modulat_ion of the signal rate, for which the amplitude depends
on the lat_itude and the phase on the longitude of the laboratory. In this chapter,
we will describe and study this modulat_ion for light DM.
Already in the 90s, diurnal modulat_ions of direct detect_ion rates due to under-
ground scat_terings have been invest_igated and quant_ified with early MC simulat_ions
in the context of the classic WIMP [386, 387, 393, 394]. Later on, similar modula-
t_ions have been studied in the context of hidden sector DM [395–398], strong DM-
nucleus interact_ions [399], and DM-electron scat_tering experiments [315]. Mul-
t_iple experiments have searched for diurnal modulat_ions, including the COSME-II
experiment in the early 90s [393], the DAMA/LIBRA experiment [400, 401], and
LUX [402]. So far, no evidence for daily signal modulat_ions has been reported. The
future experiment SABRE, designed to test the discovery claim by the DAMA collab-
orat_ion [216], is potent_ially relevant for diurnal modulat_ions, since it is located at
the Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory in Australia [403]. Being in the south-
ern hemisphere increases the sensit_ivity to diurnal modulat_ions.
The phenomenological signature of underground scat_terings was studied with
analyt_ic methods in [389]. The authors quant_ified the lab-frame DM distribut_ion
modificat_ions due to a single Earth scat_tering and determined the diurnal modula-
t_ions for different effect_ive operators of the NREFT framework. As such, the proce-
dure does not apply beyond the single scat_tering regime. For higher cross sect_ions,
where mult_iple scat_terings before reaching the detector are expected, numerical
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methods such as MC simulat_ions are necessary. As a tool to study the effect of mul-
t_iple underground scat_terings, we developed and published the Dark Mat_ter Sim-
ulat_ion Code for Underground Scat_terings (DaMaSCUS), which complements and
generalizes the EarthShadow code by Kavanagh et al. [404]. The analyt_ic method
will serve as a crucial consistency check for the new MC results. The simulat_ion of
billions of part_icles provides the stat_ist_ical propert_ies of DM inside the Earth and
allows to compute the expected distort_ion of the underground DM density and ve-
locity distribut_ion taking into account the Earth’s orientat_ion in the galact_ic frame,
its composit_ion and internal structure, as well as its t_ime dependent velocity. Based
on the simulat_ions, we can predict the diurnal modulat_ion of the signal rate, both
amplitude and phase, based on an experiment’s setup, locat_ion and underground
depth.
We already covered the basics for MC simulat_ions of part_icle trajectory through
a medium in the previous chapter. In this sect_ion of the thesis, we will apply them
to simulate DM part_icle trajectory propagat_ing through the whole Earth undergoing
mult_iple scat_terings. Af_ter a brief descript_ion of the init_ial condit_ions, we present
the procedure to sample the free path length inside the Earth’s mantle and core,
where the density is changing gradually. The next step will be to connect the tra-
jectory simulat_ions with predict_ions for signal rates in a DM detector. Finally, we
present and discuss results for a CRESST-II type experiment and different bench-
mark points.
4.2.1 Init_ial condit_ions
The init_ial condit_ions consists of a start_ing t_ime, locat_ion outside the Earth, and ve-
locity. Naturally, the correct choice of init_ial condit_ions for the simulated DM part_i-
cles is crucial for the accuracy of the final results.
Init_ial t_ime The init_ial t_ime can be chosen arbitrarily, we can set t0 to a random
value or just start at zero.
Init_ial velocity The init_ial velocity consists of two components, an isotropically
distributed velocity sampled from the halo distribut_ion in the galact_ic rest frame
and the Galilean boost into the Earth’s rest frame,
v0 = vhalo − v⊕(t) . (4.2.1)
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The halo component is sampled from the velocity distribut_ion in eq. (3.2.3). The
Earth’s velocity is given in eq. (B.4.2) of app. B.4.
Init_ial posit_ion To find the init_ial posit_ion of a DM part_icle is slightly more deli-
cate. The part_icles of the halo should effect_ively be distributed uniformly in space,
however we would like the part_icle to be on a collision course with the Earth.
In previous works, the init_ial posit_ions were chosen on top of the Earth’s sur-
face [387, 393, 394]. This choice is arbitrary and does not correspond to uniformly
distributed init_ial posit_ions outside the planet. Start_ing all trajectories from the sur-
face creates a finite volume bias at shallow underground depth. Too many part_icles
are being sent into the Earth with narrow angle, creat_ing an over-density of DM par-
t_icles close to the surface, i.e. exactly where direct detect_ion experiments are lo-
cated. This can be confirmed both analyt_ically and with simulat_ions for a transpar-
ent Earth.
Given an init_ial velocity v0, all init_ial posit_ions, which result in a collision with
Earth, are located inside a cylinder oriented parallel tov0. We can sample a random
point within this cylinder, which is equivalent to picking a random point on a circular
disk of radius R⊕ at distance R > R⊕ from the center of the Earth, as depicted in
figure 4.6,
x0 = Rez +
√
ξR⊕ (cosφ ex + sinφ ey) , (4.2.2)
where ξ and φ are sampled values of U[0,1] and U[0,2pi] respect_ively, and the unit
vectors ex and ey span the disk. This choice results in an effect_ively uniform distri-
but_ion of part_icles, which we confirmed for the case of a transparent Earth using
simulat_ions.
4.2.2 Free path length inside the Earth
In chapter 4.1.2, we discussed how to sample the free path length of a DM part_icle
inside mat_ter by solving eq. (4.1.26). We also presented how to handle sharp region
boundaries. For the Earth, there is another complicat_ion in this context, as the
mass density increases smoothly towards the planetary core within each layer, see
eq. (B.5.1). With this polynomial parametrizat_ion of the Earth’s density profile, we
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R⊕
R
v0
x0
Figure 4.6: Sketch of the init_ial posit_ion.
can compute Λi(Li) of eq. (4.1.28) analyt_ically,
Λi(Li) =
Li/v∫
0
dt vλ−1(x(t), v)
= vgl
Li/v∫
0
dt
[
al + bl
|x(t)|
r⊕
+ cl
( |x(t)|
r⊕
)2
+ dl
( |x(t)|
r⊕
)3]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ρ⊕(|x(t)|)
,
=
gl
r2⊕
(C1al + C2bl + C3cl + C4dl) , (4.2.3a)
where we parametrized the part_icle’s path through layer i as x(t) = x0 + tv and
use gl ≡ λ−1(x,v)ρ⊕(x) . These factors only depend on the layer’s composit_ion throughthe mass fract_ions fi, not on the locat_ion within that layer. Furthermore, if the
interact_ion cross sect_ion does not depend explicitly on the DM speed, which is the
case if we neglect the nuclear form factor, they only have to be computed once for
each mechanical layer. Otherwise they depend on the DM speed and have to be
re-computed af_ter each scat_tering. The coefficients Ci are
C1 = Lir
2
⊕ , (4.2.3b)
C2 =
r⊕
2
[
L˜(Li + x0 cosα)− x20 cosα
+ x20 sin
2 α log
(
Li + L˜+ x0 cosα
x0(1 + cosα)
)]
, (4.2.3c)
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Figure 4.7: Illustrat_ion of the isodetect_ion angle and rings and their project_iononto the Earth surface at 0:00 and 12:00 with ∆Θ = 5°.
C3 = Li
(
x20 + x0Li cosα +
1
3
L2i
)
, (4.2.3d)
C4 =
1
8r⊕
[
(5− 3 cos2 α)(L˜− x0)x30 cosα
+ 2L2i L˜(Li + 3x0 cosα) + LiL˜x
2
0(5 + cos
2 α)
+ 3x40 sin
4 α log
(
Li + L˜+ x0 cosα
x0(1 + cosα)
)]
. (4.2.3e)
Here, we used
cosα ≡ x0 · v
x0v
, L˜ ≡
√
L2i + x
2
0 + 2Lix0 cosα (4.2.3f)
With this closed form for Λi(Li) inside a layer, the free path length inside the Earth
can be found using the algorithm in figure 4.2.
4.2.3 Collect_ing data
The main object_ive of the MC simulat_ions is to obtain a good est_imate of the DM
distribut_ion inside the Earth at a given underground depth. Even though the boost
from the galact_ic to the Earth’s rest frame breaks the isotropy of the halo distribu-
t_ion, the system preserves a residual rotat_ional symmetry around the axis parallel
to the Earth’s velocity v⊕. The polar angle Θ to this axis is called the isodetect_ion
angle1, as the DM distribut_ion and direct detect_ion rates will always be constant
1An equivalent angle γ is being used in [389] and the EarthShadow code, defined as 180◦ −Θ.
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Figure 4.8: Time evolut_ion of the isodetect_ion angle for different laboratoriesaround the globe over the durat_ion of three days.
along constant Θ. This symmetry is used in the simulat_ion, to define small isode-
tect_ion rings of equal finite angular size ∆Θ, as proposed originally in [387, 393],
placed at an underground depth d (e.g. 1400m for the LNGS), which are shown in
figure 4.7. In this figure, we set ∆Θ = 5° for illustrat_ive purposes. In the actual
simulat_ions, we aim to have good resolut_ion and choose ∆Θ = 1◦. This should be
sufficiently small that the local DM distribut_ions will not vary over a single ring.
As the Earth rotates, a laboratory travels through the different isodetect_ion
rings, and its posit_ion in terms of the isodetect_ion ring is
Θ(t) = arccos
[
v⊕(t) · x(gal)lab (t)
v⊕(t)(r⊕ − d)
]
, (4.2.4)
where we have to subst_itute eq. (B.4.2) for the velocity of the Earth and eq. (B.4.5)
for the posit_ion of the experiment in the galact_ic frame. A given experiment will
cover a certain range of Θ during a sidereal day depending on its lat_itude, as shown
in figure 4.8 for the LNGS (45.454°N, 13.576° E), SUPL (37.07° S, 142.81° E), INO (9.967°
N, 77.267° E) and SURF (44.352°N, 103.751°W). The plot shows how deeply a given
experiment penetrates the Earth’s ‘shadow’ during its revolut_ion around the Earth
axis. Already at this point, we can conclude that experiments in the southern hemi-
sphere are more sensit_ive to diurnal modulat_ions due to underground scat_terings.
The 180 rings are defined by their isodetect_ion angle Θk = k∆Θ and labeled
by k ∈ [0,179]. By choosing a constant ∆Θ, their surface areas will differ, and the
area of ring k is given by
Ak = 2pi(r⊕ − d)2 [cos(Θk)− cos(Θk + ∆Θ)] . (4.2.5)
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For each of these rings, we have to find a MC est_imate of the local DM velocity
distribut_ion and density based on individually simulated part_icle trajectories.
Whenever a simulated part_icle crosses an isodetect_ion ring, we record its ve-
locity vector. By simulat_ing a large number of trajectories, we gather a stat_ist_ical
velocity sample for each ring. The corresponding speed histograms will serve as a
est_imate of the PDF and contain all the informat_ion about how nuclear scat_terings
decelerate the halo part_icles depending on the distance of underground propaga-
t_ion. Since the rings vary in surface area, we have to ensure that the velocity sample
sizes are sizeable even for the smaller rings close to Θ = 0° and Θ = 180°. In order
to extract the redistribut_ion of part_icles due to deflect_ions, we simply count the
number of part_icles crossing a given isodetect_ion ring. We will discuss the details
of the data analysis in the next chapter.
We should point out a number of differences to previous simulat_ions of this
kind [387, 393, 394]. Collar et al. focused on the classic WIMP scenario with masses
above 50 GeV and their detect_ion via nuclear recoil experiments, whereas we study
sub-GeV DM and have new detect_ion strategies such as DM-electron scat_terings in
mind. Furthermore, there are substant_ial differences in the implementat_ion of the
simulat_ions in the DaMaSCUS code, which include the corrected generat_ion of ini-
t_ial condit_ions, which avoids to over-est_imate the DM density close to the surface,
as well as the more refined Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM). By posi-
t_ioning the isodetect_ion rings underground, the code is also able to simulate the
shielding effect of the overburden for strongly interact_ing DM. However, it turns
out to be much more efficient to set up a dedicated simulat_ion code for this prob-
lem, as we will discuss in chapter 4.3.
4.2.4 From MC simulat_ions to local DM distribut_ions and detec-
t_ion rates
The DM part_icle transport simulat_ions in the Earth generate local velocity data for
all isodetect_ion rings. For each of these rings, an independent data analysis is per-
formed to est_imate the local DM density, velocity distribut_ion, and direct detect_ion
event rate. The technical details of this analysis are presented in this sect_ion.
Local DM Speed Distribut_ion Since we do not study direct_ional detect_ion, it suf-
fices to est_imate the DM speed distribut_ion fkχ(v) for a given isodetect_ion ring k.The simplest, non-parametric way to est_imate the distribut_ion underlying a data
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set is the histogram. However, the data must be weighted.
We ment_ioned earlier, that velocity data is recorded, once a DM part_icle crosses
an isodetect_ion ring, i.e. a fict_it_ious two-dimensional surface. If enough part_icles
crossed a small surface, we can est_imate the distribut_ion in close proximity to the
surface, but it is important to keep in mind that part_icles crossing a surface define
a part_icle flux Φχ, which is related to the PDF via
Φχ(v) d
3v = nχfχ(v)v cos γ d
3v , (4.2.6)
where γ is the angle between the velocity and the normal vector of the surface at
the point of crossing [405]. Instead of cont_inuously sending in a stream of DM par-
t_icles and t_ime-tag each surface crossing, we effect_ively simulate a single burst of
incoming part_icles and wait unt_il even the slowest part_icle has lef_t the Earth again.
Hence, we do not actually track the flux Φχ, but instead Φχ/v. Consequently, given
a part_icle crossing at x with velocity v, we have to weigh this data point by the
reciprocal cosine of γ,
w =
1
| cos γ| , where cos γ ≡
x · v
xv
, (4.2.7)
in order to really obtain an est_imate of the distribut_ion funct_ion in proximity of
the isodetect_ion ring’s surface. An alternat_ive approach to understand this weight
factor is to assume a DM part_icle passing through a small patch of area dA. The
effect_ive area for the part_icle to pass the patch is dA cos γ, and a part_icle moving
almost parallel to the surface is less likely to cross, but should contribute to the
distribut_ion just the same as a part_icle crossing the surface perpendicular to the
surface.
Suppose we collected a MC data sample ofNsample weighted data points (vi, wi).
The histogram’s domain is (vmin, vesc + v⊕), and the bin width ∆v is set by Scot_t’s
normal reference rule [406],
∆v =
3.5σ
N
1/3
sample
, with σ = v0√
2
, (4.2.8)
such that the histogram consists of Nbins = dvesc+v⊕−vmin∆v e bins, B1 = [vmin, vmin +
∆v), B2 = [vmin + ∆v, vmin + 2∆v),. . . . The bin height of bin i is then
Wi =
Nsample∑
j=1
wj 1Bi(vj) , (4.2.9)
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where we introduced the indicator funct_ion defined by
1A(x) ≡
1 if x ∈ A ,0 otherwise. (4.2.10)
Finally, the weighted histogram est_imat_ion of the speed distribut_ion fχ(v) is simply
fˆχ(v) =
1
N
Nbins∑
i=1
Wi 1Bi(v) , (4.2.11)
where the denominatorN = ∆v Nbins∑
i=1
Wi ensures that the histogram is normalized,
and fˆχ(v) can be regarded as a PDF. The variance of the bin height, and therefore
the error of the PDF est_imate, can be inferred from Poisson stat_ist_ics,
σ2Wi '
1
N2
Nsample∑
j=1
w2j 1Bi(vj) . (4.2.12)
The average speed for some isodetect_ion angle is just the weighted mean,
〈v〉 = 1
wtot
Nsample∑
i=1
wivi , with wtot ≡
Nsample∑
i=1
wi , (4.2.13)
and for the associated standard error we can use the approximat_ion by Cochran [407],
(SE)2 ' Nsample
(Nsample − 1)w2tot
Nsample∑
i=1
[
(wivi − 〈w〉〈v〉)2
− 2〈v〉(wi − 〈w〉)(wivi − 〈w〉〈v〉) + 〈v〉2(wi − 〈w〉)2
]
. (4.2.14)
With an est_imate of the DM velocity distribut_ion at hand, the next quest_ion is to
determine the local density distort_ions.
Local DMDensity In the absence of DM interact_ions, the Earth becomes transpar-
ent, and the DM density is constant throughout space with ρ(0)χ = 0.3GeV cm−3.
This can be ut_ilized to est_imate the local DM density by comparing simulat_ions with
and without underground scat_terings. Furthermore, the local number density in
some given isodetect_ion ring is proport_ional to the (weighted) number of passing
part_icles. By init_ially running a number of free trajectories without nuclear colli-
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sions, we obtain a reference value w(0)tot for part_icles passing the isodetect_ion ring,
which can be related to its local DM density ρχ including Earth scat_terings,
ρˆχ
ρ
(0)
χ
∼ wtot
w
(0)
tot
. (4.2.15)
The number of simulated part_icles in the init_ial scat_ter-less simulat_ion run and the
main simulat_ions, N (0)tot and Ntot, generally differs, which can simply be taken into
account result_ing in the density est_imate
ρˆχ =
N
(0)
tot
Ntot
wtot
w
(0)
tot
ρ(0)χ . (4.2.16)
The standard deviat_ion of the density is obtained via error propagat_ion,
σ2ρχ =
[
σ2wtot
w2tot
+
σ2
w
(0)
tot
(w
(0)
tot)
2
]
ρ2χ , where σ2wtot =
Ntot∑
j=1
w2j . (4.2.17)
All these steps are performed for each isodetect_ion ring independently.
Direct Detect_ion Rates The standard nuclear recoil spectrum for a direct detec-
t_ion experiment is given in eq. (3.5.2). For SI interact_ions, it can also be writ_ten
as
dR
dER
=
ρχ
mχ
σSIN
2µ2χN
η(vmin) , with vmin =
√
ERmN
2µ2χN
. (4.2.18)
The DM density is already well est_imated by eq. (4.2.16). The η funct_ion has been
defined in eq. (3.5.4), the analyt_ic expression for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
t_ion is given by eq. (3.5.5). If we can est_imate this funct_ion on the basis of the
MC data, we have a full MC est_imate of recoil spectra, event rates, and signal num-
bers.
The integral of the speed distribut_ion is part_icularly simple in our case as we
use a histogram est_imator. Therefore, we have to simply sum up the bins’ areas in
order to obtain a histogram est_imator of the η funct_ion. The bin height of bin i is
Hi =
∫
v>(i−1)∆v
dv
fˆχ(v)
v
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=
Nbins∑
j=i
∆v
fˆχ ((j − 1/2)∆v)
(j − 1/2)∆v =
1
N
Nbins∑
j=i
Wj
(j − 1/2) . (4.2.19)
The bin height Wj was defined in (4.2.9). Hence, the result_ing histogram est_imate
is nothing but
ηˆ(vmin) =
Nbins∑
i=1
Hi 1Bi(vmin) . (4.2.20)
In the end, we can subst_itute the local DM density (4.2.16) and the histogram
est_imate of η(vmin) into eq. (4.2.18) and obtain the MC est_imate of the nuclear
recoil spectrum for any given experiment. The residual steps to compute total signal
numbers, likelihoods, to include detector resolut_ions, mult_iple targets, efficiencies,
as described in chapter 3.5, do not differ from the usual analyt_ic computat_ions. The
distort_ions due to underground scat_terings enter only into the density and velocity
distribut_ion.
It has been verified as a consistency check that simulat_ions of the transparent
Earth, i.e. without underground scat_terings, reproduce the correct Standard Halo
DM distribut_ion, as well as a spat_ially constant DM density. The detect_ion events
agree perfectly to the standard analyt_ic computat_ion in this case.
4.2.5 Results
We invest_igate the effect of underground DM-nucleus scat_terings for light DM and
large enough cross sect_ions that DM part_icles passing through the Earth will scat_ter
on one or more terrestrial nuclei. The first part of our results focus on the single
scat_tering regime, where the average scat_tering probability is around 10%. In this
case, the effect of mult_iple scat_terings is of the order of 1%, and MC simulat_ions
would not really be necessary, since this regime can be described analyt_ically with
the EarthShadow code [389]. Nonetheless, the analyt_ic results give us the great op-
portunity to compare and check some simulat_ion results directly. Once we demon-
strated that our MC results agree with the independent EarthShadow results, we
can be confident in the accuracy of our simulat_ion code and concentrate on its ac-
tual purpose, to study the effect of mult_iple Earth scat_terings on direct detect_ion
experiments.
For every parameter set of DM mass and DM-proton scat_tering cross sect_ion
new simulat_ions have to be performed, therefore it makes sense to present the
characterist_ic results for a set of benchmark points. For all of these points, we
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Simulat_ion ID mχ [MeV] σSIp [pb] 〈Nsc〉 NSample‘SS’ 500 0.5206 0.12 107‘MS1’ 500 4.255 1.0 107‘MS10’ 500 42.45 10.0 2× 106‘MS50’ 500 297.5 &50.0 106
Table 4.1: The four benchmark points to study the impact of DM-nucleusscat_terings and diurnal modulat_ions at direct detect_ion experiments.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the analyt_ic EarthShadow and the MC resultsof DaMaSCUS.
choose a DM mass of 500MeV, which marks the minimum mass the CRESST-II de-
tector was able to probe, and four increasing values for the cross sect_ion. The low-
est cross sect_ion is chosen to correspond to the single scat_tering regime. The three
higher cross sect_ion are tuned to yield 1, 10, or 50 underground scat_terings on aver-
age. The benchmark points are summarized in table 4.1. Here, 〈Nsc〉 is the average
number of scat_terings andNSample the sample size, i.e. the amount of velocity data
points recorded per isodetect_ion ring. The collect_ion of such large data samples is
computat_ionally expensive. All simulat_ions were performed on the Abacus 2.0, a
14.016 core supercomputer of the DeIC Nat_ional HPC Center at the University of
Southern Denmark. They involved simulat_ions of up to 1011 individual DM trajec-
tories.
The single scat_tering regime For the init_ial consistency check, we perform simula-
t_ions with a cross sect_ion corresponding to an average scat_tering probability of 10%
and generate the equivalent result using the EarthShadow tool. The DM mass
and DM-nucleon scat_tering cross sect_ion were set to be 500 MeV and ∼0.5 pb
respect_ively. This cross sect_ion was determined using one of EarthShadow’s ana-
lyt_ic rout_ines. The simulat_ions yielded a relat_ive amount of freely passing part_icles
of∼ 90%, the remaining 10% of the simulated part_icles scat_tered at least once, the
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average number of scat_terings added up to 0.12. Therefore, the first comparison
shows good agreement, as∼ 1% of the part_icles in the MC simulat_ions are expected
to scat_ter twice or more, especially if they pass the denser Earth core. This should
result in small deviat_ions between the analyt_ic and the MC approach, which affect
regions deeper in the Earth shadow most. There, the part_icles have to travel longer
distances underground and the scat_tering probability is largest.
The central quest_ion is, how the elast_ic collisions on terrestrial nuclei distorts
both the DM speed distribut_ion as well as the spat_ial distribut_ion inside the planet.
Both modificat_ions can be seen from the speed distribut_ion, if we st_ipulate that the
normalized distribut_ion corresponds to a DM energy density ofρ(0)χ = 0.3GeV cm−3.
Hence, the local speed distribut_ion in the Earth’s shadow will sat_isfy ∫ dvf(v) < 1,
since ρχ < ρ(0)χ . On the other hand, if an experiment faces the DM wind, the local
DM density can also exceed the local halo density, such that ∫ dvf(v) > 1. In this
case, many part_icles which were originally not moving towards this region get de-
flected. A port_ion of the underground DM populat_ion gets redistributed from large
to small values of Θ. The distribut_ions are plot_ted in the lef_t panel of figure 4.9. Even
for a relat_ively low scat_tering probability, the distribut_ions show this behaviour very
well. Part_icles heading to regions in the Earth’s shadow are likely to get scat_tered
off their original path, and the local part_icle density there is decreased. The shape
of the distribut_ions of DaMaSCUS and EarthShadow agree remarkably well. Both
show that the major modificat_ion of the DM distribut_ion is due to deflect_ions and
the result_ing redistribut_ion of the DM part_icles. Decelerat_ion plays only a minor
role, because a single scat_tering is not capable to cause a significant energy loss for
a relat_ively light part_icle.
Given this excellent agreement, it is unsurprising that it propagates to the direct
detect_ion event rates. In the right panel of figure 4.9, we show the event rate for a
CRESST-II type detector2 for the different isodetect_ion rings and compare it to the
equivalent calculat_ions based on the analyt_ic approach. Here, the analyt_ic result
was taken from figure 7 of [389]. The Earth’s shadow is clearly visible, the event
rate drops significantly for 120° . Θ ≤ 180° down to ∼ 85% of the rate R(0),
which does not takes underground scat_terings into account.
It is however important to note that an experiment in the northern hemisphere,
e.g. located at the LNGS in Italy, is not sensit_ive to this effect. The event rate is
slightly increased, but next to completely flat for 0° ≤ Θ . 90°, and the isode-
tect_ion angles covered by such an experiment during a sidereal day never reach
2See app. C for a descript_ion of the CRESST-II experiment.
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Figure 4.10: DM speed distribut_ions across the globe for our four benchmarkpoints. Note that they are normalized to 0.3GeV cm−3. The blackdashed line shows the speed distribut_ion of free DM.
higher values as we saw in figure 4.8. In contrast, the same experiment located at
the Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory (SUPL) in Australia would observe a
diurnal modulat_ion of∼ 15%.
Mult_iple Scat_terings Having established the correspondence between analyt_ic
and simulat_ion results for the single scat_tering regime, we can direct our focus on
the actual purpose of our MC approach. We cont_inue to explore the effect of mul-
t_iple scat_terings in the diffusion regime and increase the cross sect_ion, such that
we can expect 1, 10 or more than 50 scat_terings on average. The values of the
cross sect_ion for the three benchmark points ‘MS1’, ‘MS10’ and ‘MS50’ have been
fine-tuned to yield the respect_ive result for 〈Nsc〉.
The local distort_ions of the DM speed distribut_ion for all four benchmark points
are shown in figure 4.10. As one might expect, the underground DM part_icles get
decelerated more severely for higher cross sect_ions. As opposed to the single scat-
tering regime, the peak of the speed distribut_ion shif_ts significantly towards slower
speeds as Θ increases. Similarly, the deplet_ion of the DM populat_ion at large isode-
tect_ion angles occurs to a much higher degree, as the benchmark point ‘MS50’
demonstrates best. Locat_ions on Earth facing the DM wind show a vastly increased
DM density caused by mult_iple scat_terings. The effect is essent_ially the same as in
the single scat_tering regime, but is pronounced much stronger. For very high cross
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Figure 4.11: Results of the MC simulat_ions: The first three plots depict the localDM density, average speed and event rate respect_ively as a funct_ionof Θ. The last panel shows the corresponding diurnal modulat_ion inthe local sidereal t_ime for experiments in the northern and southernhemisphere.
sect_ions, the distribut_ions show a new feature, a second peak close to zero speed,
populated by very slow part_icles. Current experiments are not sensit_ive to such
low-energet_ic DM, but future experiments could potent_ially observe this peak as
an increase in low recoil events. Furthermore, these part_icles could part_ially get
captured gravitat_ionally, leading to a similar effect [408, 409].
These distribut_ions are the primary output of the DaMaSCUS simulat_ions. They
entail the local DM density and average speed and how they evolve with Θ. The
result are plot_ted in the first two panels of figure 4.11. Depending on the cross
sect_ion the density can increase by more than a factor of 2 for locat_ions facing the
DM wind and decrease down to below 0.05GeV cm−3 in the Earth’s shadow. Simi-
larly the decelerat_ion of DM part_icles is most severe for larger isodetect_ion angles
as expected. This results in an increase (decrease) of the event rate for direct de-
tect_ion experiments located at small (large) isodetect_ion angle, shown in the third
panel of figure 4.11. Again, we consider a CRESST-II type experiment as an example.
Using eq (4.2.4) in connect_ion with eq. (B.4.2) and (B.4.5), we can relate this result
to a diurnal modulat_ion specific to the laboratory’s fixed locat_ion on Earth.
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Figure 4.12: The percent_ile signal modulat_ion as a funct_ion of lat_itude.
The last panel of figure 4.11 depicts this daily change of the event rate over the
course of one sidereal day for an experiment both at the SUPL (37.07°,142.81°E) in
the southern hemisphere and at the LNGS (45.454° N, 13.576° E) in Italy. Note that
the phases only coincide, because we plot the signal rate as a funct_ion of the Local
Apparent Sidereal Time (LAST). By transforming the modulat_ion in e.g. Universal
Time (UT), we can obtain the modulat_ions’ phases as well.
In the single scat_tering regime, experiments in the northern hemisphere are
insensit_ive to diurnal modulat_ions caused by Earth scat_terings. However, they are
no longer reserved for the southern hemisphere at larger cross sect_ions. While it is
st_ill generally true that experiments in e.g. Australia maximize the daily modulat_ion,
we find that northern experiments can expect a sizeable effect as well, at least in
the diffusion regime. To study the modulat_ion amplitude’s general dependence on
the laboratory’s lat_itude, we define the percent_ile signal modulat_ion,
δ(Φ) = 100
Rmax −Rmin
Rmax
% , (4.2.21)
where Φ is the laboratory’s lat_itude. The modulat_ions δ for the benchmark points
are shown in figure 4.12. With the except_ion of the poles’ neighbourhood, diurnal
modulat_ions can be significant almost all over the globe, if incoming DM part_icles
scat_ter mult_iple t_imes on terrestrial nuclei. For the benchmark points ‘MS1’, ‘MS10’,
and ‘MS50’, an experiment at LNGS could expect to observe modulat_ions of 10, 45,
and almost 60% respect_ively. The corresponding modulat_ions at the SUPL naturally
exceed these values with about 18, 65 and more than 90%.
For even higher cross sect_ions we can expect underground scat_terings to oc-
cur even in the overburden of an experiment, for example in the crust or atmo-
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sphere. Above some crit_ical value these layers shield off not only background but
also DM part_icles. Terrestrial experiments are not able to probe DM above some
crit_ical cross sect_ion. Finding this cross sect_ion for different scenarios is the main
goal of the next chapter.
4.3 Constraints on Strongly Interact_ing DM
The diurnal modulat_ions of the signal rate of DM part_icles with moderate DM-
nucleon interact_ion were the consequence of the shadowing or shielding effect of
the Earth’s bulk. The planet’s mass reduces the DM flux at the detector, especially
if the DM wind has to pass large parts of the Earth to reach the laboratory. For even
higher cross sect_ions experiments might lose sensit_ivity altogether. The vast major-
ity of direct detect_ion experiments are located deep underground, typically∼ 1 km
beneath the surface, in order to reduce the background such as atmospheric muons
or highly energet_ic cosmic rays. Above a certain crit_ical DM-nucleon cross sect_ion,
the rocky overburden of the Earth crust does not just shield off the detector of
this undesired background, but also the actual DM signal it is set up to observe.
The DM not only scat_ters in the detector, but also on terrestrial nuclei in crust and
atmosphere. These scat_terings deflect and decelerate incoming part_icles and re-
duce the detectable DM flux at the experiment. Consequently, cross sect_ion above
a crit_ical value are not probed, and only a band of cross sect_ions can be excluded.
Already ment_ioned in the original direct detect_ion by Goodman and Wit_ten [209],
this issue has been studied in various contexts. The central quest_ion has been,
whether or not this effect reduces constraints on strongly interact_ing DM in a way
that an ‘open window’ in parameter space emerges [388]. The excluded band is
bounded by underground direct detect_ion experiments from below and astrophys-
ical constraints from above. Strong DM-baryon interact_ions would have an observ-
able impact on various astronomical observat_ions. Strong interact_ions of this kind
would lead to momentum transfer between the visible and dark sector and affect
the CMB’s anisotropy [410–412], affect primordial nucleosynthesis [413], or intro-
duce a collisional damping effect during cosmological structure format_ion [414].
Furthermore, collisions of DM part_icles and cosmic rays would lead to the produc-
t_ion of neutral pions and hence observable gamma-rays [413, 415, 416], or modify
the cosmic ray spectrum via elast_ic scat_terings [417]. Non-astrophysical constraints
on strongly interact_ing DM are set by the satellite experiment IMP7/8 [418, 419],
experiments on the Skylab space stat_ion [419, 420], the X-ray Quantum Calorime-
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ter (XQC) placed in a rocket [421], early balloon-based experiments [422], and searches
for new nuclear forces [336].
During the last 30 years, several allowed regions in parameter space were found
for both light and heavy DM masses [388, 423]. These windows have since then
been closed by arguments based on DM capture by the Earth and heat flow anoma-
lies [424], observat_ions from the IceCube experiment [425] and the Fermi Gamma-
ray Space Telescope [415]. Another window in the low mass region was closed
more recently by a re-analysis of old data from DAMIC and XQC [426] and new data
from the CRESST 2017 surface run [427]. Other works focused on super-heavy DM,
where an allowed window was closed by a re-analysis of CDMS-I data [428].
The exact exclusion limits for direct detect_ion experiment taking the terrestrial
effects into account have so far been determined mostly based on the analyt_ic
stopping power [366, 388, 398, 399, 416, 427–430], but also by using MC simu-
lat_ions [423, 426, 431, 432], which are best suited for this problem. The analyt_ic
approach fails to describe deflect_ions of DM part_icles and will in most cases ei-
ther under- or overest_imate the overburden’s stopping power depending on the
DM mass and interact_ion type. In this sect_ion, we present a new systemat_ic MC treat-
ment of constraints on strongly interact_ing DM both for DM-nucleus and DM-electron
scat_tering experiments. The main object_ive of these simulat_ions is to systemat_ically
find the crit_ical cross sect_ion, above which any given experiment becomes blind
to DM itself. For DM-electron experiments, we do not limit our analysis to contact
interact_ions as before and consider also electric dipole and long range interact_ions,
mediated by ultralight dark photons. The MC simulat_ions loosely resemble the ones
from in the last chapter, but differ in a number of important points, as we will dis-
cuss in chapter 4.3.2. Versions of the DaMaSCUS-CRUST code developed for this
purpose were released with Paper III and Paper V and are publicly available [6].
4.3.1 Analyt_ic methods using the DM stopping power
There are mult_iple channels for a DM part_icle to lose energy while traversing a
medium.
1. Nuclear stopping: Elast_ic collisions with terrestrial nuclei.
2. Electronic stopping: Inelast_ic scat_terings with bound electrons, leading to
ionizat_ion and excitat_ion.
3. Atomic stopping: Elast_ic and inelast_ic collisions with bound electrons, where
the electron remains bound and the whole atom recoils. This process is also
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relevant for very light DM part_icles, whose kinet_ic energies fall below the
atomic binding energy scalesO(10)eV.
In the cases relevant for us, the nuclear stopping dominates, which is why our sim-
ulat_ions only include elast_ic DM-nucleus interact_ions [399]. Electronic and atomic
stopping can however become relevant in certain models, where DM-quark inter-
act_ions are not allowed or heavily suppressed [308]. The quant_itat_ive descript_ion
of the electronic stopping power is a great challenge requiring methods from con-
densed mat_ter and geophysics. In part_icular, the computat_ion is complicated by the
electronic structure of the chemical compounds found in rocks, such as e.g. SiO2,
Al2O3, or FeO. In Paper V, we discuss the electronic and atomic stopping power in
greater detail. We also derive an est_imate for the DM part_icles’ energy loss due to
ionizat_ion and atomic scat_terings, potent_ially relevant for leptophilic models and
use these est_imates to set approximate constraints on leptophilic DM models.
Naturally, the higher the average number of scat_terings prior to reaching the
detector, the lower the detectable DM flux at the underground detector. We dis-
cussed in chapter 4.1.2 that the scat_tering probability is given in terms of the mean
free path λ. However, the actual energy loss does not just depend on the num-
ber of interact_ions, but also on the relat_ive energy loss in each interact_ion. This
in turn depends crit_ically on the DM mass mχ relat_ive to the target mass and the
interact_ion type. In a contact interact_ion between a DM part_icle and target nucleus
of similar mass, the DM part_icle can lose a significant fract_ion of its kinet_ic energy.
If however, the same scat_tering is mediated by an ultralight dark photon, forward
scat_tering is heavily favoured, and the DM part_icle’s decelerat_ion is marginal. The
average relat_ive energy loss in a single scat_tering is given by
〈
ER
Eχ
〉
=
1∫
−1
d cos θ
ER(cos θ)
Eχ
fθ(cos θ) , (4.3.1)
where the scat_tering angle’s PDF is given in eq. (4.1.37). A 10 GeV DM part_icle
with a speed of 10-3 scat_tering on an oxygen nucleus illustrates the importance
of the interact_ion type. For contact interact_ions, it loses 48% of its kinet_ic energy
on average. However, if the mediator is ultralight, it loses only ∼ 6× 10−4 % in
the same scat_tering. It will take a lot more scat_terings and a much shorter mean
free path in the second case to effect_ively at_tenuate the detectable DM flux in the
overburden. In conclusion, the mean free path is generally not a good measure to
quant_ify the overburden’s ability to weaken the DM flux. Instead, the actual local
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quant_ity of interest should be the stopping power, the average loss of energy per
distance travelled in the medium.
Nuclear stopping power As a DM part_icle from the halo with kinet_ic energy Eχ
passes through a medium, it will lose energy due to elast_ic scat_terings with nuclei.
The average energy loss per travelled distance, the nuclear stopping power, is a
local quant_ity and can be computed via [388, 399],
Sn(x, Eχ) ≡ − d〈Eχ〉
dx
=
∑
i
ni(x)σi〈ER〉 (4.3.2a)
=
∑
i
ni(x)
EmaxR∫
0
dER ER
dσi
dER
. (4.3.2b)
Note that the average recoil energy 〈ER〉 depends on Eχ, and this is a first order
different_ial equat_ion. The solut_ion yields the energy (or speed) as a funct_ion of
distance d travelled in the medium 〈Eχ〉(d) (or 〈vχ〉(d)) for some specified init_ial
condit_ions.
In the case of SI interact_ions of light DM, where the nuclear form factor can be
neglected and the different_ial cross sect_ion simplifies to eq. (3.4.12), the average
recoil energy of isotropic contact interact_ions is simply
〈ER〉 = E
max
R
2
=
γ
2
Eχ =
2µ2χT
mχmT
Eχ , (4.3.3)
and the corresponding stopping power takes the form
SSIn (x, Eχ) =
∑
i
ni(x)
2µ2χiσ
SI
i
mimχ
Eχ ≡ 2∆Eχ . (4.3.4)
Here, we cleaned up the notat_ion and introduced the factor
∆ ≡
∑
i
ni(x)
µ2χiσ
SI
i
mimχ
. (4.3.5)
For a homogenous medium, inside which the density and composit_ion remains con-
stant, it is possible to find explicit solut_ions. Af_ter travelling a distance d in this
medium, the average energy of part_icles with init_ial energy E(0)χ decreased expo-
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nent_ially,
〈Eχ〉(d) = E(0)χ exp [−2∆d] , (4.3.6a)
or in terms of the average speed,
〈vχ〉(d) = v(0)χ exp [−∆d] . (4.3.6b)
We confirmed the accuracy of this expression for the average speed with MC sim-
ulat_ions in Paper I.
In the dark photon model, the situat_ion is complicated by the charge screening,
which can not be neglected for low-mass DM and an ultralight dark photon me-
diator. A closed form solut_ion for long range interact_ions in analogy to eq. (4.3.6)
cannot be found. However, we can evaluate the integral in eq. (4.3.2),
Sn(x, Eχ) = σpq
4
refmχ
16µ2χp
1
Eχ
∑
i
ni(x)Z
2
i
mi
[
log (1 + xi)− xi
1 + xi
]
, (4.3.7)
where xi ≡ aiq2max,i = 8µχia2imχ Eχ depends on the DM part_icle’s kinet_ic energy.Assuming that the nuclear composit_ion, i.e. the isotopes’ mass fract_ions fi, do
not change along the DM part_icle’s path, we can separate the dependences on x
and Eχ,
Sn(x, Eχ) = ρ(x) σpq
4
refmχ
16µ2χp
1
Eχ
∑
i
fiZ
2
i
m2i
[
log (1 + xi)− xi
1 + xi
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡f(Eχ)
, (4.3.8)
factoring out the mass density ρ(x) as the only posit_ion-dependent quant_ity. For
a DM part_icle moving a distance d in the medium, we can then write the implicit
solut_ion as
〈Eχ〉(d)∫
E
(0)
χ
dEχ
f(Eχ)
= −
∫
dx ρ(x) . (4.3.9)
Further steps, e.g. solving for 〈Eχ〉(d), must be performed numerically.
Most proposed analyt_ic methods to find the crit_ical cross sect_ions are indeed
based on the stopping power. We will review two of these methods and discuss the
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reasons of their inferiority compared to a MC approach in most scenarios.
Analyt_ic speed criterion Arguably the simplest method is to find the cross sect_ion
for which even the fastest halo part_icles get decelerated that they are no longer
detectable. In other words, even the highest recoil they could cause in the detector
falls below the recoil threshold Ethr. For a DM part_icle to be detectable means to
have kinet_ic energy of at least
Eminχ =
Ethr
γ
=
mTmχ
4µ2χT
Ethr . (4.3.10)
Here, mT is the mass of the detector’s lightest target nuclei. To model the path of
the DM part_icles towards the detector, we can assume that the part_icles take the
direct path between Earth’s surface and the detector, i.e. a straight path of length
corresponding to the detector’s underground depth d. The fastest part_icles in the
halo have kinet_ic energy ofEmaxχ = 12mχ(vesc + v⊕)2. If even these part_icles are onaverage slowed down to non-detectabilility, the detector is assumed to have lost
sensit_ivity.
As the Earth’s crust can be modelled as a homogenous medium, the situat_ion
is part_icularly easy for SI contact interact_ions, where we have the closed solut_ions
given in eq. (4.3.6). Then the crit_ical DM-nucleon scat_tering cross sect_ion σSIp is thesolut_ion of
Eminχ = E
max
χ exp
[
−
∑
i
fiρ
2µ2χiσ
SI
i
m2imχ
d
]
, (4.3.11)
⇒ σSIp =
[∑
i
fiρ
2µ4χiA
2
i
µ2χpm
2
imχ
d
]−1
× log
(
Emaxχ
Eminχ
)
. (4.3.12)
This cross sect_ion can serve as a first est_imate of the crit_ical cross sect_ion. The ana-
lyt_ic speed criterion was first formulated in [388] and applied e.g. in [399, 429], as
well as in Paper I and Paper IV, which also contains a method comparison. Knowing
the full MC results, this method turns out to yield a reasonable est_imate a posteri-
ori, yet it comes with a list of deficiencies.
1. The crit_ical cross sect_ion obtained via eq. (4.3.12) depends solely on the de-
tector’s threshold and is not found by comput_ing expected numbers of events
using e.g. Poisson stat_ist_ics. The experiment’s details, in part_icular the expo-
sure, do not enter the est_imate, and the two boundaries of the exclusion
limits are not on equal foot_ing.
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2. Similarly, the knowledge of the halo DM part_icles’ speed distribut_ion is not
being used, except for the PDF’s hard cutoff, where the distribut_ion is trun-
cated. Set_t_ing v(0)χ = vesc + v⊕ might be conservat_ive, but is also rather
arbitrary.
3. The incoming part_icles do not follow straight paths towards the detector.
Deflect_ions prolong the underground trajectories, and the average distance
travelled will be larger than the underground depth. Furthermore, decel-
erat_ion is not the only process, which at_tenuates the underground DM flux.
Part_icles can also get reflected back to space, which is not taken into account.
However, there are some cases, where forward scat_tering is heavily favoured.
This is typically the case for light mediators or very heavy DM. In these cases,
this problem is less severe.
4. In the case of GeV scale DM and contact interact_ions, where a single scat_ter-
ing causes a significant relat_ive loss of kinet_ic energy, the analyt_ic stopping
equat_ion overest_imates the reduct_ion of the detectable DM flux, as pointed
out by Mahdawi and Farrar [426, 431]. We emphasized that the stopping
power describes the average energy loss. If the reduct_ion of the flux occurs
through only a hand full of scat_terings, it fails to account for the small, but
non-negligible number of rare part_icles, which scat_ter fewer t_imes. Although
their number is naturally suppressed, this is compensated by the large cross
sect_ion and probability to trigger the detector, once a part_icle reaches the
detector depth. Higher cross sect_ions increase both the overburden’s shield-
ing as well as the event rate in the detector. This problem is most severe, if
the DM mass is close to the mass of terrestrial nuclei.
The last two problems can not be addressed by analyt_ic means alone3. To solve
these problems, part_icle transport simulat_ions are the method of choice. However,
the problems 1 and 2 can indeed be addressed by subst_itut_ion of the stopping
power into the computat_ion of the DM distribut_ion and therefore the detect_ion
rates.
Analyt_ic signal criterion The central DM property which enters the direct detec-
t_ion rate in eq. (3.5.2) is the DM velocity distribut_ion. Typically, we use the halo
distribut_ion of the SHM, assuming that the mat_ter surrounding the experiment has
3Deflect_ions can in principle be described analyt_ically, but this has only been done in the single-scat_tering regime [389].
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Figure 4.13: The underground DM speed distribut_ion of eq. (4.3.14)for mχ = 1 GeV and σSIp = 10-30cm2 at different depths.
no impact on the DM flux. It is however important to keep in mind that the correct
distribut_ion is the one at the detector. It is possible to include the impact of the
overburden’s stopping power into the local underground speed distribut_ion fdχ(vχ)at depth d, provided that we have a handle on the stopping solut_ion 〈vχ〉(d), as e.g.
for SI contact interact_ions in eq. (4.3.6).
Based on our assumpt_ion that the part_icles move along a straight path and lose
energy cont_inuously, no part_icles get lost and the part_icle flux is conserved,
fdχ(v
d
χ)v
d
χ dv
d
χ = fχ(v
(0)
χ )v
(0)
χ dv
(0)
χ . (4.3.13)
For contact interact_ions, we can use the solut_ions in eq. (4.3.6) and find
fdχ(v
d
χ) = exp[2∆d]fχ(exp[∆d]v
d
χ) , (4.3.14)
which is shown for a few examples of stopping in the Earth crust4 in figure 4.13.
The local DM density increases as the part_icles get slower, which is reflected by
the fact that this distribut_ion is no longer normalized. For the recoil spectrum, we
subst_itute the result into eq. (3.5.3) and express it in terms of the halo distribut_ion,
dR
dER
(d) =
1
mT
ρχ
mχ
∫
vχ>e∆dvmin(ER)
dvχ vχfχ(vχ)
dσSIi
dER
(ER, e
−∆dvχ) . (4.3.15)
This spectrum can be used to compute signal rates and counts, constraints etc.,
and the overburden’s at_tenuat_ing effect is automat_ically taken into account. Above
4The Earth crust model, in part_icular the density and nuclear composit_ion, can be found inapp. B.5.1.
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a certain cross sect_ion the signal rate starts to decrease with higher interact_ion
strengths. Beyond the crit_ical cross sect_ion, the number of expected events falls
so much that the parameter space is unconstrained. Comparing the analyt_ic speed
and signal criteria, we see that the crit_ical cross sect_ion obtained by the first method
corresponds to the cross sect_ion, for which eq. (4.3.15) predicts zero events. The
crit_ical cross sect_ion based on the speed criterion will always be a slight over-est_imat_ion
when comparing to this method.
This method can be improved by not just taking straight paths between the
Earth surface and detector depth, but taking the direct_ionality into account [427].
Around half of the part_icles approach the detector from below, not above, yet for
cross sect_ions close to the crit_ical cross sect_ion, these will surely not contribute to
the detectable DM flux. This would lead to addit_ional at_tenuat_ion of roughly 50%.
Since the signal rate drops very sharply, as we will see later on, the effect on the
value of the crit_ical cross sect_ion is negligible. Finally, the nuclear form factor could
be included to correctly compute constraints on super-heavy DM [428, 433].
For light mediators, the situat_ion is not that simple, as we have to numerically
solve eq. (4.3.9) to obtain an incoming part_icle’s final speed at the detector and
therefore the underground speed distribut_ion. More details can be found in Paper
V.
4.3.2 MC simulat_ions of DM in the overburden
The MC simulat_ion of the DM flux at_tenuat_ion due to an experiments overburden
follows the principles introduced in chapter 4.1. They track individual part_icles in-
coming from the halo, as they travel on straight paths unt_il they collide elast_ically
on a terrestrial nucleus, changing direct_ion and losing energy in the process. The
most important difference to the DaMaSCUS simulat_ions of chapter 4.2 is the simu-
lat_ion volume. Instead of the whole planet, we reduce the volume to the shielding
layers between the detector and space, which could include the rocky Earth crust,
the atmosphere, and addit_ional layers made of e.g. lead or copper. For cross sec-
t_ions close to the crit_ical cross sect_ions, virtually all detectable DM part_icle reach
the laboratory from above. The relevant scat_terings occur in a km scale volume.
On these scales the Earth surface’s curvature may be neglected, and we can model
the overburden as a stack of parallel, planar layers as illustrated in figure 4.14. To
check this approximat_ion’s accuracy, we can monitor the part_icles’ horizontal dis-
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Figure 4.14: Sketch of the MC simulat_ions of parallel shielding layers (not to scale).
placements along their trajectories. If they stay within a few km at the crit_ical cross
sect_ion, the inclusion of the Earth’s geometry is indeed not necessary.
The simulat_ion code is opt_imized for a variable number of user-defined constant
density layers, using the algorithm of figure 4.2. A layer is characterized by its thick-
ness, density, composit_ion, and locat_ion relat_ive to the other layers. For a layer of
non-constant density, the atmosphere being the obvious example, we simply divide
it into a larger number of sublayers, each of which is again of constant density. For
more details on the atmospheric or the Earth crust model, we refer to app. B.5.1.
Trajectory simulat_ion The main object_ive of the simulat_ions is to yield an accurate
est_imate of the underground distribut_ion of detectable part_icles, which in turn can
be used to compute local event rates for direct detect_ion experiments. A DM par-
t_icle is defined as detectable, if is able to trigger the detector with a recoil energy
above its threshold. It is by definit_ion faster than
vmin =
√
mT (Ethr − 3σE)
2µ2χT
, (4.3.16)
where we specify an experiment’s thresholdEthr, its lightest target’s massmT , and
energy resolut_ion σE . For light DM searches the interval of interest [vmin, vesc +v⊕]
typically falls into the halo distribut_ion’s high energy tail, and we would like to avoid
wast_ing t_ime by simulat_ing undetectable part_icles. Therefore, we only simulate par-
t_icles from this interval.
Before any part_icle is simulated, we need to specify how init_ial condit_ions are
being sampled. Since our setup of stacked, parallel, planar shielding layers is in-
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variant under horizontal translat_ions. Therefore the underground DM distribut_ion
solely depends on the depth, and we can pick any init_ial posit_ion above the over-
burden. For the velocity, we average over the halo distribut_ion’s anisotropy and
sample the init_ial speed v0 ∈ [vmin, vesc + v⊕) via reject_ion sampling of the speed
distribut_ion in eq. (3.2.5). This has the advantage that we do not have to specify,
where and when the experiment took place. To determine the velocity’s direct_ion
we define α as the angle between the init_ial velocity v0 and the vert_ical line. Since
the init_ial posit_ions are effect_ively distributed uniformly in space, and we send off
all part_icles from a fixed alt_itude, this angle is not isotropically distributed. In or-
der not to overest_imate the number of part_icles with shallow incoming angle (i.e.α
close to 90°), we have to use the correct PDF for this angle, fα(cosα) = 2 cosα,
with cosα ∈ [0, 1). We transform a sample ξ of U[0,1] into a sample of cosα via
inverse transform sampling,∫ cosα
0
d(cosα′)fα(cosα′) = ξ ⇒ cosα =
√
ξ . (4.3.17)
This leaves us with the init_ial condit_ions
t0 = 0, x0 =

0
0
0
 , v0 = v0

sinα
0
− cosα
 = v0

√
1− ξ
0
−√ξ
 . (4.3.18)
Here, we picked a part_icular horizontal direct_ion, which is allowed by the simulat_ion
volume’s rotat_ional symmetry.
As illustrated in figure 4.14, there are three triggers terminat_ing a trajectory
simulat_ion. The DM part_icle is simulated and tracked unterground, unt_il
(a) the part_icle gets reflected back to space,
(b) the part_icle’s speed falls below the threshold of eq. (4.3.16), or
(c) the part_icle succeeds and reaches the detector, while being detectable.
In the last case, we record the part_icle’s speed and stat_ist_ical weight. Otherwise we
simply count the failed part_icle for the est_imate of the at_tenuat_ion.
Rare event techniques The crit_ical cross sect_ion is typically very high and would
naively predict a large number of events in a detector. However, the crit_ical cross
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sect_ion is defined as the value, where the detector loses sensit_ivity to DM. To com-
pensate signal rates of large magnitude, the underground DM flux has to be at-
tenuated by the same amount. Therefore, the instance (c) of a detectable part_i-
cle reaching the detector without being reflected or decelerated below threshold
is extremely rare. Yet, these are the part_icles we are interested in. To est_imate
the detectable DM flux, we need to know how many and how fast DM part_icles
reach the detector despite the overburden. If the success probability for a single
part_icle is vanishingly small, the problem arises that the simulat_ions are compu-
tat_ionally extremely expensive, inefficient and wasteful. Rare-event simulat_ion is
a well-studied challenge to part_icle transport simulat_ions, going back to von Neu-
mann and neutron transport simulat_ions for nuclear reactors. We implement the
two most common rare event techniques, which increase the success probability
in a controlled manner [391, 434, 435]. We should stress that these techniques are
absolutely essent_ial for MC simulat_ions in this context to be applicable at all.
If certain stat_ist_ical propert_ies of the desired data set are known, one can in-
troduce a bias into the simulat_ions’ PDFs which increases the success rate and am-
plifies sampling favourable values, while keeping track of this bias by a stat_ist_ical
weighing procedure. This method is called Importance Sampling (IS). Its general
principles and specific applicat_ion for our purpose is reviewed in the app. E.1. It
was first applied for this purpose by Mahdawi and Farrar [426, 431]. The method
yields stable and fast results for GeV scale DM, where a single scat_tering can cause
significant energy losses. However, if the DM flux gets at_tenuated only by hundreds
or even thousands of scat_terings, this method is not reliable.
Another standard rare event technique is Geometric Importance Split_t_ing (GIS),
which was first applied to DM simulat_ions in Paper V. This method supports the sim-
ulat_ion of successful part_icles by ident_ifying ‘interest_ing’ part_icles which get close
to the detector and then split_t_ing these part_icles in a number of ident_ical copy,
each of which gets tracked independently. This in turn increases the chance that
one of them reaches the detector. Furthermore, part_icles which get less interest-
ing by moving away from the detector have a certain chance to be terminated by
what is typically called Russian Roulet_te. Compared to IS, the split_t_ing technique
turned out to be more generally applicable and yielded stable and fast results for
various cases including trajectories with large numbers of scat_terings. One reason
is that GIS leaves the simulat_ion’s underlying PDF’s untouched. In the DaMaSCUS-
CRUST code, the split_t_ing of the part_icle in copies of itself is realized by a recursive
part_icle simulat_ion funct_ion. We discuss the technical details in app. E.2.
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Finding the crit_ical cross sect_ion The MC simulat_ions provide knowledge about
how the underground scat_terings in the overburden redistribute and at_tenuate the
incoming DM part_icles. The generated data needs to be connected to a predic-
t_ion of the direct detect_ion event rate. This is done by est_imat_ing the local speed
distribut_ion fdχ(vχ) at depth d. Based on the speed data, we obtain an est_imateof the normalized speed distribut_ion through Kernel Density Est_imat_ion (KDE), a
non-parametric probability density est_imat_ion procedure, which returns a smooth
funct_ion. The technique of KDE is reviewed in app. D.3. The second necessary part
is the overall at_tenuat_ion factor ad, the fract_ion of incoming part_icles which passed
the distance dwith enough energy to cause a signal. The distribut_ion is hence given
by
fˆdχ(vχ) = ad × fˆKDE(vχ) . (4.3.19)
The at_tenuat_ion factor is simply the fract_ion of successful part_icles. If the total num-
ber of incoming part_icles is Ntot, and N trajectories ended at the laboratory depth
with respect_ive weights wi, then
ad =
1
Ntot
N∑
i=1
wi . (4.3.20)
Here, we used that both the average IS weight and the init_ial GIS weight is equal
to 1 such that∑Ntoti=1 wi = Ntot. We have to keep in mind that the total number ofsimulated part_iclesNsim is not the same as the total number of incoming part_icles,
as we only picked init_ial condit_ions from the interval of interest [vmin, (vesc + v⊕)]
in order speed up computat_ions. However, we can easily relate the two using the
init_ial part_icles’ speed distribut_ion, i.e. eq. (3.2.5),
Ntot =
Nsim
vesc+v⊕∫
vmin
dvχ fχ(vχ)
≥ Nsim . (4.3.21)
The speed distribut_ion of eq. (4.3.19) is used to compute detect_ion signal rates
with e.g. eq. (3.5.3) or (3.5.12) in the usual way. At this point, we are able to com-
pute numbers of events and likelihoods for any kind of direct detect_ion experiment,
based on either nucleus or electron scat_terings.
We summarize the procedure. For a point (mχ, σ) in parameter space, the
simulat_ion of DM part_icle trajectories through the overburden generates speed
data {(v1, w1), ..., (vN , wN)} and the at_tenuat_ion factor ad. Using KDE, we obtain
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a smooth est_imate of the local, at_tenuated speed distribut_ion, which in turn de-
termines the recoil spectra, event rates, likelihoods, etc., depending on the exper-
iment of interest. For a given mass, we start at the usual lower bound on the cross
sect_ion and systemat_ically increase the cross sect_ion, repeat_ing the procedure from
above, to find the point where the predicted number of signals starts to decrease.
Above that value, the overburden’s shielding power dominates the signal rate in the
detector, and we carefully keep increasing the cross sect_ion in smaller and smaller
steps. It is crucial to avoid going beyond the crit_ical cross sect_ion, as this is typically
the regime, where the necessary computat_ion t_ime grows dramat_ically. Instead, we
carefully approach the crit_ical cross sect_ion from below. Once the likelihood grows
above (1-CL), for a specified certainty level CL, the experiment no longer sets con-
straints on the point in parameter space. The exact value of the crit_ical cross sect_ion
is finally obtained by interpolat_ion of the likelihood as a funct_ion of the cross sect_ion
and solving it for (1-CL).
There are a few effects we neglect in our simulat_ions, which affect the predicted
number of events by order one.
• Around half the part_icles approach the detector from below and get shielded,
whereas we assume all part_icles to reach the Earth from above the experi-
ment. The exact addit_ional at_tenuat_ion depends on the experiment’s locat_ion
on Earth relat_ive to the DM wind. As we do not specify this and average over
the halo distribut_ion’s anisotropy, we neglect this at_tenuat_ion of order 1/2.
• A few DM part_icles could pass the detector’s depth subsequently get reflected
back up, which would increase the predict_ion for the event number.
• It was reported that the modelling of the atmosphere as a planar stack of
parallel layers leads to an error in the predicted number of detectable part_i-
cles at the detector of less than a factor 2 when compared to a more accurate
geometric setup [432].
It should be emphasized that these errors lead to order one changes in the pre-
dicted event numbers, which have only minimal effects on the value of the crit_ical
cross sect_ion. This is due to the fact that, as soon as the signal rates start to drop
above some cross sect_ion, it drops extremely steeply, as e.g. shown in figure 4.15.
The Earth crust turns ‘opaque’ to DM rapidly. However, the quant_ity of interest
is the crit_ical cross sect_ion, not the underground event rate. The simulat_ions are
not meant nor able to produce precise predict_ions of detect_ion signal rates, which
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the different methods and the predicted number ofevents for XENON1T (solid lines) and DAMIC (2011) (dashed lines) fora DM mass of 10 GeV.
would require much more details, even if the three issues ment_ioned above were
accounted for.
4.3.3 Nuclear recoil experiments
In Paper IV, we focused on SI contact interact_ions and constraints from nuclear re-
coil experiments. This is an interest_ing case, as the fundamental process which is
probed in the detector is also the source of the signal’s at_tenuat_ion. Elast_ic nuclear
recoils in the overburden and detector act as antagonizers, where the stopping ef-
fects dominates above some interact_ion strength. In this sect_ion, we compare the
different methods of the previous chapters and derive the constraints on SI contact
interact_ions for a number of direct detect_ion experiments.
The three methods of obtaining the crit_ical cross sect_ion discussed in chap-
ter 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are compared for the example of DAMIC (2011) [238] and XENON1T [263]
in figure 4.15. The plot shows the predicted number of events as a funct_ion of
the DM-proton cross sect_ion determined with the analyt_ic stopping power in eq. (4.3.15),
as well as the more accurate MC simulat_ions. It also includes the simple speed
based est_imate of eq. (4.3.12), which in the case of XENON1T underest_imates the
crit_ical cross sect_ion, while it slightly overest_imates it for DAMIC. Without the MC re-
sults being available, a quality assessment of this simple criterion is not possible,
but it can clearly serve as an easy-to-compute first guess on its own.
For low cross sect_ions, the overburden has naturally no impact on the local
speed distribut_ion in the laboratory nor the predicted event numbers, since the
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mean free path is much longer than the underground depth. Hence, the signal
numbers increase linearly with the cross sect_ion. The recoil spectrum of eq. (4.3.15)
reproduces the qualitat_ive behaviour nicely, where the signal strength above a cer-
tain value of the cross sect_ion starts to drop very steeply. However, compared to
the MC based predict_ions, it overest_imates the pace with which the signal number
decreases and therefore underest_imates the crit_ical cross sect_ion by up to an or-
der of magnitude. By looking for the two values of the cross sect_ions, where the
likelihood crosses (1-CL), we obtain the excluded interval.
For cross sect_ions of order 100pb, we see that the shielding has no visible effect
on the signal rates, which seems to be in conflict with the results of chapter 4.2,
where we had signal modulat_ions of order 100%. We ment_ion once more that some
of the assumpt_ions, e.g. that all part_icles approach the detector from above, are
only valid for cross sect_ions close to the crit_ical cross sect_ion. For intermediate
values, the part_icles from below are addit_ionally at_tenuated since they have to pass
the ent_ire planet before they pass the target material. This regime can only be
studied by simulat_ing the whole planet, as we did earlier.
The advantages of the MC simulat_ion of trajectories start to emerge at this
point. The analyt_ic stopping descript_ion neglects the rare, stubborn part_icles, which
scat_ter fewer t_imes than expected and thereby overest_imates the at_tenuat_ion of
the DM flux. However, in other cases, where reflect_ion, not decelerat_ion, is the
dominant process of DM at_tenuat_ion, it can also yield an underest_imate. The sim-
ulat_ions will produce a more accurate, realist_ic, and consistent result in all cases,
which might also be more constraining.
It was claimed that the analyt_ic stopping equat_ion should not be applied for the
derivat_ion of the crit_ical cross sect_ion of strongly interact_ing DM [431]. The authors
just_ify this statement with the discrepancy in the event numbers of many orders of
magnitude. We would argue that, looking at figure 4.15, any conservat_ive method
of finding the crit_ical cross sect_ion, such as the speed criterion or a recently pro-
posed similar, even more conservat_ive est_imate [416], will yield values, for which
corresponding MC simulat_ions will predict huge event rates. The result_ing exclusion
bands may be conservat_ive, but are st_ill valid.
Using the DaMaSCUS-CRUST simulat_ion code, we derive exclusion limits based
on CRESST-II [236], the CRESST 2017 surface run [295], DAMIC (2011) [238], and
XENON1T [263], which are plot_ted together with constraints from XQC [421] and
the CMB [412] in figure 4.16. For the more specific details of the different experi-
ments, we refer to the respect_ive app. C.1. We also include the neutrino floor [436].
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Figure 4.16: The constraints (90% CL) by various direct detect_ion experiments,together with limits from XQC and the CMB.
The direct detect_ion constraints cover DM masses between 100 MeV and 1 TeV,
and cross sect_ions between 10-46 and 10-27cm2 can be excluded depending on the
experiment. For each DM mass, we obtain a clearly defined, consistent exclusion
interval, where both bounds are computed the same way.
We included constraints of the DAMIC 2011 run, despite the fact that these
constraints are fully covered by the two experiments by the CRESST collaborat_ion.
These results are useful since they allow direct comparison to the results obtained
with the DMATIS code [426], which serves as a independent evaluat_ion. The two
results agree to a reasonable precision with deviat_ions of around 10%.
Both CRESST-II and XENON1T were located deep underground at LNGS under
1400m of rock. They are therefore insensit_ive to strongly interact_ing DM, with
their respect_ive constraints reaching up to ∼ 10-30cm2 and ∼ 10-31cm2 in their
low mass region. On the other side, the CRESST 2017 surface run of a prototype
detector developed for the ν-cleus experiment is much more powerful in this con-
text. It was performed in a surface laboratory with only a few cm of concrete and
the atmosphere as shielding. Despite its t_iny exposure it is much more successful
in probing high cross sect_ions and extends the excluded intervals by around three
orders of magnitude towards stronger interact_ion strengths. All allowed windows
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between underground experiments and the XQC rocket experiment can be closed
this experiment by the CRESST collaborat_ion. Only a t_iny window between CMB
constraints remains, which might could get narrowed by including constraints from
cosmic rays [413] or even closed by considerat_ions of heat flow in the Earth [424]
or newer limits due to gas cloud cooling [437].
The comparison between CRESST-II and XENON1T illustrates furthermore that
the exposure has only a marginal effect on the crit_ical cross sect_ion. The exposure
of XENON1T exceeds the one by CRESST-II by a factor of∼700, yet the crit_ical cross
sect_ion is only up to ∼10% higher. Compared to DAMIC and the CRESST surface
run, it is clear that the underground depth is the dominant factor. In order to probe
strongly interact_ing DM with a direct detect_ion experiment, larger exposure are not
an efficient strategy. Instead the detectors must be placed above ground, prefer-
ably at high alt_itudes, such as mountains, balloons, rockets, or possibly satellites.
In this chapter, we systemat_ically determined the crit_ical cross sect_ion above
which a nuclear recoil experiment loses sensit_ivity to DM using MC simulat_ions of
trajectories in the crust and atmosphere. We presented constraints on SI contact in-
teract_ions between DM part_icles and nuclei coming from a number of experiments.
The constraints reach from the interest_ing sub-GeV mass regime to 1 TeV. Next, we
want to focus exclusively on sub-GeV DM and experiments using DM-electron scat-
terings as potent_ial discovery process.
4.3.4 Electronic recoil experiments
DM part_icles of sub-GeV mass do not have enough kinet_ic energy to trigger a con-
vent_ional detector, which is why DM-electron scat_terings were proposed as a new
search channel for low masses. Nonetheless, for large cross sect_ions, undetectable
DM-nucleus scat_terings can indirectly affect DM-electron scat_tering experiments by
redistribut_ing the underground DM part_icles. DM-electron scat_terings in the crust
or atmosphere might in principle do the same, but the stopping due to electron
scat_terings tends to be a subdominant effect, as discussed in chapter 4.3.1. In the
dark photon model, DM couples to both electrons and protons with a hierarchy
between the respect_ive cross sect_ions. However, the electronic stopping of DM is
much weaker than nuclear stopping in this model, as we discussed in greater detail
in Paper V and plays a significant role only, if the model does not allow DM-quark
interact_ions. The only truly leptophilic models, where DM-nucleus interact_ions are
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not even generated on the loop level, include pseudo-scalar and axial vector inter-
act_ions [308]. In Paper V, we also presented an analyt_ic est_imate for the constraints
on strongly interact_ing DM in these class of models.
A certain model dependence is unfortunately unavoidable, as we need a rela-
t_ion between the two cross sect_ions, since the stopping and detect_ion mechanisms
are no longer ident_ical. The dark photon model relates the two cross sect_ions in a
simple way, fixing the rat_io to the rat_io of reduced masses, see eq. (3.4.28).
While the algorithmic procedure of finding the crit_ical cross sect_ion is the same
as in the previous chapter, the DaMaSCUS-CRUST code [6] has been extended in
the following ways.
1. More general interact_ions: We do not limit ourselves to contact interact_ions
and consider light mediators and electric dipole interact_ions as well. This
changes the scat_tering kinemat_ics crit_ically, as we discussed in chapter 4.1.4.
2. New rare event MC technique: Geometric Importance Split_t_ing was first im-
plemented in this context. The method’s details are reviewed in app. E.2.
3. New analyses: For DM-electron scat_terings, the computat_ion of event rates
and energy spectra are more involved and require the corresponding ion-
izat_ion form factors. The necessary relat_ions have been discussed in chap-
ter 3.5.2.
In this chapter, we will study how scat_terings in overburdens affect direct searches
for light DM. For contact, electric dipole, and long range interact_ions, the detec-
t_ion constraints on strongly interact_ing DM are determined via MC simulat_ions,
and the constraints’ general scaling behaviours under change of exposure or un-
derground depth is studied. We re-visit the most recent experiments set_t_ing con-
straints on the DM-electron scat_tering cross sect_ion and find the limits’ extend to-
wards strong interact_ions, before the crust or atmosphere shields off the detector.
Namely, we analyse the data of XENON10 [260, 312], XENON100 [310, 312], SEN-
SEI (2018) [240], and SuperCDMS (2018) [319]. In addit_ion, we present project_ions
for future runs of DAMIC and SENSEI at different underground laboratories. Finally,
we explore the prospects of a high-alt_itude run of a direct detect_ion experiment.
A semiconductor target could be performed on either a balloon or in Earth orbit.
For such an experiment, the strong orbital signal modulat_ion due to the Earth’s
shadowing effect would be of great value to dist_inguish a potent_ial signal from an
expectedly large background.
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Figure 4.17: Exposure scaling of the constraints (95% CL) for a genericsemiconductor detector.
Exposure and depth scaling Increasing the exposure by running experiments of
larger targets for longer t_imes allows to probe weaker DM interact_ions and extends
the exclusion band towards lower cross sect_ions. In the case of nuclear recoil ex-
periments, we previously found that such an increase has only lit_tle effect on the
upper boundary of the exclusion band. The crit_ical cross sect_ion turned out insen-
sit_ive to the exposure. Here, we return to this quest_ion to check if this conclusions
holds also for DM-electron scat_tering experiments and, more importantly, light me-
diators. For that, we consider a generic silicon semiconductor experiment, where
we fix the ionizat_ion threshold to 2 electron-hole pairs, the underground depth
to 100m, and assume the absence of background events. The exposure is varied
between 0.1 and 100 gram year. The result_ing exclusions are shown in figure 4.17.
The crit_ical cross sect_ion is again found extremely insensit_ive to the exposure.
The exposure increase of four orders of magnitude yielded an improvement of the
limits by ∼60% or less. It seems to be a generic feature, that the overburden de-
creases the detect_ion signal rate very rapidly for a cross sect_ion increase beyond
some crit_ical value. The shielding layers turn effect_ively opaque to DM rather sud-
denly, and the experimental parameters are not the dominant factors. The only
advantage of larger exposures in this case concerns contact interact_ions, where
the probed interval of DM masses can indeed be extended. Here, larger exposures
increase the sensit_ivity to heavier DM.
The exact dependence on the depth should be quant_ified. We consider the
same experiment as before, but fix the exposure to 1 gram year. This t_ime, we
vary the underground depth between 1 km underground, to 40 km above ground,
an alt_itude a balloon experiment might reach. There the only shielding comes from
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Figure 4.18: Underground depth scaling of the constraints (95% CL) for a genericsemiconductor detector.
the high, very thin layers of the atmosphere and the experimental setup itself. Here,
we approximate the shielding layers of the apparatus as one layer of steel (2mm)
and one of copper (1mm). The ent_ire atmosphere’s stopping power corresponds
to the stopping power of about∼5m of rock or∼1m of steel. The atmosphere can
be neglected in the simulat_ions for 100m and 1000m.
The result_ing constraints (95% CL) are shown in figure 4.18 demonstrat_ing the
fact that the crit_ical cross sect_ion grows by about one order of magnitude for each
order of magnitude the underground depth is decreased. Having a detector in a
laboratory on a mountain will further improve the situat_ion by less than one order
of magnitude. To gain more sensit_ivity, it could be a good idea to run a small-scale
balloon-borne experiment, since the exposure is not important at all. We will come
back to this idea later in this chapter.
Constraints Direct detect_ion experiments, both with noble and semiconductor
targets, have been performed to search for DM-electron interact_ions. In the ab-
sence of a posit_ive result, various collaborat_ions have published constraints on the
DM-electron scat_tering cross sect_ion. We reanalyse their data on the basis of our
MC simulat_ions, determining the extend of the excluded band in parameter space.
Since it is nuclear scat_terings which at_tenuate the DM flux but electron scat_terings
which get detected, we are forced to assume some model, in order to have a rela-
t_ion between the proton and electron cross sect_ions. In Paper I, we presented first
est_imates for the dark photon model based on a simple speed criterion. In Paper V
and this thesis, we present the constraints for the same model, but based on a full
data analysis such that lower and upper boundary of the exclusion band are truly
on the same foot_ing.
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Figure 4.19: Direct detect_ion constraints (95% CL) by various DM-electronscat_tering experiments.
In part_icular, we present updated constraints (95% CL) from the S2-only data
of XENON10 [260, 312] and XENON100 [310, 312], as well as the surface runs of
SENSEI (2018) [240], and SuperCDMS (2018) [319]. The details of the respect_ive
analyses are presented in app. C. The constraint plot for contact, electric dipole,
and long range interact_ions are shown in figure 4.19.
The constraints for contact interact_ions in the lef_t panel also include the con-
straints in the absence of charge screening as dot_ted lines (FA(q) = 1). For very
light DM, the charge screening effect_ively decreases the DM-proton scat_tering cross
sect_ion, such that the overburden stopping is less effect_ive and the crit_ical cross sec-
t_ion is higher. The dashed line in the right panel show an analyt_ic est_imate of the
crit_ical cross sect_ion for light mediators based on eq. (4.3.9). For low masses, the
analyt_ic approach fails to account for deflect_ions or reflect_ions of DM part_icles and
yields an overest_imate. For GeV masses however, we found that the DM part_icle
scat_ter sharply in a forward direct_ion and move on relat_ively straight lines cont_in-
uously scat_tering on nuclei. This is well captured by the analyt_ic descript_ion of nu-
clear stopping, and the two est_imates converge around mχ ≈ 1 GeV. Above this
mass, MC simulat_ions become more and more impract_ical, because the number
of scat_terings increases extremely, where each individual scat_tering changes the
DM speed only minimally. Then, the analyt_ic method should yield reliable results.
While the lower boundary of the exclusion band depends crucially on the ex-
periments’ details, the crit_ical cross sect_ion is mostly determined by the overbur-
den. The extend towards larger scat_tering cross sect_ions is similar for SENSEI and
SuperCDMS, since both experiments were performed on the surface. The same
goes for XENON10 and XENON100 at the LNGS 1400m underground. For con-
tact interact_ions, we observe a decrease of the crit_ical cross sect_ion for heavier
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Figure 4.20: Projected constraints (95% CL) for the planned experimentsDAMIC-M and SENSEI.
DM masses, which is caused by the increasing rat_io in eq. (3.4.28), σp/σe ≈ m2χm2e .For electric dipole interact_ions and ultralight mediators, this effect is counteracted
by the DM form factor. In these two cases, the momentum transfer grows with the
DM mass, while the different_ial cross sect_ion gets suppressed by∼ q−2 and∼ q−4
respect_ively. For light mediators, the suppression of large momentum transfers is
strong enough to dominate over the increasing cross sect_ion rat_io, and the crit_ical
cross sect_ion increases with DM mass.
Project_ions and outlook There are two experimental collaborat_ions preparing a
direct detect_ion experiment using CCDs, where the silicon semiconductor acts as
the target, DAMIC [239] and SENSEI [318]. We derive constraint project_ions for
these next-generat_ion experiments and obtain their sensit_ivity to strongly interact-
ing DM.
The DAMIC-M experiment is planned to run at the Laboratoire Souterrain de
Modane in France at a depth of 1780m and will most likely have the largest ex-
posure. SENSEI is planned to be located at SNOLAB slightly deeper at 2km under-
ground. However, a smaller detector might also be used at the MINOS facility at Fer-
milab at a relat_ively shallow depth of 107m. The projected exposures are 10, 100,
and 1000 gram year for SENSEI at Minos, SENSEI at SNOLAB, and DAMIC at Modane
respect_ively. We assume the opt_imal ionizat_ion threshold of one electron-hole pair
for all three detectors. Regarding the background, we assume to have observed
103, 104, and 105 events in the ne =1 bin. The results are shown in figure 4.20.
Having the largest target mass, DAMIC-M would probe the smallest cross sect_ion.
Being at the shallowest site, a SENSEI run at MINOS would cover the strong inter-
act_ion regime the furthest.
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Figure 4.21: Orbital modulat_ion of the DM speed distribut_ion and detect_ion ratesfor a balloon and a satellite experiment for mχ = 100MeV,
σe = 10-23cm2, and a light mediator (FDM ∼ 1/q2).
To probe cross sect_ions above the reach of terrestrial experiments, we can en-
tertain the idea to run a direct detect_ion experiment at great heights, either in the
upper atmosphere in a balloon or in a lower Earth orbit onboard a satellite. The ex-
posure of a balloon-borne experiment would be of order∼gram hour, but shielded
only by the upper atmospheric layers of low density. On a satellite, the situat_ion
improves further, allowing longer exposures, while the shielding is minimized to
the apparatus’ setup and self-shielding by the target.
There is an intermediate regime of cross sect_ions, where the Earth blocks off
the observable DM flux ent_irely, while high alt_itude experiments are st_ill sensit_ive.
The DM signal in these experiments would show a strong modulat_ion due to the
Earth’s shadowing effect [386, 399], similarly to the diurnal modulat_ion we studied
in chapter 4.2. For balloon experiments, we should expect a diurnal modulat_ion.
For a space-borne experiment, the modulat_ion frequency would depend on the
satellite’s orbit. We can est_imate this modulat_ion without the need for MC simula-
t_ion by comput_ing the local DM speed distribut_ion at the experiment’s locat_ionx via
f(x, v) =
∫
dΩ v2f(v)×S(x,v) , (4.3.22)
where we filter out part_icles, which have to pass the planet’s mass, to reach the
locat_ion. This is done with a simple ‘shadowing funct_ion’, defined as
S(x,v) =
0 , if |x+ tv| = R⊕ has a solut_ion t < 0 ,1 , otherwise. (4.3.23)
We discuss two examples of a silicon semiconductor target experiment.
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1. A geostat_ionary detector running onboard a balloon, 30km over Pasadena,
Ca (34.1478◦N, 118.1445◦W). The t_ime evolut_ion of the posit_ion vector in
the galact_ic rest frame is given in eq. (B.4.5). Besides the upper 54 km of the
thin, upper layers of the atmosphere, the target is assumed to be shielded by
two addit_ional layers, namely 1 mm of copper5 and 5 mm of mylar6.
2. A small detector in low Earth orbit. We take the ISS orbit as an example, which
orbits our planet at about 400km alt_itude with an orbital period of around 90
minutes. The orbit has an inclinat_ion of around 50◦, and the ISS transit_ions
between being exposed to or hidden from the DM wind. Here, the target is
assumed to be shielded by 1 mm of mylar only.
The variat_ion of the locally at_tenuated speed distribut_ion of DM part_icles is shown
in the lef_t panel of figure 4.21. The plot on the right side shows the correspond-
ing orbital signal modulat_ions for a DM part_icle with mχ = 100 MeV and σe =
10-23cm2, which interacts via an ultralight mediator. This parameter point is cho-
sen as an example, which is st_ill allowed by terrestrial experiments. Especially the
populat_ion of fast DM part_icles gets depleted within the Earth’s shadow.
The fract_ional modulat_ion is defined as
fmod ≡ Rmax −Rmin
Rmin +Rmax
=
Rmax −Rmin
2〈R〉 , (4.3.24)
in terms of the minimum and maximum signal rates Rmin and Rmax. In both cases,
we find a significant modulat_ion. For the balloon, we obtain a smaller fract_ional
modulat_ion with∼ 30%. The same experiment in the southern hemisphere would
be more sensit_ive to the diurnal modulat_ion. For the ISS orbit, we see a high fre-
quency orbital modulat_ion with fmod ' 85%. The satellite moves deep into the
Earth’s shadow where most part_icles, in part_icular the fast ones, are get_t_ing stopped.
The modulat_ion is expected to increase for lower DM masses, as their detect_ion re-
lies more on the high-energy tail of the DM distribut_ion.
The event modulat_ion due to the shadow effect could be used to dist_inguish a
DM signal from backgrounds. For experiments without major shielding, we have to
expect large background event rates. We assume an experimental run with expo-
sure E , observing B background events. The 5σ discovery reach of a modulat_ing
5Copper: ρ = 8.96 gram/cm3.6Mylar: C10H8O4 with ρ = 1.4 gram/cm3, (62.5% carbon, 33.3% oxygen, and 4.2% hydro-gen) [438].
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Figure 4.22: Constraints on DM with an ultralight dark photon mediator.
signal due to DM over this background can be determined by solving
fmodNtot√
Ntot +B
= 5 , (4.3.25)
for σe [309]. The cross sect_ion enters this equat_ion via the total number of events
Ntot ≡ E〈R〉. For the balloon (satellite), we assume a background of 106 (109)
signals, such that the 5 σ discovery reach corresponds to Ntot ' 16000 (182000),
where we subst_ituted fmod = 0.31 (0.87). It should not go unment_ioned that the
shielding layers are st_ill modelled as planar, and the results should be regarded as a
first, but reasonable est_imate. The exact geometry of the experimental apparatus
would need to be implemented for more precise est_imates, and the simulat_ions
would need to be extended to more complex simulat_ion geometries.
The projected modulat_ion discovery reaches are depicted in figure 4.22. This
plot also shows our results for the direct detect_ion constraints, constraints from su-
pernova cooling [439], cosmological bounds on Neff from the CMB and BBN [440],
and collider constraints from a search for milli-charged part_icles by SLAC [441, 442].
The blue line shows the parameter space favoured by the freeze-in product_ion
mechanism [309, 443].
The open window in parameter space in the top right corner is inconclusive. It
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might e.g. be narrowed by translat_ing the convent_ional direct detect_ion constraints
from the CRESST collaborat_ion into bounds on the electron cross sect_ion by using
eq. (3.4.28). There are further constraints based on the requirement that DM has
decoupled at recombinat_ion [444, 445]. Most of these constraints assume that the
strongly interact_ing DM part_icles are the only component of DM, i.e. Ωχ = ΩDM.
Large parts of the parameter space open up for the scenario where a milli-charged
DM part_icle makes up only a fract_ion of the total DM amount. This possibility has
at_tracted a fair amount of at_tent_ion in light of the 21cm anomaly observed by the
EDGES collaborat_ion [446], see e.g. [432, 447, 448]. In addit_ion, some authors
claimed that milli-charged DM would get ejected from the galact_ic disk through
its magnet_ic field and supernova shock waves and could therefore never be found
by direct searches [444]. In a recent paper, it was claimed to the contrary that milli-
charged part_icles from the halo cont_inuously re-populate the disk with a highly en-
erget_ic DM flux which extends previous detect_ion bounds significantly [449]. The
fate of this interest_ing segment of parameter space is not clear at this point. If
region remains allowed by the experimental bounds, a ballon- or satellite-borne
experiment would be able to probe large parts of it.
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Solar Reflect_ion of Dark Mat_ter
Direct searches target_ing low-mass DM are complicated by the fact that light DM par-
t_icles cause smaller energy deposits in the detector. If even the largest possible re-
coil energy is too sof_t and falls below the experiment’s threshold, DM is too light to
be probed by that experiment. The minimum DM mass a detector of recoil thresh-
oldEthrR and target massmN can test is given by eq. (3.5.6). Usually, the maximumspeed entering this relat_ion is set to the galact_ic escape velocity plus the Earth’s
relat_ive mot_ion vmax = vesc + v⊕. Next to the two obvious approaches to extend
the experimental search to lower masses by lowering the target mass or thresh-
old, it is also an opt_ion to consider mechanisms that might increase the maximum
speed vmax. Indeed, there is a virtually halo model independent mechanism which
generates a populat_ion of fast DM part_icles in the solar system, provided that the
DM mass falls below the GeV scale.
A light DM part_icle may gain energy by elast_ic collisions on hot and highly ener-
get_ic targets, reaching speeds far beyond the maximum of the SHM. In this chapter,
we will consider the idea of DM part_icles get_t_ing accelerated by the hot const_ituents
of the Sun. This idea was first proposed in [305] and independently shortly af_ter
in Paper IV. Recently, cosmic rays have also been proposed as a potent_ial DM ac-
celerator [306].
A DM part_icle entering the Sun could scat_ter on a nucleus in the solar core and
get reflected with great speed. This mechanism is effect_ive, if the kinet_ic energy
of infalling DM falls below the thermal energy of the solar targets and therefore
applies only to low-mass DM. Heavy WIMPs most likely lose energy by scat_tering in
the Sun and might get gravitat_ionally captured permanently.
To obtain a significant scat_tering rate in the Sun and thereby a potent_ially ob-
servable part_icle flux from solar reflect_ion of DM, the respect_ive interact_ion must
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be strong enough. However, if the cross sect_ion is too large, the cooler outer layers
of the Sun shield off the hot solar core. If the last scat_tering before leaving the star
occurs on a colder target, the DM part_icle would most likely have lost energy. The
only hope to observe reflected DM relies on the reflect_ion spectrum extending be-
yond the halo part_icles’ maximum speed. Below that value, the standard halo DM
will always dominate.
Af_ter falling into the gravitat_ional potent_ial of the Sun, the DM velocit_ies are
completely dominated by the solar escape velocity. The halo’s original distribut_ion
therefore has no significant effect on the final reflect_ion spectrum, and the depen-
dence on the assumed halo model is very weak. The obligatory existence of an
addit_ional flux of very fast DM part_icles in the solar system can be used to extend
the detect_ion sensit_ivity of low-threshold direct detect_ion experiments to lower
masses. Depending on the experimental exposure, this might set a novel kind of
constraints on sub-GeV DM.
The general idea to look for DM, which gained energy inside the Sun was first
proposed for part_icle evaporat_ion af_ter get_t_ing gravitat_ionally captured [450]. While
evaporat_ion relies on the captured DM being thermalized, which is only true down
to a certain DM mass, the mechanism of solar reflect_ion does not require such as-
sumpt_ions.
In chapter 5.1 we present the computat_ion and results of Paper III. Therein, we
extend the analyt_ic formalism by Gould [451–453]. In part_icular, the new treat-
ment takes the Sun’s opacity fully into account, smoothly connect_ing the opaque
and transparent regime. Finally, we find the spectrum of solar reflect_ion via a single
scat_tering and study the implicat_ions for direct detect_ion. In the second part, chap-
ter 5.3, we show first results for a MC treatment of solar reflect_ion including the
effect of mult_iple scat_terings and finish by discussing the prospects of this promis-
ing approach. The results are preliminary and have not been published at this point.
Throughout this chapter, we use the Standard Solar Model (SSM) to model the Sun’s
interior. The SSM is introduced in app. B.5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Gravitat_ional accelerat_ion of DM close to the Sun
5.1 DM Scat_terings in the Sun
Compared to the descript_ion of underground scat_terings in the Earth, we have to
extend the simulat_ion algorithms for DM trajectories in the Sun.
1. The Sun’s gravitat_ional well is much deeper than the Earth’s and cannot be
neglected. In fact, the DM speed distribut_ion inside the Sun will be domi-
nated by the kinet_ic energy gained through falling into the Sun.
2. With the target being a hot plasma, it is not a valid approximat_ion to assume
rest_ing nuclei. In fact, this is precisely the reason why DM part_icles can get
accelerated by an elast_ic collision in the first place.
Asymptot_ically far away from the Sun, the DM speed follows the halo distri-
but_ion fχ(u) introduced in chapter 3.2. Note that in this chapter, the asymptot_ic
velocity (speed) is denoted by u (u). As a halo part_icle approaches the Sun, it gains
kinet_ic energy. Using energy conservat_ion, the speed w at radius r is given by
w(u, r) =
√
u2 + vesc(r)2 . (5.1.1)
The Sun’s local escape velocity vesc(r) is part of the SSM [454] and can be found in
eq. (B.5.3). The direct_ion of w is unknown at this point and depends on the full r
and u vectors. The local speed distribut_ion of infalling DM at radius r results from
Liouville’s theorem [453],
fχ(w, r) = fχ(u(w, r)) , with u(w, r) = √w2 − vesc(r)2 . (5.1.2)
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This ‘blue shif_t’ of the halo distribut_ion in the Sun’s neighborhood is shown in fig-
ure 5.1.
The second necessary adjustment is due to the fact that the solar medium is
a thermal plasma. The nuclear velocit_ies follow an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribut_ion,
fN(vN , r) d
3vN =
(
κ√
pi
)3
e−κ
2v2N d3vN , with κ ≡
√
mN
2T(r)
, (5.1.3)
where the dependence on the radius r enters via the solar temperature T (r) given
in app. B.5.2.
5.1.1 Scat_tering rate
To describe solar reflect_ion (or capture), we need to know the rate at which DM par-
t_icles scat_ter to a specified final speed v. We divide the Sun into spherical shells of
infinitesimal thickness dr. The different_ial rate of DM part_icles colliding on solar
targets within a given shell can be writ_ten as a product of three factors,
dS = dΓ︸︷︷︸free DM passing rate× dPscat︸ ︷︷ ︸scat_tering probability× Pshell︸︷︷︸probability to reach the shell . (5.1.4)
The first factor is the rate with which DM part_icles in an infinitesimal phase space
volume would pass a spherical shell, if the Sun was completely transparent. Natu-
rally, part_icles might scat_ter already before reaching that part_icular shell. The real
passing rate is therefore rather dΓ × Pshell, with Pshell being the probability to
make it to the shell without colliding beforehand. Finally, dPscat is the probability
to scat_ter while passing the spherical shell. This means that eq. (5.1.4) yields the
rate of the first scat_tering af_ter a DM part_icle enters the Sun.
For the computat_ion of the first two factors, we use results obtained by Press,
Spergel [193], and Gould [451, 452] in the late ’80s. The third factor generalizes
their framework to include the Sun’s opacity. This way, we avoid that the final equa-
t_ions apply only to a certain regime of the scat_tering cross sect_ion.
DM passing rate inside the Sun We start by imagining a spherical surface of ra-
diusR Rwith the Sun at its center. Being asymptot_ically far away from the Sun,
the DM follows the standard halo distribut_ion. The different_ial DM flux through this
surface into the sphere, i.e. the number of part_icles entering the sphere per unit
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area and t_ime, is obtained to be [193]
dΦχ =
1
4
nχfχ(u)u du d(cos
2 θ) , with 0 < θ < pi
2
. (5.1.5)
The angle θ lies between the DM velocity and the surface normal. We transform
the variable cos2 θ to the orbital invariant J2, the angular momentum (per mass),
J = uR sin θ , (5.1.6a)
⇒ dΦχ = 1
4
nχfχ(u) du
dJ2
R2u2
, with 0 < J2 < R2u2 . (5.1.6b)
The total rate of part_icles entering the spherical volume is
dΓ = 4piR2 dΦχ = pinχfχ(u)
du dJ2
u
. (5.1.7)
Part_icles entering a volume of radiusR are not guaranteed to pass the Sun’s surface
or a given spherical shell of radius r < R. Incoming DM part_icles follow an un-
bound hyperbolic Kepler orbit towards the Sun, while the orbit inside the Sun is no
longer Keplerian. The quest_ion whether or not a part_icle passes a shell of radius r is
equivalent to the quest_ion whether its orbit’s perihelion distance sat_isfies rp < r.
We can use the fact that the angular momentum J is an invariant and that θ = pi/2
holds at the perihelion. Thus, the condit_ion for a part_icle of asymptot_ic speed u to
pass a spherical surface of radius r is
J < w(u, r)r . (5.1.8)
For example, the total rate of DM part_icles entering the Sun can be computed to
be
Γ(mχ) = pinχ
∫ ∞
0
du
∫ w(u,R)2R2
0
dJ2
fχ(u)
u
(5.1.9a)
= piR2nχ
[〈u〉+ vesc(R)2〈u−1〉] (5.1.9b)
≈ 8 · 1029
( mχGeV)−1 s−1 (5.1.9c)
It should be noted that we used the DM speed distribut_ion of eq. (3.2.5), where
the anisotropy of the full velocity distribut_ion due to the Sun’s velocity in the galac-
t_ic rest frame is averaged out. The rate in eq. (5.1.7) is to be understood as the
average over the spherical surface.
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Scat_tering probability in a spherical shell The scat_tering probability inside the
Sun cannot be described in terms of eq. (4.1.12), which we applied for the Earth.
The reason is that the medium consists of a plasma of energet_ic targets instead of
effect_ively rest_ing nuclei. The relat_ive velocity is not dominated by the DM velocity,
and the thermal mot_ion of nuclei inside the Sun cannot be neglected. Instead of
a mean free path λ, the central quant_ity is the collision frequency or scat_tering
rate Ω. This can be understood by considering a rest_ing DM part_icle. Using (4.1.12),
this part_icle would never scat_ter unless it moves relat_ively to the targets. In a hot
medium however, one of the thermal nuclei would eventually scat_ter on even a
rest_ing DM part_icle.
The probability for a DM part_icle of velocity w to scat_ter inside a spherical shell
of radius r can be expressed in terms of the collision frequency Ω,
dPscat =
dl
w︸︷︷︸t_ime spent in shell
× Ω(r, w)︸ ︷︷ ︸scat_tering rate . (5.1.10)
The distance travelled inside the shell is denoted with dl, as illustrated on the right
hand side of figure 5.2. The different_ial collision frequency on target species i with
init_ial velocity vi is
dΩ(r, w) = σi |w − vi|ni(r)fi(vi) d3vi , (5.1.11)
where fi(vi) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribut_ion of the target, and σi is the total
scat_tering cross sect_ion. Therefore the total scat_tering rate is obtained by integrat-
ing over the targets’ velocit_ies and summing over all target species with number
density ni,
Ω(r, w) =
∑
i
ni(r)〈σi|w − vi|〉 . (5.1.12)
The brackets 〈·〉 denotes the thermal average. If the cross sect_ion does not explicitly
depend on the velocity, the collision frequency simplifies to
Ω(r, w) =
∑
i
ni(r)σi〈|w − vi|〉 . (5.1.13)
We can express the thermal average of the relat_ive speed explicitly using eq. (5.1.3),
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〈|w − vi|〉 =
∫
d3vi |w − vi|fi(vi) (5.1.14a)
=
1 + 2κ2w2
2κ2w
erf (κw) +
1√
piκ
e−κ
2w2 . (5.1.14b)
We note that this thermal average depends on the radius r implicitly via the tem-
perature.
If we insist on defining a mean free path such that dPscat = dl/λ, it has to be
writ_ten as
λ−1(r, w) =
Ω(r, w)
w
=
∑
i
niσi
〈|w − vi|〉
w
, (5.1.15)
provided that the DM part_icle is in mot_ion. For rest_ing targets, |w−vi| ≈ w, and we
re-obtain eq. (4.1.23). At this point, we should point out a common misconcept_ion
in the literature, where the mean free path in the Sun is taken to be (∑i niσi)−1(or (∑i ni〈σi〉)−1), instead of eq. (5.1.15) [305, 455–459]. This can result in a signif-icant overest_imat_ion of the mean free path, which could crit_ically alter the results
as the mean free path enters the scat_tering probability in the exponent. This is es-
pecially severe in the case of electron scat_tering.
Whether a part_icle gets captured or reflected by the Sun, depends not only
on the total scat_tering rate, but also on the final speed of the scat_tering w → v.
Start_ing from eq. (5.1.11), we can derive an expression for the different_ial scat_tering
rate to final speed v. For a derivat_ion, we refer to the app. of [452].
dΩ±
dv
(w → v) = 2√
pi
v dv
w
∑
i
µ2+
µ
σini(r)
×
[
χ(±β−, β+)e−µκ2(v2−w2) + χ(±α−, α+)
]
. (5.1.16a)
Here, we took over Gould’s notat_ion,
µ ≡ mχ
mi
, µ± ≡ µ± 1
2
, (5.1.16b)
χ(a, b) ≡
√
pi
2
[erf (b)− erf (a)] , (5.1.16c)
α± ≡ κ(µ+v ± µ−w) , β± ≡ κ(µ−v ± µ+w) . (5.1.16d)
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rrp
1 2
dr
dl θ
Figure 5.2: Sketch of a DM trajectory crossing a solar shell of radius r twice.
The plus sign corresponds to accelerat_ion (v > w), whereas the minus sign applies
to decelerat_ion (v < w).
Probability to reach a spherical shell The probability to travel a given path freely
without interact_ion can be inferred from (4.1.16),
Psurv = exp
(
−
∫
path
dPscat
)
, (5.1.17)
where the scat_tering probability can be found in eq. (5.1.10). We focus on a path
start_ing at radius rA travelling to a larger radius rB > rA. Using the symmetry of
the free DM orbits, we can construct all relevant paths in terms of
Psurv(rA, rB) = exp
[
−
∫
rA→rB
dl
w(u, r)
Ω(r, w(u, r))
]
(5.1.18a)
= exp
[
−
∫ rB
rA
dr
dl
dr
Ω(r, w(u, r))
w(u, r)
]
(5.1.18b)
Looking at the right hand side of figure 5.2, we can express dl
dr
in terms of J =
rw sin θ,
dl
dr
=
(
1− J
2
w2(u, r)r2
)−1/2
. (5.1.19)
As ment_ioned previously, a DM part_icle can only pass a spherical shell of radius r
if J < w(u, r)r. Then, the part_icle will pass the shell up to two t_imes. This is
illustrated on the lef_t hand side of figure 5.2. The probability to reach the shell the
second t_ime without scat_tering is naturally lower than for the first t_ime. We use the
orbit’s symmetry around its perihelion at distance rp such that both probabilit_ies
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add up to
Pshell(r) = Θ (w(u, rp)rp − J)︸ ︷︷ ︸shell passing condit_ion
×
Psurv(r, R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1st passing
+Psurv(r, R)Psurv(rp, r)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd passing
 (5.1.20a)
= Psurv(r, R)
[
1 + Psurv(rp, r)
2
]
Θ (w(u, rp)rp − J) . (5.1.20b)
Since this is the sum of two probabilit_ies 0 ≤ Pshell < 2.
Now all three factors in our original eq. (5.1.4) are in place, and we can write
down the result for the different_ial scat_tering rate inside the Sun.
Final result for DM scat_tering rate The different_ial rate of DM part_icles falling into
the Sun to scat_ter for the first t_ime in a spherical shell of radius r to final speed v is
obtained by subst_itut_ing eqs. (5.1.7), (5.1.10), (5.1.16), and (5.1.20) into eq. (5.1.4),
dS
dr dv
=
∫
dΓ
dPscat
dr dv
Pshell(r) (5.1.21a)
= pinχ
∞∫
0
du
w(u,r)2r2∫
0
dJ2
fχ(u)
u
dΩ
dv
(w(u, r)→ v)
[
w(u, r)2 − J
2
r2
]−1/2
× Psurv(r, R)
[
1 + Psurv(rp, r)
2
] (5.1.21b)
This equat_ion captures the first scat_terings regardless of the cross sect_ion. It smoothly
connects the opaque and transparent regime. In the lat_ter, Psurv ≈ 1, and the in-
tegral over J2 can be evaluated analyt_ically,
dS
dr dv
≈ 4pir2nχ
∞∫
0
du
fχ(u)
u
w(u, r)
dΩ
dv
(w(u, r)→ v) , (5.1.22)
which reminds of Gould’s capture equat_ion (2.8) of [451]. In the opaque regime,
we find
Psurv(rp, r) ≈ 0 , and Psurv(r, R)Ω(w)
w
dl
dr
≈ δ(r −R) , (5.1.23)
where the lef_t hand side of the second equat_ion can be understood as the prob-
ability density in terms of r. In other words, in the extreme opaque regime, the
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part_icle scat_ters immediately upon arriving at the solar surface. This can be seen
from the total scat_tering rate, which can be evaluated to be
S ≈ piR2
[〈u〉+ vesc(R)2〈u−1〉] . (5.1.24)
Comparing to. (5.1.9), this is nothing but the total rate of part_icles entering the Sun.
Next, we have to quant_ify how many of the scat_tered part_icles get captured and
how many manage to escape the star’s interior without scat_tering a second t_ime.
5.1.2 Solar reflect_ion and capture
A DM part_icle which scat_ters on a solar nucleus at radius r is kicked into a new orbit
with perihelion distance r′p, angular momentum J ′, and speed v. If it loses kinet_icenergy of at least mχ
2
u2, the final speed falls below the local escape velocity, and
the part_icle gets captured. Otherwise, it gets reflected, if it survives back to the
solar surface without re-scat_tering. The probability to get captured is simply
Pcapt(v, r) = Θ(vesc(r)− v) . (5.1.25)
On the other side, the chance of get_t_ing reflected is
Pleave(v, r) = Θ(v − vesc(r))︸ ︷︷ ︸escape condit_ion
× 1
2
Psurv(r, R)︸ ︷︷ ︸short path out +Psurv(r, R)Psurv(r
′
p, r)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸long path out
 . (5.1.26)
This is an expression similar to Pshell of eq. (5.1.20). But here, we average over the
two possible direct_ions a DM part_icle could take to leave the star.
These two probabilit_ies can be used to filter out the captured or reflected par-
t_icles out of the scat_tering rate. The different_ial capture and reflect_ion rates are
dC
dv dr
=
dS
dv dr
Pcapt(v, r) , (5.1.27)
dR
dv dr
=
dS
dv dr
〈Pleave(v, r)〉J ′2 . (5.1.28)
In the last line, we average over final angular momenta, again assuming isotropic
scat_terings. To get an idea about the part_icles get_t_ing reflected or captured, we
plot 〈Pleave(v, r)〉J ′2 and overlay contour lines of dSdr dv in figure 5.3. It illustrates
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Figure 5.3: Average probability 〈Pleave(v, r)〉J ′2 to escape the Sun withoutre-scat_tering for mχ = 100MeV and increasing cross sect_ions.
beaut_ifully how an increase in the scat_tering cross sect_ion shif_ts the locat_ion of
the first scat_tering towards the solar surface and renders the core more and more
opaque. As the outer shells are cooler, the DM part_icle’s final velocity decreases
correspondingly, and the scat_tering rate peaks at lower values for v. About half
of the part_icles have a good chance of leaving the Sun without re-scat_tering, the
other half either gets captured or scat_ters again. Strictly speaking, there is no single
scat_tering regime, even for very weak interact_ion strengths, as half the DM part_icles
get captured, enter a bound orbit and will eventually scat_ter a second t_ime.
By integrat_ing over the Sun’s volume and ‘red-shif_ting’ the reflected part_icles’
speeds, we finally obtain the spectrum of reflected DM part_icles on Earth, where
they might pass through a detector,
dR
du
=
∫ R
0
dr
dR
dv dr
dv
du
∣∣∣∣
v=
√
u2+vesc(r)2
. (5.1.29)
Following from that expression, the different_ial part_icle flux is
dΦR
du
=
1
4pi`2
dR
du
, (5.1.30)
where ` = 1 A.U. is the distance between the Sun and the Earth. This establishes
a new populat_ion of potent_ially fast DM part_icles in the solar system. Their flux
through Earth is compared to the standard halo flux in figure 5.4. For speeds below
the halo distribut_ion’s cutoff, the reflect_ion flux is naturally suppressed. However,
the different_ial reflect_ion flux has no speed cutoff and extends to much higher en-
ergies than present in the DM halo, provided that the DM mass is similar or lighter
than the targets. By increasing the cross sect_ion, scat_tering on solar targets be-
comes more and more likely. The flux of slow reflected part_icles therefore increases
as well. However, the hot core also gets shielded off more in this case, and very
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Figure 5.4: Different_ial DM part_icle flux for the halo and solar reflect_ion forDM masses of 10 GeV (solid), 1 GeV (dashed), and 100 MeV (dot_ted).
fast DM part_icles are less likely to escape, which explains the flux’s decrease with
increased cross sect_ion for high energies.
In all our computat_ion we include the four largest targets in terms of niσi,
namely hydrogen 1H, helium 4He, oxygen 16O, and iron 56Fe. Smaller targets may
be neglected. They might slightly increase the scat_tering rates, but also marginally
shield off the hot core.
5.2 Direct Detect_ion of Reflected DM
The event rate in a direct detect_ion experiment is proport_ional to the DM flux
through the detector, as covered in chapter 3.5. Solar reflect_ion is the source of
a new flux component, which can easily be incorporated into eq. (3.5.2),
dR
dER
=
1
mN
∞∫
umin(ER)
du
 ρχmχuf⊕(u)︸ ︷︷ ︸halo DM
+
1
4pi`2
dR
du︸ ︷︷ ︸reflected DM
 dσNdER . (5.2.1)
We present results for a detector of the CRESST-III type [237, 460, 461]. For these
project_ions we assume that phase 2 will have an exposure of 1 ton day and a recoil
threshold of 100eV. The app. includes a summary of the experimental setup, see
chapter C.1.2. The constraints (90% CL) for solar reflected DM are shown in fig-
ure 5.5 as red shaded regions and compared to the corresponding constraints from
halo DM.
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Figure 5.5: The red (yellow) contours are projected constraints for a CRESST-IIItype (idealized sapphire) detector with exposures of 1, 10,and 100 ton days (10, 100, and 1000 kg days) in solid, dashed, anddot_ted lines respect_ively.
At this point, the reflect_ion constraints are sub-dominant, but they differ from
the halo constraints in one crucial quality. For increased exposure, lower and lower
masses are being probed, whereas the halo constraints never reach below the min-
imum mass given by eq. (3.5.6). For a detector of the CRESST-III type with exposures
larger by a factor of 10 to 100 and no addit_ional background, parameter space be-
low the naive minimum mass becomes accessible. Above a certain exposure, the
minimal probed DM mass starts to decrease for larger exposures. These constraints
are widely insensit_ive to the halo model and its velocity distribut_ion, as the gravita-
t_ional accelerat_ion and subsequent scat_tering erase most of the init_ial distribut_ion’s
informat_ion.
The sensit_ivity to reflected DM increases significantly for lower recoil thresh-
olds. Then, solar reflect_ion could be used to extend the halo constraints even for
smaller exposures. Figure 5.5 also contains project_ions for an idealized detector
made of sapphire with perfect resolut_ion, no background, and a threshold of 20 eV.
A similar detector with such a low threshold was already realized by the CRESST col-
laborat_ion [295]. For exposures above around 10 kg days, the solar reflect_ion flux
would already be the source of observable numbers of events.
There are mult_iple ways to dist_inguish reflected sub-GeV DM from standard
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halo DM of heavier mass.
1. The recoil spectrum would have a non-Maxwellian tail.
2. Direct_ional detectors would show the Sun as the signal’s source.
3. If scat_terings in the Sun are common, they would also occur in the Earth. For
a given cross sect_ion, the Sun and the Earth are similarly opaque. In chap-
ter 4.2, we already discussed in detail that this would result in a diurnal mod-
ulat_ion of the signal.
4. Due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit and the associated variat_ion of
the distance to the Sun, the reflect_ion flux, and therefore the signal rate, will
have a ∼ 7% annual modulat_ion peaking at the perihelion around January
3rd as opposed to the standard annual modulat_ion, which peaks in Summer.
The central result of this chapter is a demonstrat_ion of the existence of an ad-
dit_ional, highly energet_ic DM populat_ion in the solar system and the possibility to
detect those part_icles in standard direct detect_ion experiments of low threshold.
For their first results of the CRESST-III experiment, a threshold below 100eV was al-
ready achieved [237]. There are no addit_ional assumpt_ions underlying this result.
For low thresholds and exposures above a crit_ical value, these part_icles set con-
straints on sub-GeV masses, where ordinary DM cannot, regardless of exposure.
Furthermore, their spectrum is largely independent of the halo model. As a side
product, we extended Gould’s expression for the DM capture rate in eq. (5.1.27) to
account for the Sun’s temperature and opacity.
The results of this chapter are conservat_ive, as the computed flux contains sin-
gle scat_tering reflect_ion only. Nonetheless, due to the correct treatment of the
Sun’s opacity, the equat_ions apply to all masses and cross sect_ions and smoothly
connect the transparent and opaque limits. Using MC simulat_ions will improve the
results by account_ing for mult_iple scat_terings in the Sun, which increases the reflec-
t_ion flux.
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5.3 MC Simulat_ions of Solar Reflect_ion
The results of the previous chapter should be considered as conservat_ive, as they
only include the first scat_tering between DM and solar nuclei. Solar reflect_ion from
the second, third or 100th scat_tering is not captured by our formulae, and the re-
sult_ing DM flux is a conservat_ive underest_imate. In order to improve the result and
include the effect of mult_iple scat_terings inside the Sun, MC simulat_ions of DM tra-
jectories inside the Sun are the appropriate tool. The simulat_ions are similar to
what we presented in chapter 4.2. However, there are a few major adjustments to
be implemented.
1. It is no longer acceptable to assume straight paths for the DM part_icles trajec-
tories in between scat_terings. The effect of the Sun’s gravitat_ional potent_ial
is crucial, both for the shape of the DM orbits an the speeds. This will involve
the solut_ion of the equat_ions of mot_ion with numerical methods.
2. As discussed in chapter 5.1, the desired effect is an accelerat_ion of incom-
ing DM part_icles due to collisions on hot nuclei. The thermal mot_ion of the
targets can not be neglected.
3. Due to gravitat_ional focusing and accelerat_ion, the generat_ion of init_ial con-
dit_ions in chapter 4.2.1 has to be improved.
4. Since DM part_icles can be accelerated, it is no longer sensible to include a
minimum speed cutoff vmin into the algorithm, as done in the simulat_ion al-
gorithm of figure 4.5.
This type of MC simulat_ions to describe DM trajectories inside the Sun have
been performed already in the ’80s[462] to verify Gould’s analyt_ic formalism and
more recently to study solar reflect_ion of DM via electron scat_terings [305]. Therein,
the effect of solar nuclei has been neglected. Even if the nuclei do not contribute to
the reflect_ion of accelerated DM part_icle, they also decrease the DM flux by shield-
ing off the hot solar core, unless the considered model does not allow interact_ions
with quarks.
5.3.1 Simulat_ing DM orbits and scat_terings inside the Sun
Equat_ions of mot_ion Put_t_ing aside scat_terings for the moment, the DM part_icles’
trajectories are standard Keplerian orbits with the modificat_ion that they may pen-
etrate the Sun’s interior. The part_icles’ mot_ion happens in a plane perpendicular to
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the conserved angular momentum J. In terms of polar coordinates (r, φ) of this
plane, the mot_ion is described by the following Lagrangian,
L =
1
2
mχ
(
r˙2 + r2φ˙2
)
+
∞∫
r
dr′
GNmχM(r
′)
r′2
. (5.3.1)
The mass-radius relat_ion M(r) is part of the Standard Solar Model, see app. B.5.2.
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equat_ions are
r¨ − rφ˙2 + GNM(r)
r2
= 0 , (5.3.2a)
r2φ˙ ≡ J = const . (5.3.2b)
Using the conservat_ion of angular momentum, we will solve the equat_ions of mo-
t_ion in two dimensions and translate the solut_ions back to 3D. Given a point in
configurat_ion space (t, r,v), we can switch to the coordinate system spanned by
xˆ =
r
|r| , zˆ =
r× v
|r× v| , yˆ = zˆ× xˆ , (5.3.3)
such that the polar coordinates in the orbital plane are
r = |r| , φ = 0 , and J = |r× v| . (5.3.4)
As before, the ·ˆ denotes vectors of unit length or the normalized version of a vector,
i.e. Vˆ ≡ V|V| . Af_ter solving the equat_ions of mot_ion up to a new locat_ion given by
(r′, φ′) we can return to our original coordinate system,
r′ = r′ (cosφ′ xˆ+ sinφ′ yˆ) , (5.3.5a)
v′ =
(
r˙′ cosφ′ − φ˙′r′ sinφ′
)
xˆ+
(
r˙′ sinφ′ + r′φ˙′ cosφ′
)
yˆ , (5.3.5b)
with φ˙′ = J
r′2 . Inside the Sun, the orbits are no longer Keplerian and we needto solve the equat_ions of mot_ion numerically. We can write the Euler-Lagrange
equat_ions (5.3.2) as the set of first order ordinary different_ial equat_ions,
r˙ = v , v˙ = rφ˙2 − GNM(r)
r2
, φ˙ =
J
r2
, (5.3.6)
and solve them numerically with the Runge-Kut_ta-Fehlberg (RK45) method [463],
which we introduce in app. D.4.
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Scat_terings on solar nuclei The probability for a DM part_icle to scat_ter on a nu-
cleus while travelling a distance L inside the Sun is given by eq. (5.1.10), which al-
lowed us to define the speed dependent local mean free pathλ(r, w) in eq. (5.1.15).
Hence, the CDF of the freely travelled distance l inside the Sun is ident_ical to the
corresponding expression for the Earth in eq. (4.1.22), but in terms of the adjusted
mean free path,
P (L) = 1− exp
− L∫
0
dx
λ(r, w)
 (5.3.7a)
= 1− exp
− L∫
0
dx
∑
i
ni(r)σi
〈|w − vi|〉
w
 . (5.3.7b)
To find the locat_ion of the next scat_tering, we use inverse transform sampling and
solve P (L) = ξ′ ∈ (0, 1) along an orbit,
− log(ξ) =
L∫
0
dx
λ(r, w)
with ξ ≡ 1− ξ′ . (5.3.8)
While solving the equat_ion of mot_ion (5.3.6) step by step with the RK45 method, we
add up the step’s contribut_ion to the right hand side of eq. (5.3.8) unt_il it exceeds
− log(ξ). In other words, we cont_inue the trajectory unt_il
∑
i
∆li
λ(ri)
=
∑
i
√
r˙2 +
J2
r2
∆t λ−1(ri) ≥ − log(ξ) . (5.3.9)
Then the part_icle scat_ters at the current posit_ion. The ident_ity of the target nucleus
is sampled in the same way as before, using eqs. (4.1.35) and (4.1.36), with the
adjustment to use the solar mean free path. The final velocity of the DM part_icle
af_ter the elast_ic collision can be found in eq. (3.3.1a). The crucial difference to scat-
terings on terrestrial nuclei is the fact that the solar targets are hot. Their velocity
follows an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribut_ion, given by eq. (5.1.3), with the
temperature depending on the underground depth. This means that we not only
have to sample the target’s ident_ity and the scat_tering angle, but also the target’s
velocity for each scat_tering. As the CDF of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribut_ion can-
not simply be inverted, we can either sample the target speed via inverse transform
sampling invert_ing the CDF numerically or use reject_ion sampling. The direct_ion of
the target’s velocity can be chosen isotropically.
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With these adjustments, we can extend the previous simulat_ion code to propa-
gate DM part_icles in the Sun, as they scat_ter, gain or lose energy, get captured and
finally leave the Sun again as a reflected part_icles af_ter having scat_tered any num-
ber of t_imes. The next step concerns the init_ial condit_ions and how to sample them
for the MC simulat_ions.
5.3.2 Init_ial condit_ions
The object_ive of this sect_ion is to
(a) generate init_ial condit_ions (t0, r0,v0) far away from the Sun, such that the
part_icles are guaranteed to hit the Sun and are effect_ively distributed homo-
geneously in space.
(b) to propagate the part_icle to a radius r & R using the analyt_ic solut_ion of the
Kepler problem such that the DM part_icle ends up in close proximity to the
Sun with (t1, r1,v1) (with |r1| = Ri & R), which are the init_ial condit_ions
for the numerical procedure.
Outside the Sun, the incoming, unbound DM part_icles have posit_ive total energy
and follow hyperbolic Kepler orbit.
Hyperbolic Kepler orbits Start_ing at (t0, r0,v0), we want to compute (t1, r1,v1)
without passing by the periapsis. The orbit is characterized and fully determined
by the following parameters,
u2 = v20 − v2esc(r0) (asymptot_ic speed) , (5.3.10a)
a = −GNM
u2
(semimajor axis) , (5.3.10b)
p =
J2
GNM
(semilatus rectum) , (5.3.10c)
e =
√
1− p
a
> 1 (eccentricity) , (5.3.10d)
q = a(1− e) (periapsis) , (5.3.10e)
cos θ =
1
e
(p
r
− 1
) (angle from periapsis) , (5.3.10f)
v2 =
GNM
p
(
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ
) (speed) , (5.3.10g)
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tanφ =
e sin θ
1 + e cos θ
(angle of velocity to the
perpendicular of the
radial direct_ion) , (5.3.10h)
coshF =
e+ cos θ
1 + e cos θ
(eccentric anomaly) , (5.3.10i)
M = e sinhF − F (mean anomaly) , (5.3.10j)
t− tp =
√
(−a)3
GNM
M (t_ime from periapsis) . (5.3.10k)
The second crucial ingredient is the orientat_ion of the axes in three dimensions,
such that θ = 0 corresponds to the orbit’s periapsis.
zˆ =
r0 × v0
|r0 × v0| , xˆ = cos θ0 rˆ0 + sin θ0 rˆ0 × zˆ, yˆ = zˆ× xˆ (5.3.11)
Using eqs. (5.3.10), the new posit_ion and velocity can be expressed as
t1 = t0 + sign(r1 − r0)
√
(−a)3
GNM
(M1 −M0) , (5.3.12a)
r1 = r1 (cos θ1 xˆ+ sin θ1 yˆ) , (5.3.12b)
v1 = v1
e sin θ1 rˆ1 + (1 + e cos θ1) zˆ× rˆ1√
1 + e2 + 2e cos θ1
,
=
√
GNM
p
(e sin θ1 rˆ1 + (1 + e cos θ1) zˆ× rˆ1) , (5.3.12c)
with
θ1 = sign(r1 − r0) arccos
[
1
e
(
p
r1
− 1
)]
. (5.3.12d)
Init_ial posit_ion Let us assume, we sampled a init_ial velocityv0 and want to sample
an init_ial posit_ion r0, such that the part_icle is guaranteed to penetrate the Sun’s
surface. The quest_ion, whether or not a given part_icle hits the Sun, is equivalent to
the quest_ion if the orbit’s periapsis is smaller than the solar radius or if the angular
momentum fulfils
J = |r0 × v0| = r0v0 sinα < w(u,R)R , (5.3.13)
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Figure 5.6: Sketch of the init_ial condit_ions for DM part_icles entering the Sun (notto scale).
wherew(u, r) = √u2 + v2esc(r). Similar to the situat_ion in chapter 4.2.1, all incom-ing part_icles on collision course will pass through a disk of radius Rdisk(u) > R
at distance d  R(such that v2esc(r0)u2  1), oriented perpendicular to u. Due togravitat_ional focussing the disk’s radius is larger than R and depends on u. It can
be derived from eq. (5.3.13) using sinα = h
r0
. The distance h to the disk’s center
must fulfill
h < Rdisk(u) =
√
1 +
v2esc(R)
u2
R +O
(
v2esc(r0)
u2
)
. (5.3.14)
This is illustrated in figure 5.6. Choosing a random init_ial posit_ion on this disk will
correspond to the subset of homogeneously distributed part_icles on collision course
with the Sun,
x(t0) = dzˆ+
√
ξ Rdisk (cosϕ xˆ+ sinϕ yˆ) , with zˆ ≡ −u
u
. (5.3.15)
Here, xˆ and yˆ span the disk, while ξ andϕ are samples of the random variablesU[0,1]
and U[0,2pi] respect_ively. To not waste t_ime by solving the equat_ions of mot_ion nu-
merically for the infalling part_icle outside the Sun, we perform an analyt_ic Kepler
shif_t to a radius R & R with eqs. (5.3.12).
This leaves us with the final recipe to sample init_ial condit_ions of DM trajectory
simulat_ions inside the Sun.
1. Sample a velocity v0 = u far away from the Sun from the halo distribut_ion
fχ(u), given in eq. (3.2.4). Since we simulate the part_icles in the Sun’s rest
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frame, we replace v⊕ with the solar velocity v given in eq. (B.4.1).
2. Sample the init_ial posit_ion via eq. (5.3.15).
3. Propagate the part_icle analyt_ically on its hyperbolic Kepler orbit using eqs. (5.3.12)
to a locat_ion close to the Sun.
Finally, the result_ing (t1, r1,v1) are the init_ial condit_ions for the numerical RK45
method.
5.3.3 Data collect_ion
The simulat_ion of a low-mass DM part_icle cont_inues unt_il it leaves the Sun. As it
propagates through the star’s interior and scat_ters on the nuclei, it loses and gains
energy and might get temporarily captured. Eventually, it will gain enough energy
to escape the Sun’s gravitat_ional potent_ial. If it reaches the Sun’s surface without
re-scat_tering, it counts as reflected. We analyt_ically propagate the part_icle to the
Earth’s orbital radius with the eqs. (5.3.12) and save the final DM velocity as a data
point. This is repeated unt_il the data sample is sufficiently large.
Anisotropy and isoreflect_ion rings The DM velocity distribut_ion in the boosted
reference frame of the Sun is no longer isotropic. The anisotropy of the DM wind
might leave a trace in the reflected DM flux. The detect_ion signal due to these par-
t_icles would consequently show a modulat_ing behavior as the Earth orbits the Sun.
This way, solar reflect_ion could be the source of a novel annual modulat_ion. If we
want to study this effect with MC simulat_ions, we have to track the direct_ionality
of the reflected part_icles. Again we can use the residual symmetry of the problem.
The system st_ill has a rotat_ional symmetry around v. This is in principle no differ-
ent from the situat_ion in chapter 4.2.3, where we also exploited this symmetry to
define isodetect_ion rings. Again, we use the polar angle Θ of the symmetry axis to
define finite-sized rings of symmetry.
For the data collect_ion with the terrestrial simulat_ions, we fixed the isodetect_ion
rings’ sizes by a constant angle ∆Θ following [387, 394]. The area of these rings
differed considerably, get_t_ing smaller towards the ‘poles’ following eq. (4.2.5). A
good angular resolut_ion was necessary to accurately describe diurnal modulat_ion
for any terrestrial detector on the globe. Unfortunately, the data collect_ion for the
smaller rings takes much more t_ime, as the probability for a part_icle to hit a small
area is of course low. The varying area of the isodetect_ion rings was an unavoidable
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Figure 5.7: Comparing the equal-angle isodetect_ion rings for the Earth simulat_ionsand the equal-area isoreflect_ion rings for the Sun simulat_ions.
bot_tleneck of the Earth simulat_ions. For the Sun however, we do not require the
same angular resolut_ion and define the isoreflect_ion rings to be of equal area. We
call these equal-area rings isoreflect_ion rings. For N rings, the isoreflect_ion rings
are defined via
Θi = arccos
(
cos Θi−1 − 2
N
)
, with θ0 = 0 and i ∈ {1, ..., N} . (5.3.16)
A comparison between the equal-angle isodetect_ion rings and the equal-area isore-
flect_ion rings is shown in figure 5.7. The loss of angular resolut_ion is most severe at
the poles. However, the Earth never passes through these regions, and this is not
a problem.
5.3.4 First results and outlook
In this chapter of the thesis, we will present some preliminary results for the MC treat-
ment of solar reflect_ion. The simulat_ion of DM trajectory in the Sun can shed light
on the impact of mult_iple scat_terings. The analyt_ic formalism presented in chap-
ter 5.1 provides conservat_ive results and only accounts for single scat_tering reflec-
t_ion. Similarly to the Earth simulat_ions in chapter 4.2.5, these analyt_ic results can
be used to test and verify the independent approaches.
Comparison of analyt_ic andMC result The number of isoreflect_ion ringsN is ad-
justable in the simulat_ion code. In order to compare to the analyt_ic results, which
assumed isotropy, we can simply set it to one. Naturally, we include the same num-
ber of solar targets in the simulat_ion. For the comparison, we are only interested
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of the radius and final DM speed of the first scat_tering in theSun. The black contours trace the analyt_ic scat_tering rate dS
dv dr
.
in the first scat_tering, as this is the one described by the analyt_ic equat_ions. For
each simulated trajectory, we save the radius and the final speed and plot the data
in a two-dimensional histogram. The different_ial first scat_tering rate in a shell of
radius r to a speed v was computed previously in eq. (5.1.21) and plot_ted as black
contours in figure 5.3. In figure 5.8, we compare the MC histograms with the same
contours.
We can see that the simulat_ions yield the same locat_ion of the first scat_tering
and the same final DM speed, which is a first indicator for the consistency of the
two results.
Mult_iple scat_terings There is no reason why a DM part_icle cannot be reflected
with high energy af_ter many collisions. In fact, since about half of the DM part_icles
are gravitat_ionally captured by their first scat_tering, they are bound to scat_ter at
least one more t_ime. As discussed earlier, this statement is independent of the
assumed cross sect_ion, and a ‘single scat_tering regime’ does not really exist.
We consider two example trajectories for a DM part_icle of 1 MeV and a DM-
proton cross sect_ion of 1 pb. The evolut_ion of their total energy Eχ(t) = T + V
and radial coordinate r(t) are plot_ted in figure 5.9 as solid and dashed lines respec-
t_ively. The red example describes a part_icle get_t_ing captured by the first collision.
Even though the third scat_tering accelerate the DM part_icle sufficiently to poten-
t_ially escape, rendering its total energy posit_ive, the part_icle does not reach the
solar surface before the next scat_tering. Only af_ter the seventh scat_tering does the
part_icle finally leave the star with an energy increased by a factor of around 7. The
yellow example shows another part_icle get_t_ing captured to a bound orbit part_ially
outside the Sun. As it re-enters the hot, dense core it scat_ters a few more t_imes
and gets eventually reflected with more than twelve t_imes its original energy af_ter
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Figure 5.9: Time evolut_ion of the total DM energy (solid lines) and the radialcoordinate (dashed lines) for two example trajectories.
a total of 13 scat_terings.
By count_ing the reflected DM part_icles passing the isoreflect_ion rings and saving
their speed, we can determine the different_ial reflect_ion flux. The MC result has to
be re-scaled to yield the correct total reflect_ion flux,
dR
du
=
nrefl
nsim
Γ(mχ)︸ ︷︷ ︸total reflect_ion flux
× Φˆ(u)︸︷︷︸normalized flux distribut_ion . (5.3.17)
Here, we use eq.(5.1.9), the rate of halo part_icles entering the Sun, which can be
explicitly evaluated via
Γ(mχ) = piR2nχ
[〈u〉+ vesc(R)2〈u−1〉] (5.3.18a)
=
ρχ
mχ
v0
Nesc
piR2
×
[
1√
pi
exp
(
−v
2

v20
)
+
(
vesc(R)2
v0v
+
v
v0
+
v0
2v
)
erf
(
v
v0
)
− 2√
pi
(
1 +
vesc(R)2
v20
+
v2gal
v20
+
v2
3v20
)
exp
(
−v
2
gal
v20
)]
(5.3.18b)
The galact_ic escape velocity is denoted as vgal, not vesc, to dist_inguish it from the
solar escape velocity vesc(r). This expression can be used in connect_ion with the
rat_io of the total number of simulated part_icles nsim and the number of reflected
part_icles nrefl to scale up the MC numbers to the realist_ic values. Ult_imately, we will
est_imate the normalized flux distribut_ion φˆ(u) using KDE (see app. D.3). However,
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Figure 5.10: Contribut_ion of mult_iple scat_terings to the solar reflect_ion spectrum.
we will start by using histograms, as this enables to study and visualize the effect
of mult_iple scat_terings.
In figure 5.10, we show the solar reflect_ion spectrum for mχ = 200 MeV and
σp = 1 pb, using a histogram est_imate. The bar’s alternat_ing colors indicate the con-
tribut_ion of reflect_ion by one scat_tering, two scat_terings, three scat_terings, etc. The
black line corresponds to our analyt_ic result of eq. (5.1.29) and again shows good
agreement with the single scat_tering fract_ion. It is obvious that, while single scat-
tering reflect_ion makes up a large fract_ion of the flux especially for lower speeds,
the inclusion of mult_iple scat_terings via MC simulat_ions increases the reflect_ion flux
significantly. Especially the high energy tail, which is essent_ial for DM detect_ion, is
greatly enhanced. Whereas the individual contribut_ions of each number of scat_ter-
ings above 2 is negligible, their fract_ions due to large number of collisions accumu-
late to a sizeable flux amplificat_ion.
Outlook The results of the Sun simulat_ions presented in this sect_ion are prelim-
inary. The simulat_ions have not yet been applied to derive direct detect_ion con-
straints on sub-GeV DM. An efficient procedure to scan the two-dimensional mass-
cross sect_ion parameter space will be necessary, as each parameter point requires
its own simulat_ion run. Once this is set up, we can expect the result_ing constraints
to far exceed the analyt_ic results in figure 5.5. The final hope is to find cases, where
detect_ion runs can employ solar reflect_ion to extend their sensit_ivity.
The detect_ion of DM accelerated by the Sun by mult_iple scat_terings should be
studied for nuclear recoil experiments, as well as DM-electron scat_tering experi-
ments. Solar electrons would need to be considered as an addit_ional target. Elec-
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trons were already considered in the context of leptophilic DM, where the Sun’s
nuclear targets may be neglected [305]. If we want to include both target species,
a model-dependent relat_ion between the DM-nucleus and DM-electron cross sec-
t_ions would have to be assumed. Furthermore, the annually varying Sun-Earth dis-
tance would leave a modulat_ion signature in the detect_ion signal. This modulat_ion
could potent_ially be modified, if the anisotropy of the init_ial condit_ions due to the
DM wind leaves a trace in the reflect_ion spectrum. MC simulat_ions would allow to
probe the assumpt_ion of isotropy. With the definit_ion of the isoreflect_ion rings, we
will be able to address this quest_ion.
The mechanism of solar reflect_ion of DM has so far only been invest_igated for
contact interact_ions, either SI DM-nuclear, or DM-electron collisions. The inclusion
of more general interact_ions is one of the straight-forward extensions. It would be
interest_ing to consider e.g. spin-dependent interact_ions or the general NREFT oper-
ators [354, 355], the relevant form factors for the solar targets have been computed
in the context of DM capture [464]. Finally, implement_ing interact_ions mediated by
ultralight fields into the simulat_ions could be a promising direct_ion.
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Conclusions and Outlook
Our ent_ire knowledge about DM rests upon its gravitat_ional interplay with baryonic
mat_ter. The presence of large amounts of unseen mat_ter manifests itself in astro-
nomical observat_ions start_ing in the 1930s. Back then, Fritz Zwicky found large
discrepancies between the gravitat_ional and the luminous mass of a galaxy cluster.
A few years later, Horace Babcock was the first to point out a peculiar flat_tening of
a galact_ic rotat_ion curve. Furthermore, DM revealed itself by bending the light of
background sources and by dominat_ing the format_ion of cosmological structures.
Another crucial piece of evidence is the observat_ion of the anisotropies of the CMB.
Here, DM lef_t a unambiguous trace in the acoust_ic peaks of the power spectrum
during the early Universe. The history and evidence of DM was the main topic of
chapter 2.
The minimal explanat_ion for these measurements would be a new form of mat-
ter interact_ing with the part_icles of the SM exclusively via gravity. Gravitat_ional
interact_ions are unavoidable due to gravity’s universality, and this could indeed be
the only portal coupling to visible mat_ter. As such, DM would reside in a secluded
sector, and it would hardly be possible to unveil its origin and propert_ies in the fore-
seeable future. Nonetheless, there is the well-mot_ivated hope that this is not the
path that nature chose for our Universe. The ult_imate object_ive of all direct detec-
t_ion experiments is to search for an addit_ional interact_ions between the bright and
dark sectors of mat_ter by measuring the af_termath of a DM collision in a detector.
Such experiments were the focus of this thesis, and their fundamental principles
were covered in chapter 3.
Provided that part_icles of the DM halo can collide with ordinary part_icles, these
collisions are of course not restricted to take place inside a detector’s target. For
high enough scat_tering probabilit_ies, it is therefore illegit_imate to treat the detector
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as an isolated object situated in the galact_ic halo. The surrounding medium of the
Earth needs to be taken into account, since the incoming DM part_icles have to pass
through it to reach the detector and might scat_ter beforehand. The central subject
of this thesis was to describe underground scat_terings both in the Earth and the
Sun and invest_igate the implicat_ions for direct detect_ion experiments searching for
low-mass, mostly sub-GeV, DM part_icles.
With the except_ion of chapter 5.1, the results of this thesis were obtained by
the use of MC simulat_ions of individual DM part_icle trajectories. By tracking large
numbers of part_icles, their stat_ist_ical propert_ies can be used to quant_ify the effect
of mult_iple underground scat_terings on direct DM searches. The simulat_ion algo-
rithms were formulated from the ground up and implemented fully parallelized in
C++. The result_ing scient_ific codes underwent extensive test_ing and were released
as open source code to the community together with the respect_ive publicat_ions.
Most of the results of this thesis were obtained by high-performance computa-
t_ions on the ABACUS 2.0 of the DeIC Nat_ional HPC Center, a supercomputer with
584 nodes of 24 cores each.
DM in the Earth Concerning underground scat_terings inside the Earth, we started
off by simulat_ing DM part_icles on their path through our planet’s core and mantle.
These simulat_ions are relevant for DM with masses below mχ / O(500)MeV and
proton scat_tering cross sect_ion around σSIp ∼ O(1-100)pb. For such light DM, theconstraints from direct detect_ion rapidly grow weaker as the nuclear recoils fall
below the experimental thresholds. The results can also apply to the possibility
that the strongly interact_ing DM makes up a subdominant component of the total
amount of DM in the Universe.
In this region of the parameter space, the probability of scat_tering before enter-
ing the detector is significant and must be taken into account. They distort the ex-
pected nuclear recoil spectrum, potent_ially increasing or decreasing the expected
signal rate compared to unscat_tered halo part_icles.
We modelled the Earth in the MC simulat_ions on the basis of the PREM and im-
proved the generat_ion of init_ial condit_ions from similar works of the past. The re-
sult_ing DaMaSCUS code returns a data-based est_imate of the underground DM den-
sity and velocity distribut_ion for any locat_ion and t_ime. For a specified direct detec-
t_ion experiment, we analyze the generated MC data and determine the t_ime evolu-
t_ion of the recoil spectrum and signal rates throughout a sidereal day, quant_ifying
both the phase and amplitude of the diurnal modulat_ion.
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For the single scat_tering regime, we showed that the MC results are in excellent
agreement with previous analyt_ic results. Therefore the simulat_ion code passed a
crucial consistency check, and we cont_inued to study larger cross sect_ions and the
impact of mult_iple scat_terings. We computed the diurnal modulat_ion for a detector
of CRESST-II type and a number of benchmark points. For the largest cross sect_ion,
we found a sizeable modulat_ion of almost 100% to be expected for an experiment
in the southern hemisphere.
The simulat_ions could be extended by the considerat_ions of more general inter-
act_ions, such as long range forces or higher-order operators of the NREFT frame-
work. On the side of the data analysis, it could be interest_ing to determine the mod-
ulat_ion of DM-electron scat_tering experiments due to underground DM-nucleus
scat_terings.
In the second part of chapter 4, we systemat_ically determined how far the vari-
ous direct detect_ion constraints extend towards stronger interact_ions. Due to scat-
terings in the overburden of the experiments, which are located deep underground
in most cases, the Earth crust and atmosphere can at_tenuate the flux of strongly in-
teract_ing DM. Ult_imately, the experiment is not able to probe cross sect_ions above
a crit_ical value. We used MC simulat_ions to calculate this crit_ical cross sect_ion for a
variety of DM-nucleus and DM-electron recoil experiments. In the lat_ter case, we
shif_ted our focus further to models with light mediators, which modify the scat-
tering kinemat_ics substant_ially. These kind of simulat_ions are highly relevant for
direct detect_ion experiments, as they reveal the limitat_ions of detectors’ sensit_iv-
ity and might point out open parameter space above the usual constraints. We
demonstrated that direct detect_ion experiments need to be located in shallower
sites, either on the surface or even at higher alt_itudes, if it is supposed to probe
strongly interact_ing DM.
Since the relevant scat_terings occur in the Earth’s crust and atmosphere above
the laboratory, it was no longer necessary to simulate trajectories through the whole
planet, and we could simplify the simulat_ion volume to parallel planar shielding
layers. The ult_imate goal of the simulat_ion is to determine the DM distribut_ion and
density at a given underground depth. Here, the greatest challenge was the fact
that close to the crit_ical cross sect_ion, only t_iny fract_ions of the incoming detectable
DM flux reach this depth. We solved this problem using rare-event simulat_ion tech-
niques such as IS and GIS. The result_ing DaMaSCUS-CRUST code is publicly available
and can be extended to future experiments in a straight-forward fashion.
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For nuclear recoil experiments, we found the that the CRESST 2017 surface
run closes most open windows in parameter space, as shown in figure 4.16. The
scenario of strongly interact_ing DM with spin-independent contact interact_ions is
strictly constrained. The situat_ion is different in the presence of light mediators,
which we studied for noble and semiconductor target detectors probing inelas-
t_ic DM-electron collisions. As shown in figure 4.22, the different bounds might
leave some interest_ing parts of the parameter space unconstrained especially if
the strongly interact_ing DM part_icle are only a small component of the total DM.
However, the situat_ion here is not clear at this point and requires further invest_i-
gat_ions. We presented some discovery prospects for balloon- and satellite-borne
experiments target_ing this region, which could become very relevant in the near
future.
DM in the Sun The phenomenology of DM part_icles scat_tering inside Sun was
studied in the second main chapter of this thesis. Therein, we developed the new
idea of solar reflect_ion, when DM part_icles fall into the Sun, gain kinet_ic energy via
elast_ic scat_terings on hot solar const_ituents and leave the Sun with speeds far above
the maximum of the normal DM halo populat_ion. The central consequence of so-
lar reflect_ion is the existence of an addit_ional DM populat_ion in the solar system,
whose spectrum is widely insensit_ive to the choice of the halo model. By extending
Gould’s analyt_ic framework, we established the possibility that the result_ing flux of
reflected DM part_icles can be used to set constraints in the low-mass parameter
space, where the standard halo DM can not regardless of the experiment’s expo-
sure. Low-threshold detectors could extend their sensit_ivity to DM masses below
their naive minimum. In contrast to standard halo DM constraints, the minimum
testable mass due to solar reflect_ion depends on the experiment’s exposure gets
lower for larger exposures.
The constraints presented in figure 5.5 are conservat_ive, as they only include
solar reflect_ion by a single scat_tering. This is why we started to set up a MC descrip-
t_ion of solar reflect_ion, which accounts for the contribut_ion of mult_iple scat_terings
inside the Sun, where part_icles could also get temporarily captured gravitat_ionally
before they finally get reflected. The ground work for such simulat_ions is presented
in chapter 5.3, but there is st_ill work to be done, before the simulat_ions can be used
to derive robust constraints.
New experiments like CRESST-III [237] have realized recoil thresholds below
100 eV. Direct detect_ion might be able to probe solar reflect_ion in the near future.
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In conclusion of this thesis, we demonstrated the power of MC simulat_ions
to quant_ify the effect of mult_iple underground scat_terings for direct searches of
light DM. The simulat_ions of DM part_icle trajectories in the Earth or Sun can be
applied to answer various quest_ions, and we applied them to study diurnal mod-
ulat_ions of detect_ion rates, constraints on strongly interact_ing DM, and the new
idea of solar reflect_ion of highly energet_ic DM part_icles. In these contexts, MC sim-
ulat_ions are an invaluable tool to quant_ify or extend the sensit_ivity of detect_ion
experiments here on Earth.
Future experiments will hopefully succeed to reveal a portal between the visible
and dark mat_ter sectors. For low-mass DM with significant scat_tering rates, the
results and tools developed in this thesis should be of great value for the discovery
of DM and further invest_igat_ions of its nature.
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Appendix A
Constants and Units
A.1 Physical Constants
The physical parameter, couplings, and masses required for the computat_ions of
this thesis are listed in SI units in table A.1.
Quant_ity Symbol SI-Value [126]Physical constantsspeed of light in vacuum c 299 792 458m s−1Planck constant h 6.626 070 040(81)× 10−34 J selectric charge e 1.602 176 620 8(98)× 10−19 CNewton constant GN 6.674 08(31)× 10−11m3 kg−1 s−2Boltzmann constant kB 1.380 648 52(79)× 10−23 JK−1vacuum permeability µ0 4pi × 10−7 NA−2weak mixing angle sin2 θW (MS) 0.231 22(4) (at q2 = M2Z)Masseselectron mass me 9.109 383 56(11)× 10−31 kgproton mass mp 1.672 621 898(21)× 10−27 kgatomic mass unit mn 1.660 539 040(20)× 10−27 kgDerived quant_it_iesPlanck constant (reduced) ~ ≡ h
2pi
1.054 571 800(13)× 10−34 J svacuum permit_t_ivity 0 ≡ 1µ0c2 8.854 187 817× 10−12 Fm−1fine structure constant α ≡ e2
4pi0~c 1/137.035 999 139(31) (at q2 = 0)Bohr radius aB ≡ 4pi0~2mee2 0.529 177 210 67(12)× 10−10m
Table A.1: Physical constants and masses in SI units
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A.2 Natural Units
Instead of SI units, so-called natural units are used in many fields of physics for
reasons of convenience and convent_ion. The set of natural units most common
in high energy physics and used throughout this thesis, are defined by set_t_ing the
speed of light in vacuum, the reduced Planck constant, and the Boltzmann constant
to 1,
c = 1 , (A.2.1a)
~ = 1 , (A.2.1b)
kB = 1 . (A.2.1c)
Our electromagnet_ic units are based on the rat_ionalized Lorentz-Heaviside units,
0 = 1 , (A.2.2a)
µ0 = 1 , (A.2.2b)
⇒ e =
√
4piα = 0.302 822 12 . (A.2.2c)
Consequent_ially, all unit dimensions can be expressed in powers of energy, and we
can express physical quant_it_ies in terms of a single unit. Throughout the computa-
t_ions for this thesis we use GeV as default unit. The conversion factors between SI
and natural units are found in table A.2.
Dimension Unit Conversion factor SI-Valueenergy 1GeV ×1 = 1.602 18× 10−10 Jlength 1GeV−1 ×~c = 1.973 27× 10−16mt_ime 1GeV−1 ×~ = 6.582 12× 10−25 smass 1GeV × 1
c2
= 1.782 66× 10−27 kgtemperature 1GeV × 1
kB
= 1.160 45× 1013 K
Electric charge 1 × eSI
e
= 5.290 82× 10−19 C
Table A.2: Conversion between SI and natural units
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Astronomical requirements
Various astronomical details of a more technical nature are necessary for the differ-
ent computat_ions and simulat_ions, ranging from astronomical coordinate systems
to models of the Earth and the Sun. We present a review of these basics in this app.
both for completeness and to serve as a reference.
B.1 Constants
The relevant astronomical parameters are listed in table B.1.
Quant_ity Symbol SI-Value [126]Units of lengthlight year ly 9.4607× 1015mparsec pc 3.085 677 581 49× 1016mastronomical unit AU 149 597 870 700mSolar parametersMass M 1.988 48(9)× 1030 kgRadius R 6.957× 108mCore temperature T(0) 1.549× 107 KTerrestrial parametersMass M⊕ 5.9724(3)× 1024 kgRadius R⊕ 6.371× 106m
Table B.1: Astrophysical quant_it_ies
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B.2 Sidereal Time
For a precise predict_ion of the diurnal signal modulat_ion’s phase, the Earth’s rota-
t_ion needs to be tracked precisely. The sidereal t_ime is the appropriate t_ime scale as
it is based on that very rotat_ion. One sidereal day is defined as the durat_ion of one
rotat_ion relat_ive to vernal equinox Υ and is about four minutes shorter than a mean
solar day (23.934 469 9 h) [465]. It is of_ten given as an angle instead of a t_ime unit.
Furthermore, the LAST is defined as the t_ime since the local meridian of some po-
sit_ion on Earth passed vernal equinox Υ and is the primary measure for the Earth’s
rotat_ional phase. In order to calculate the LAST for any given t_ime and locat_ion on
Earth, all t_imes will be given relat_ive to 01.01.2000 12:00 Terrestrial Time (TT), or
short ‘J2000.0’, a commonly used reference t_ime. The fract_ional number of days
relat_ive to J2000.0 for a given date D.M.Y and t_ime h : m : s (UT) is found by the
following relat_ion [466],
nJ2000 = b365.25Y˜ c+ b30.61(M˜ + 1)c+D
+
h
24
+
m
24× 60 +
s
24× 602 − 730563.5 , (B.2.1a)
where
Y˜ ≡
Y − 1 if M = 1 or 2 ,Y if M > 2 , (B.2.1b)
and
M˜ ≡
M + 12 if M = 1 or 2 ,M if M > 2 , (B.2.1c)
and b·c is the floor funct_ion. As an example, the t_ime of 31.01.2019 at 23:59 UT
corresponds to nJ2000 = 6970.5. It will be useful to define the epoch as
TJ2000 ≡ nJ2000
36525
. (B.2.2)
The first step towards the LAST is the determinat_ion of the Greenwich Mean Side-
real Time (GMST), expressed in seconds via the formula [465]
GMST[s] =
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86400× [0.7790 5727 3264 + nJ2000mod 1 + 0.0027 3781 1911 35448 nJ2000]
+
[
0.000 967 07 + 307.477 102 27TJ2000
+ 0.092 772 113T 2J2000 +O(T 3J2000)
]
. (B.2.3)
Secondly, the equat_ion of equinoxes is added to obtain the Greenwich Apparent
Sidereal Time (GAST)
GAST = GMST + Ee(TJ2000) . (B.2.4a)
The equat_ion of equinoxes can be approximated as
Ee(TJ2000) ≈ ∆ψ cos A + 0.000176s sin Ω + 0.000004s sin 2Ω , (B.2.4b)
where
∆ψ ≈ −1.1484s sin Ω− 0.0864s cos 2L , (B.2.4c)
Ω = 125.0445 5501◦ − 0.0529 5376◦nJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.2.4d)
L = 280.47◦ − 0.98565◦nJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.2.4e)
A = 23.4392 79444
◦ − 0.01301021361◦TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) . (B.2.4f)
Finally, the LAST for a place with lat_itude and longitude (Φ, λ) in seconds results by
adding the longitude,
LAST(λ) = GAST + λ
360◦
86 400 s . (B.2.5)
Here, western longitudes are negat_ive and LAST ∈ (0,86400)s. The errors of the
approximat_ions are of the order of tens of milliseconds compared to the tables
in [465].
B.3 Coordinate Systems
For the simulat_ion of the DM part_icle trajectories through the Earth, the planet’s
orientat_ion has to be specified. The simulat_ions are carried out in the galact_ic
frame. We review all relevant coordinate systems in this chapter based on [465,
466], together with the transformat_ions. All of the coordinate systems listed in ta-
ble B.2 are right handed and rectangular.
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Frame Descript_iongalact_ic (gal) – heliocentric– x-axis points towards the galact_ic center– the z-axis points towards the galact_ic north pole– x- and y-axis span the galact_ic plane– see figure B.2aheliocentric, (hel-ecl) – heliocentriceclipt_ic – x-axis points towards vernal equinox Υ– z-axis points towards the eclipt_ic north pole– x- and y-axis span the eclipt_ic plane–see figure B.2bgeocentric, (geo-ecl) – geocentriceclipt_ic – x-axis points towards vernal equinox Υ– z-axis points towards the eclipt_ic north pole– x- and y-axis span the eclipt_ic planegeocentric, (equat) – geocentricequatorial – x-axis points towards vernal equinox Υ– z-axis points towards the Earth north pole– x- and y-axis span the equatorial plane– see figure B.2claboratory (lab) – laboratory-centric– x-axis points towards east– z-axis to the sky.
Table B.2: Coordinate systems
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The transformat_ions into the galact_ic frame, where all computat_ions take place,
require a number of t_ime-dependent transformat_ion matrices.
(lab)←→ (equat): The transformat_ion from the laboratory to the equatorial frame
is done via
x(equat) = Nx(lab) , withN =

− sinφ − cos θ cosφ sin θ cosφ
cosφ − cos θ sinφ sin θ sinφ
0 sin θ cos θ
 , (B.3.1)
where θ = pi
2
− Φ, φ = 2pi LAST(Φ,λ)
86400s , and (Φ, λ) are the laboratory’s lat_itude andlongitude respect_ively.
(hel-ecl)←→(geo-ecl): The two eclipt_ic frames are connected by the trivial trans-
format_ion
x(geo-ecl) = −x(equat) . (B.3.2)
(geo-ecl.)←→ (equat): A vectorx(geo-ecl) is transformed to equatorial coordinates
through the following rotat_ion,
x(equat) = Rx(geo-ecl) , withR =

1 0 0
0 cos  − sin 
0 sin  cos 
 , (B.3.3)
where  = 23.4393◦ − 0.0130◦TJ2000 is the obliquity or axial t_ilt of the eclipt_ic.
(equat)←→(gal): The equatorial frame at J2000.0 can be related to the galact_ic
frame,
x(gal) =Mx(equat)(J2000.0) , (B.3.4a)
with
M11 = − sin lCP sinαGP − cos lCP cosαGP sin δGP , (B.3.4b)
M12 = sin lCP cosαGP − cos lCP sinαGP sin δGP , (B.3.4c)
M13 = cos lCP cos δGP , (B.3.4d)
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M21 = cos lCP sinαGP − sin lCP cosαGP sin δGP , (B.3.4e)
M22 = − cos lCP cosαGP − sin lCP sinαGP sin δGP , (B.3.4f)
M23 = sin lCP cos δGP , (B.3.4g)
M31 = cosαGP cos δGP , (B.3.4h)
M32 = sinαGP cos δGP , (B.3.4i)
M33 = sin δGP . (B.3.4j)
The occuring angles, namely the J2000.0 right ascension of the north galact_ic pole
αGP, the J2000.0 declinat_ion of the north galact_ic pole δGP and the longitude of the
north celest_ial pole in J2000.0 galact_ic coordinates lCP, are
αGP = 192.85948◦ , δGP = 27.12825◦ , lCP = 122.932◦ . (B.3.4k)
The rotat_ion in equatorial coordinates from J2000.0 to any t_ime epoch TJ2000 is per-
formed with the next matrix,
x(equat)(TJ2000) = Px(equat)(J2000.0) , (B.3.5a)
with
P11 = cos ζA cos θA cos zA − sin ζA sin zA , (B.3.5b)
P12 = − sin ζA cos θA cos zA − cos ζA sin zA , (B.3.5c)
P13 = − sin θA cos zA , (B.3.5d)
P21 = cos ζA cos θA sin zA + sin ζA cos zA , (B.3.5e)
P22 = − sin ζA cos θA sin zA + cos ζA cos zA , (B.3.5f)
P23 = − sin θA sin zA , (B.3.5g)
P31 = cos ζA sin θA , (B.3.5h)
P32 = − sin ζA sin θA , (B.3.5i)
P33 = cos θA . (B.3.5j)
Here the equatorial angles were used, which are t_ime-depending and given by
ζA = 2306.083227
′′TJ2000 + 0.298850′′T 2J2000 , (B.3.5k)
zA = 2306.077181
′′TJ2000 + 1.092735′′T 2J2000 , (B.3.5l)
θA = 2004.191903
′′TJ2000 + 0.429493′′T 2J2000 . (B.3.5m)
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(hel-ecl.) (geo-ecl.) (equat)at TJ2000 (lab)
(equat)at J2000.0(gal)
−1 R N
P
M
Figure B.1: Flowchart for transformat_ions between the coordinate systems.
Summary and examples Any transformat_ion matrix from one frame to any other
can be expressed as a product of the respect_ive matrices. The flow chart in fig-
ure B.1 is a small helper to connect two frames, where the inverse rotat_ion matrix
is to be chosen if opposing the arrow’s direct_ion. To rotate e.g. from equatorial to
galact_ic coordinates for any given epoch TJ2000, the transformat_ion reads
x(gal) =MP−1x(equat)(TJ2000) , (B.3.6a)
similarly, from heliocentric, eclipt_ic coordinates to galact_ic coordinates,
x(gal) = −MP−1Rx(hel-ecl) . (B.3.6b)
This allows to express the axis vectors ex = (1, 0, 0)T , ey = (0, 1, 0)T and ez =
(0, 0, 1)T of the equatorial and heliocentric-eclipt_ic frame in terms of galact_ic coor-
dinates,
e(gal)x,equat =MP−1ex
=

−0.0548763
0.494109
−0.867666
+

0.0242316
0.002688
−1.546 · 10−6
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.3.7a)
e(gal)y,equat =MP−1ey
=

−0.873436
−0.444831
−0.198076
+

−0.001227
0.011049
−0.019401
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.3.7b)
e(gal)z,equat =MP−1ez
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=

−0.483836
0.746982
0.455984
+

−0.000533
0.004801
−0.008431
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) . (B.3.7c)
In the same way, the axis vectors of the heliocentric-eclipt_ic frame can be evaluated
to
e(gal)x,hel-ecl = −MP−1Rex
=

0.054876
−0.494109
0.867666
+

−0.024232
−0.002689
1.546× 10−6
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.3.8a)
e(gal)y,hel-ecl = −MP−1Rey
=

0.993821
0.110992
0.000352
+

0.001316
−0.011851
0.021267
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) , (B.3.8b)
e(gal)z,hel-ecl = −MP−1Rez
=

0.096478
−0.862286
−0.497147
+

0.000227
0.000015
0.000018
TJ2000 +O(T 2J2000) . (B.3.8c)
Some of these matrices will also be used in the computat_ion of the laboratory’s
velocity in the galact_ic frame, which we will review next.
B.4 Velocity of the Sun, the Earth, and the Laboratory
For the computat_ion of direct detect_ion rates one has to specify the velocity of the
laboratory in the galact_ic frame. It is composed of the Sun’s orbital velocity around
the galact_ic center, the Sun’s peculiar mot_ion relat_ive to neighbouring stars, the
Earth’s orbital velocity around the Sun, which is responsible for the annual signal
modulat_ion [211] as illustrated in figure B.2a, and finally the laboratory’s rotat_ional
velocity around the Earth’s axis. The lat_ter is causing a similar diurnal modulat_ion,
but can be neglected in most cases.
For a long t_ime the standard reference for the Earth’s velocity in the context
of direct DM searches has been the review by Smith and Lewin [369]. However,
it turned out to contain an error in the first order correct_ion related to the Earth’s
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Figure B.2: The Earth’s orbital velocity in the galact_ic and heliocentric eclipt_icframe and the laboratory’s rotat_ional velocity in the equatorial frame.
orbital eccentricity, which was pointed out in [467] and confirmed in [466]. This
sect_ion is based on the lat_ter.
The Sun The Sun’s velocity v in the galact_ic rest frame, has two components,
v = vr + vs , (B.4.1a)
given by the galact_ic rotat_ion of the Sun,
vr =

0
220
0
 km s−1 , (B.4.1b)
the peculiar mot_ion of the Sun [468],
vs =

11.1
12.2
7.3
 km s−1 . (B.4.1c)
The Earth For the Earth’s velocity, we add the orbital velocity relat_ive to the Sun,
shown in figure B.2b, is added,
v⊕(t) = v + vorbit(t) , (B.4.2a)
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with
vorbit(t) = −〈v⊕〉
[
(sinL+ e sin(2L−$)) e(gal)x,hel-ecl
+ (cosL+ e cos(2L−$)) e(gal)y,hel-ecl
]
, (B.4.2b)
where the axis vectors of the heliocentric, eclipt_ic frame, e(gal)i,hel-ecl, which are listedin eqs. (B.3.8). The parameters are the mean orbital speed 〈v⊕〉, the orbit’s eccen-
tricity e, the mean longitude L, and the longitude of the perihelion $,
〈v⊕〉 = 29.79 km s−1 , (B.4.2c)
e = 0.01671 , (B.4.2d)
L =
[
280.460° + 0.985 647 4°nJ2000]mod 360° , (B.4.2e)
$ =
[
282.932° + 0.000 047 1°nJ2000]mod 360° . (B.4.2f)
The correct_ion due to the orbit’s eccentricity are mostly irrelevant for the simula-
t_ion result and are only include for completeness.
The laboratory The detector’s exact velocity in the galact_ic frame is obtained by
adding the rotat_ional velocity around the Earth axis,
vlab = v⊕(t) + vrot(t) . (B.4.3)
The first step is to find the spherical coordinate angles (θ, φ) of the detector’s po-
sit_ion in the geocentric equatorial coordinate system, such that the transformat_ion
into the galact_ic frame is straight forward. The locat_ion of a detector on the Earth is
defined via the lat_itude and longitude (Φ, λ) and the underground depth d of the
laboratory.
As ment_ioned in sect_ion B.3, the x-axis of the equatorial coordinate system
points towards the vernal equinox or March equinox. Hence, the spherical coor-
dinate angles for a given LAST are
θ =
pi
2
− Φ , φ(t) = ωrotLAST(Φ, λ) . (B.4.4)
The rotat_ion frequency is simply ωrot = 2pi86 400 s . Note that these are sidereal sec-onds. Finally the posit_ion vector can be transformed from the equatorial to the
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Figure B.3: The Preliminary Reference Earth Model.
galact_ic frame,
x(gal)lab =MP−1

(r⊕ − d) sin θ cosφ
(r⊕ − d) sin θ sinφ
(r⊕ − d) cos θ
 . (B.4.5)
Lastly, the rotat_ional velocity follows directly,
vrot =
2pi(r⊕ − d)
Td︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡veq
cos ΦMP−1e(equat)φ (x)
= −veq cos Φ
(
sin(φ(t)) e(gal)x,equat − cos(φ(t)) e(gal)y,equat
)
. (B.4.6)
The rotat_ional speed at the equator is veq ≈ 0.465 km s−1, and the axis vectors are
listed in eq. (B.3.7).
B.5 Modelling the Earth and Sun
B.5.1 The Earth
Planetary model of the Earth In the study of diurnal modulat_ions, DM part_icles
are simulated as they traverse through the Earth and scat_ter on terrestrial nuclei. To
model the Earth for this purpose, the planets interior structure needs to be spec-
ified, including the chemical composit_ion and the mass density profile. We split
the Earth split into two composit_ional layers [469], namely the core with a radius
of 3480 km and the mantle. The chemical abundances of the different nuclei are
listed in table B.4.
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l Layer Depth [km] al bl cl dl0 Inner Core 0 – 1221.5 13.0885 0 -8.8381 01 Outer Core 1221.5 – 3480 12.5815 -1.2638 -3.6426 -5.52812 Lower Mantle 3480 – 5701 7.9565 -6.4761 5.5283 -3.08073 TZ I 5701 – 5771 5.3197 -1.4836 0 04 TZ II 5771 – 5971 11.2494 -8.0298 0 05 TZ III 5971 – 6151 7.1089 -3.8045 0 06 LVZ& LID 6151 – 6346.6 2.6910 0.6924 0 07 Crust I 6346.6 – 6356 2.9 0 0 08 Crust II 6356 – 6368 2.6 0 0 09 Ocean 6368 – 6371 1.020 0 0 010 Space > 6371 0 0 0 0
Table B.3: The density profile coefficients in g cm−3 and radii of the mechanicallayers in the PREM.
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Figure B.4: Density profile of the US Standard Atmosphere and different layerapproximat_ions for the MC simulat_ions.
The mass density profile of the Earth enters the computat_ion of e.g. the mean
free path of DM. A polynomial parametrizat_ion in terms of the radius r is part of
the PREM [470], where the Earth’s bulk is split into ten mechanical layers, as shown
in figure B.3a. In each of these layers the density is given by
ρ⊕(r) = al + blx+ clx2 + dlx3 , where x ≡ r
r⊕
. (B.5.1)
The ten layers are listed in table B.3, together with their dimension and density
coefficients. We plot the density in the right panel of figure B.3b.
Earth crust and atmosphere When describing the shielding effect of an experi-
ment’s overburden, the most effect_ive DM stopping is caused by the Earth crust
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Element Core Mantle Crust Atmosphere[469] [469] [471] [472]
1H 0.06 0.01 – –12C 0.2 0.01 – 0.0214N – – – 75.616O – 44 46.6 23.120Ne – – – 0.00123Na – 0.27 2.6 –24Mg – 22.8 2.1 –27Al – 2.35 8.1 –28Si 6 21 27.7 –31P 0.2 0.009 – –32S 1.9 0.03 – –40Ar – – – 1.339K – – 2.8 –40Ca – 2.53 3.6 –52Cr 0.9 0.26 – –55Mn 0.3 0.1 – –56Fe 85.5 6.26 5.0 –58Ni 5.2 0.2 – –Total 100.26 99.83 98.5 100
Table B.4: Relat_ive element abundances in wt% of the Earth core, mantle,crust,and atmosphere.
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for underground and the atmosphere for surface laboratories respect_ively. In this
context, where the interact_ion cross sect_ion is very high, there is no need to model
the ent_ire planet. The simulated geometry an be simplified to a set of parallel lay-
ers above an experiment. Hence, the Earth crust is regarded as a layer of constant
mass density ρ = 2.7 g cm−3, consist_ing of nuclei, whose abundances are given in
table B.4 [471].
In order to account for the atmosphere’s shielding effect, the US Standard At-
mosphere (1976) [472] is implemented, which extends to an alt_itude of 86km. The
composit_ion is also listed in table B.4. The atmospheric density decreases with
alt_itude as shown in figure B.4. It is easier for the MC simulat_ions to simulate tra-
jectories through layers of constant density. The atmosphere is therefore split into
a set of parallel layers of constant density, such that the integral ∫ ρ(x) dx yields
the same value for each layer. This way, each layer has a similar stopping power, as
visible in figure B.4 for different numbers of layers. Typically, a set of four layers is
used to model the atmosphere. This discret_izat_ion has been checked, the results
are stable under variat_ion of the number of layers.
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(a) Solar mass-radius relat_ion,temperature, and escape velocity.
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Figure B.5: The solar model AGSS09.
B.5.2 The Sun
Similarly, the Sun needs to be modelled in order to describe DM part_icles as they
fall into the Sun’s gravitat_ional well and possibly scat_ter on hot solar nuclei. The
solar model used in this thesis is the Standard Solar Model (SSM) AGSS09 [454]. It
provides the mass-radius relat_ion M(r), the temperature T (r), the mass density
ρ(r), and the mass fract_ion fi(r), and number densit_ies ni(r) of 29 solar isotopes,
ni(r) =
fi(r)ρ(r)
mi
, (B.5.2)
which are required for the calculat_ion of the local mean free path, or rather the
collision frequency, inside the star. Furthermore, the local escape velocity is given
by
v2esc(r) =
2GNM
R
1 + R
M
R∫
r
dr′
M(r′)
r′2
 , (B.5.3)
which simplifies to v2esc(r) = 2GNMr outside the Sun.The solar mass-radius relat_ion, temperature, and local escape velocity are shown
in figure B.5a. The core escape velocity and temperature are vesc(0) ≈ 1385 km s−1,
and T (0) = 1.549× 107 K respect_ively. Furthermore figure B.5b shows the num-
ber density of the abundant isotopes.
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Appendix C
Direct Detect_ion Experiments
In chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, we compute detect_ion recoil spectra and con-
straints for a number of direct detect_ion experiments, probing both DM-nucleus
and DM-electron interact_ions. In this appendix, we summarize the detectors’ de-
tails, required for various computat_ions. In addit_ion, the essent_ial parameter for
nuclear recoil experiments are listed in table C.1.
C.1 DM-Nucleus Scat_tering Experiments
C.1.1 CRESST-II
The CRESST-II [236] experiment was located at LNGS under 1400m of rock. Its
phase 2 set leading constraints down to 500 MeV. The target of the ‘Lise’ mod-
ule consisted of 300 g of CaWO4 crystals. Its recoil threshold was Ethr = 307 eV,
and the energy resolut_ion was σE = 62 eV. With an exposure of 52.15 kg days, the
predicted signal spectrum can be computed via eq.(3.5.9a),
dR
dED
=
∫ ∞
EminR
dER i(ED)Gauss(ED|ER, σE)
∑
i
fi
dRi
dER
, (C.1.1)
where i runs over (O, Ca, W) and EminR = Ethr − 2σE . In the acceptance regionof [Ethr, 40 keV] a number of 1949 events survived all cuts, and the energy data
was released in [461] together with the cut survival probability i(ED) of each tar-
get nucleus. We compute the constraints using Yellin’s maximum gap method [377]
which, despite the fact that the collaborat_ion used Yellin’s opt_imum interval method,
reproduces the 90% CL constraints on low-mass DM to a very good accuracy.
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C.1.2 CRESST-III
The successor of CRESST-II uses the same target at the same locat_ion. In the context
of solar reflect_ion, we regarded a CRESST-III type detector. The CRESST-III phase 2
expects an exposure of 1 ton day according to [461]. We assume an energy thresh-
old of Ethr = 100 eV, an energy resolut_ion of σE = Ethr/5, and efficiencies (ED)
provided by the CRESST collaborat_ion. The computat_ion of the spectrum does not
differ from CRESST-II.
First results of CRESST-III’s phase 1 have been published in 2017 [237]. They pre-
sented new, leading exclusion limits on light DM based on nuclear recoils down to a
mass of 350 MeV. The exposure was reported as 2.39 kg days, for which 33 events
were detected in the acceptance region. We do not include results for CRESST-III in
chapter 4.3, as the recoil data has not been published yet. Due to its similarity to
CRESST-II, it will be straight_forward to implement af_ter the data release.
C.1.3 CRESST surface run (2017)
The surface run of a prototype detector for the ν-cleus detector was used by the
CRESST collaborat_ion in 2017 [295]. It consisted of a small, 0.49g sapphire (Al2O3)
target. Despite a t_iny net exposure of 0.046 g days, it was ideal for probing strongly
interact_ing DM, because it was set up on the surface in a building of the Max Planck
Inst_itute in Munich, with only 30 cm of concrete ceiling as shield. The energy thresh-
old and resolut_ion were remarkably low with Ethr ≈ 19.7 eV and σE ≈ 3.74 eV.
Within the region of interest [Ethr, 600 eV], 511 events were observed. The cut ef-
ficiency was set to 1 as a conservat_ive measure. The energy data was released as
ancillary files on arXiv. Apart from the different targets, the computat_ion of the
spectrum does not differ from CRESST-II or III, and the official constraints can be
reproduced using Yellin’s maximum gap method with only small deviat_ions.
C.1.4 DAMIC
The DAMIC uses CCDs of silicon as a target to probe low-mass DM [238]. In 2011, an
engineering run of a 0.5g target was used to derive first constraints. These limits
constrain strongly interact_ing DM more than later bigger runs, as it was located
at a relat_ively shallow underground site at Fermilab with a underground depth
of 350’(≈ 107m). Addit_ionally, a lead shield of 6”(≈ 15 cm) thickness was installed.
The main reason to include DAMIC in our results, even though its constraints are
covered by other experiments, is the fact that we can directly compare to DAMIC
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Experiment Target Shielding Ethr [eV] σE[eV] ExposureCRESST-II CaWO4 d=1400m 307 62 52.15 kg days[236, 461]CRESST-III CaWO4 d=1400m 100 20 ∼1 ton day[237, 461]CRESST 2017 Al2O3 atmosphere 19.7 3.74 0.046 g dayssurface run 30cm concrete[295]DAMIC Si CCDs d=106.7m 550 – 0.107 kg days[238] 15cm of leadXENON1T Xe d=1400m 5000 – 35.6 ton days[263]
Table C.1: Summary of direct detect_ion experiments based on nuclear recoilsincluded in our analyses.
constraints obtained by Mahdawi and Farrar using very similar simulat_ions [426].
This is also the reason, why we follow them in their analysis.
DAMIC’s exposure was reported as 0.107 kg days, and its recoil threshold was
Ethr = 0.04 keVee. Overall, 106 events were observed in the region of interest
[Ethr, 2 keVee] (in terms of nuclear recoils [0.55,7]keV). In order to have comparable
results with [426], we calculate the 90% CL constraints using Poisson likelihoods.
C.1.5 XENON1T
The first results by XENON1T, which is located at the LNGS, were presented in May
2017 [263]. The experiment with a liquid xenon target had reported exposure of
35.6 ton days, consistent with the background-only hypothesis. The threshold of
XENON1T isEthr = 5 keV, and the region of interest covers the interval [Ethr, 40 keV].
We used a simplified recoil spectrum to compute the constraints based on eq. (3.5.3)
and neglected other detector effects apart from a flat 82% efficiency.
C.2 DM-Electron Scat_tering Experiments
C.2.1 XENON10 and XENON100
Both XENON10 and XENON100 have used the observat_ion of ‘S2-only’ events for
the search of light DM [260, 310]. This data has been used to set constraints on DM-
electron interact_ions [311, 312]. The equat_ions necessary to describe the ionizat_ion
rate of xenon atoms due to DM part_icles have been reviewed in the main body of
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the thesis, in chapter 3.5.2. The necessary informat_ion about the atomic shells
included in the analysis is summarized in table C.2. This table includes the number
of secondary quanta for each shell, necessary to convert the spectrum from the
primary electron’s energy to the total number of ionized electrons.
atomic shell EnlB [eV] n(2)5p6 12.4 05s2 25.7 04d10 75.6 44p6 163.5 6-104s2 213.8 3-15
Table C.2: Binding energy EnlB and number of secondary quanta n(2) of xenon’satomic shells. For the limits, the lowest number of secondary quanta isused.
The detector specific parameters, e.g. the exposure and detector resolut_ion,
for XENON10 and XENON100 can be found in table C.3. These parameters are nec-
essary to convert the spectra further in terms of the actual observable, the PEs, as
described by eq. (3.5.17). Both experiments were located at the LNGS.
XENON10 XENON100exposure 15 kg days 30 kg years
µPE 27 19.7
σPE 6.7 6.2
nminPE 14 80bin width 27 20underground depth 1400m 1400m
Table C.3: Parameters for the analysis of XENON10 and XENON100.
For XENON10, we assume a flat cut efficiency of 92% [260], which needs to
be mult_iplied by the trigger efficiency in order to obtain the total efficiency. The
trigger efficiency is given in figure 1 of [311]. The corresponding acceptance and
trigger efficiency for XENON100 can be found in figure 3 of [310].
Finally, the signal bins and event numbers for both experiments are listed in
table C.4. For a given DM mass, we find the upper limit on the cross sect_ion using
Poisson stat_ist_ics independently for each bin. The lowest of these values sets the
overall limit. For XENON100 we only use the first three bins.
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XENON10 XENON100bin [PE] events bin [PE] events[14,41) 126 [80,90) 794[41,68) 60 [90,110) 1218[68,95) 12 [110,130) 924[95,122) 3 [130,150) 776[122,149) 2 [150,170) 669[149,176) 0 [170,190) 630[176,203) 2 [190,210) 528
Table C.4: Binned data for XENON10 and XENON100.
C.2.2 SENSEI (2018) and SuperCDMS (2018)
The recent results by the SENSEI and SuperCDMS collaborat_ion have a number of
things in common [240, 319]. They use a silicon semiconductor target, presented
results from a surface run in 2018 and are sensit_ive to single electronic excitat_ions.
The formalism necessary to compute signal spectra and numbers can be found in
chapter 3.5.2.
SENSEI had the lower exposure with 0.07 gram×456 min ≈ 0.02 gram days.
The observed events, taken from table I of [240], are also listed on the lef_t side
of table C.5. The SENSEI surface run took place at the Silicon Detector Facility at
Fermilab, shielded only by a few cm of concrete, aluminium, wood and cooper.
These layers can safely be neglected, and the atmosphere is included as the only
overburden.
SENSEI SuperCDMS
ne efficiency events efficiency events1 0.668 140302 0.88 ∼530002 0.41 4676 0.91 ∼4003 0.32 131 0.91 ∼744 0.27 1 0.91 ∼185 0.24 0 0.91 ∼76 – – 0.91 ∼14
Table C.5: Efficiencies and observed signals in the electron bins for SENSEI (2018)and SuperCDMS (2018).
The surface run of SuperCDMS had an exposure of 0.487 gram days. The cut
efficiency and event numbers can be found in figure 3 of [319]. The event num-
bers, listed on the right side in table C.5, were est_imated from the histogram in
the same figure. The SuperCDMS collaborat_ion obtained their limits using Yellin’s
opt_imum interval method, where they removed the data more than 2σ away from
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Element fi [wt%]1H 0.3316O 52.2823Na 0.0224Mg 0.1027Al 0.3328Si 40.8532S 0.1635Cl 0.0139K 0.0640Ca 5.5956Fe 0.27
Table C.6: Nuclear composit_ion of concrete in terms of the isotopes’ massfract_ions fi.
the electron peaks with a charge resolut_ion of σ =0.07 electron-hole pairs. We
simplify the analysis and compute the constraints with simple Poisson stat_ist_ics for
each bin. We also take the data removal procedure into account by adding a flat
efficiency factor of  ≈ 0.9545, corresponding to the 2σ. Regarding the shielding,
we take the 60cm of concrete above the detector into account in our simulat_ions.
We model the concrete as a layer of mass density ρ = 2.4 g cm−3, the composit_ion
is given in table C.6 [473].
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Numerical and Stat_ist_ical Methods
In this appendix, we review some of the methods and rout_ines, which have been
applied in the different scient_ific codes. The book Numerical Recipes by Press et al.
has been a great resource in this context [378].
D.1 Adapt_ive Simpson Integrat_ion
In order to numerically compute the one-dimensional integral
I(f ; a, b) =
b∫
a
dx f(x) , (D.1.1)
Simpson’s rule approximates the funct_ion f(x) as a second order polynomial P (x)
with f(a) = P (a), f(b) = P (b) and f(a+b
2
) = P (a+b
2
) and integrates P (x) analyt-
ically,
I(f ; a, b) ≈ S(a, b) ≡ b− a
6
(
f(a) + 4f
(
a+ b
2
)
+ f(b)
)
. (D.1.2)
Apart from a few except_ional cases, this will not be very accurate. For that reason
Simpon’s rule is promoted to an adapt_ive method [474], that will compute the in-
tegral (D.1.1) up to any tolerance . If the error of S(a, b) exceeds this tolerance we
divide the interval (a, b) into subintervals (a, c) and (c, b) with c = a+b
2
and apply
eq. (D.1.2) to the sub-intervals. This repeats recursively unt_il
|S(a, c) + S(c, b)− S(a, b)| < 15 , (D.1.3)
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Figure D.1: Example for Steffen interpolat_ion. Ten equidistant points (x, f(x))with f(x) = cos(x) sin(x) are chosen and interpolated. Note that theextrema of the interpolat_ion funct_ion coincide with the data points.
as suggested by J.N. Lyness [475]. This method has been implemented in a recursive
way, which avoids redundant evaluat_ions of the funct_ion f .
D.2 Interpolat_ion with Steffen Splines
Many methods have been proposed to interpolate in between a set of number pairs
{(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN)}. One part_icular example for one dimensional funct_ions is
the use of so-called Steffen splines [476], a smooth interpolat_ion method using third
order polynomials as interpolat_ion funct_ions. This method guarantees cont_inuous
first derivat_ives and monotonic behaviour of the interpolat_ion funct_ion and avoids
relic oscillat_ions. Local extrema can only occur directly on a data point.
In any given interval (Xi, Xi+1), the interpolat_ion funct_ion is given by
fi(x) = ai(x− xi)3 + bi(x− xi)2 + ci(x− xi) + di . (D.2.1a)
The coefficients are given by
ai =
y′i + y
′
i+1 − 2si
h2i
, bi =
3si − 2y′i − y′i+1
hi
, (D.2.1b)
ci = y
′
i , di = yi , (D.2.1c)
with
hi = (xi+1 − xi) , and si = yi+1 − yi
hi
. (D.2.1d)
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The remaining step is to find y′i. For i ∈ {2, ..., N − 1} it is given by
y′i =

0 if si−1s1 ≤ 0 ,
2amin(|si−1|, |si|) if |pi| > 2|si−1| or |pi| > 2|si| ,
|pi| otherwise.
(D.2.2a)
Here, we used
a = sign(si−1) = sign(si) , pi = si−1hi + sihi−1
hi−1 + hi
. (D.2.2b)
At the boundaries, we obtain y′ using
y′1 =

0 if p1s1 ≤ 0 ,
2s1 if |p1| > 2|s1| ,
p1 otherwise,
(D.2.3a)
and
p1 = s1
(
1 +
h1
h1 + h2
)
− s2
(
h1
h1 + h2
)
. (D.2.3b)
on the lef_t and
y′N =

0 if pNsN−1 ≤ 0 ,
2sN−1 if |pN | > 2|sN−1| ,
pN otherwise,
(D.2.4a)
and
pN = sN−1
(
1 +
hN−1
hN−1 + hN−2
)
− sN−2
(
hN−1
hN−1 + hN−2
)
. (D.2.4b)
on the right boundary. For further explanat_ions and foundat_ions of the method,
we refer to the original publicat_ion. An example can be found in figure D.1.
For the locat_ion of the argument in the tables during a funct_ion call, we imple-
mented a combinat_ion of bisect_ion and a hunt_ing algorithm, which also accounts
for potent_ial correlat_ions of subsequent funct_ion calls [378].
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D.3 Kernel Density Est_imat_ion
The MC simulat_ion of DM part_icles typically provides a data set of velocit_ies or
speeds, which survived e.g. an energy cut or pass a certain locat_ion on Earth.
The central problem of the following data treatment is to est_imate the unknown
PDF. More specifically, we assume a simulat_ion result_ing in a data set {x1, ..., xN}
with associated weights {w1, ..., wN} and the underlying PDF f(x) of domain I , i.e.
x ∈ I , is unknown. The simplest non-parametric density est_imate of f(x) is just
the histogram of the data. Another, more sophist_icated non-parametric approach
is KDE [477, 478], which produces a cont_inuous and smooth est_imate fˆ(x) of the
true PDF,
fˆh(x) =
1
h
∑
iwi
N∑
i=1
wiK
(
x− xi
h
)
. (D.3.1)
The parameter h is called the bandwidth and plays a similar role as the bin width
for histograms. The funct_ion K(x) is called a kernel and sat_isfies
K(x) ≥ 0 , for all x ∈ I , (D.3.2a)∫
I
dx K(x) = 1 , (D.3.2b)∫
I
dx xK(x) = 0 . (D.3.2c)
For pract_ical reasons, the scaled kernel is defined as
Kh(x) ≡ 1
h
K
(x
h
)
, (D.3.3)
such that
fˆh(x) =
1∑
iwi
N∑
i=1
wiKh (x− xi) . (D.3.4)
The choice of the kernel is relat_ively insignificant, and a simple Gaussian kernel
usually suffices,
K(x) =
1√
2pi
exp
(−x2
2
)
. (D.3.5)
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Figure D.2: KDE for a bounded domain with and without the pseudo data methodof Cowling and Hall (C&H).
The choice of the bandwidth h, being the only free parameter, is crucial, similarly
to the bin width for histograms. A too large value for h might smooth over inter-
est_ing features of the PDF, a value too small will resolve stat_ist_ical fluctuat_ions of
the data. The bandwidth can be est_imated based on the data via Silverman’s rule
of thumb [479],
h =
(
4
3N
)1/5
σˆ , (D.3.6)
which takes the sample’s size N and standard deviat_ion σˆ into account.
A well known and studied problem of KDE occurs if the domain or support is
bounded. Especially using the Gaussian kernel can be problemat_ic and introduce
significant errors since the kernel’s domain is unbounded. In these cases, the KDE
est_imate of eq. (D.3.4) underest_imates the true PDF in proximity of the domain’s
boundaries. The kernel does not include any knowledge of the boundary and as-
signs weight to the region beyond, where no data points exist. The problem is most
severe, if the true PDF does not vanish at the domain edges. The MC simulat_ions
in the context of sect_ion 4.3 generate data samples with a hard speed cutoff, such
that the PDFs to be est_imated have a bounded domain. An example, using a data
sample of 5000, generated with DaMaSCUS-CRUST, is shown in figure D.2, where
the unmodified KDE drops below the true PDF close to the speed cutoff.
In order to remove this boundary bias, a plethora of methods of varying com-
plexity has been developed and studied [480]. The most simple fix is to reflect the
data around the boundary. For a PDF f(x) of domain [xmin, xmax] with f(xmin) > 0
and a data sample {x1, ..., xN} with xmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax, the following adjustment
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of eq. (D.3.4) can reduce the bias considerably,
fˆh(x) =
1∑
iwi
N∑
i=1
wi
[
Kh (x− xi) +Kh
(
x− xrefli
)]
, (D.3.7)
with the reflected pseudo data point xrefli ≡ 2xmin − xi. The drawback of thiseasy to implement method is the fact that fˆ ′(xmin) = 0, which introduces a new
bias, unless the true PDF shares this property. But the general idea of generat_ing
pseudo data beyond the boundary is applicable for other PDFs as well. Cowling
and Hall proposed such a pseudo data procedure [481]. They showed that certain
linear combinat_ions of data points from within the domain into pseudo data points
(x(−1), ..., x(−m)) beyond the boundary can correct the flawed edge behaviour of
fˆ(x). In part_icular, they propose to use the modified KDE
fˆh(x) =
1∑
iwi
[
N∑
i=1
wiKh (x− xi) +
m∑
i=1
w(−i)Kh(x− x(−i))
]
, (D.3.8a)
where one possible combinat_ion is the three-point-rule
x(−i) = 4xmin − 6xi + 4x2i − x3i , (D.3.8b)
w(−i) =
wi + w2i + w3i
3
, (D.3.8c)
m =
N
3
. (D.3.8d)
As opposed to eq. (D.3.4), the normalizat_ion of (D.3.8a) on its support is no longer
guaranteed, it is therefore a good idea to re-normalize the density est_imate. As
shown in figure D.2, the bias towards the domain boundary vanishes.
D.4 The Runge-Kut_ta-Fehlberg Method
The Runge-Kut_ta-Fehlberg method is a member of the Runge-Kut_ta (RK) family to
explicitly and adapt_ively solve ordinary different_ial equat_ions (ODEs) of first or-
der [463]. It requires the same number of funct_ion evaluat_ions as RK6, but is rather
a combinat_ion of RK4 and RK5, such that the error of each step can be est_imated.
This est_imate can be used to adjust the step size adapt_ively.
For a 1st order ordinary different_ial equat_ion with given init_ial condit_ions,
y˙ = f(t, y) , y(t0) = y0 , (D.4.1)
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we can find the solut_ion via the iterat_ion step
yk+1 = yk +
25
216
k1 +
1408
2565
k3 +
2197
4101
k4 − 1
5
k5 , (D.4.2a)
where
k1 = ∆t f (tk, yk) , (D.4.2b)
k2 = ∆t f
(
tk +
1
4
∆t, yk +
1
4
k1
)
, (D.4.2c)
k3 = ∆t f
(
tk +
3
8
∆t, yk +
3
32
k1 +
9
32
k2
)
, (D.4.2d)
k4 = ∆t f
(
tk +
12
13
∆t, yk +
1932
2197
k1 − 7200
2197
k2 +
7296
2197
k3
)
, (D.4.2e)
k5 = ∆t f
(
tk + ∆t, yk +
439
216
k1 − 8k2 + 3680
513
k3 − 845
4104
k4
)
, (D.4.2f)
k6 = ∆t f
(
tk +
∆t
2
,
yk − 8
27
k1 + 2k2 − 3544
2565
k3 +
1859
4104
k4 − 11
40
k5
)
. (D.4.2g)
Interest_ingly enough, we can use the same coefficients to get a 5th order est_imate
of the solut_ion,
y˜k+1 = yk +
16
135
k1 +
6656
12825
k3 +
28561
56430
k4 − 9
50
k5 +
2
55
k6 , (D.4.3)
giving us a direct measure |yk+1 − y˜k+1| of the 4th order method’s error. Specifying
an error tolerance , we can adjust our step size adapt_ively,
∆tk+1 = 0.84
(

|yk+1 − y˜k+1|
)1/4
∆tk . (D.4.4)
The new step size is either used in the next step or to repeat the previous step, if
the error exceeds the error tolerance.
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Appendix E
Rare Event Simulat_ions
To determine direct detect_ion constraints on strongly interact_ing DM with MC sim-
ulat_ions, we simulate trajectories through the shielding overburden above a labora-
tory, where most part_icles fail to reach the detector. The desired data is composed
of the rare events, whenever a part_icle against all odds makes it to the detector,
while st_ill being energet_ic enough to cause a signal in the detector. These events can
be so rare that millions of trajectories need to be simulated, in order to obtain a sin-
gle data point. It is clear that this yields a challenge to ‘brute force’ MC simulat_ions
of rare events, which are in the best case just inefficient, in the worst case would
require such a tremendous amount of comput_ing t_ime, that they become pract_i-
cally unapplicable. In this app., we present and review two advanced MC methods
for variat_ion reduct_ion, Importance Sampling (IS) and Geometric Importance Split-
t_ing (GIS), which deal with this problem. Both methods are implemented in the
DaMaSCUS-CRUST code and increase the probability of a successful simulat_ion run,
therefore reducing computat_ional t_ime1.
E.1 Importance Sampling
Typically, certain events in MC simulat_ions are rare, if the region of interest of the
involved probability densit_ies is found in the distribut_ions’ tails. Naturally, values
from these tails are rarely sampled. Importance Sampling (IS) is a standard MC tech-
nique and art_ificially increases the probability to sample these more ‘important’
values [434]. It introduces a bias in the simulat_ion’s PDFs, ensuring to compensate
this bias by a appropriately chosen weight_ing factor.
Assuming a MC simulat_ion, which involves a single PDF f(x) and where a suc-
1For a more detailed introduct_ion to rare event simulat_ions, we recommend [435] and [391].
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cessful run is extremely unlikely. The final data set is the result of an aggressive
filtering process, where most simulat_ion runs fail and do not contribute. The sta-
t_ist_ical propert_ies of the successful runs consequently differ considerably from the
‘typical’ run. For example, a simulat_ion run might be more likely to succeed, if the
random variable is repeatedly sampled from the suppressed region of interest of
f(x). The distribut_ion of this random variable in successful simulat_ion differs from
the distribut_ion f(x) of an average run and follows its own underlying PDF g(x)
determined by the filter criteria.
The difference in the PDFs between a rare successful and an average run can be
exploited. If the simulat_ion no longer samples from the original f(x), but instead of
some new distribut_ion gˆ(x) which approximates g(x), it would imitate the stat_ist_i-
cal behaviour of successful simulat_ion runs. Consequently, the desired events occur
more frequently. The modificat_ion of the PDF introduces a bias which needs to be
compensated by a data weight. Furthermore, if the biased distribut_ion funct_ion
gˆ(x) is chosen poorly and does not approximate the true distribut_ion of the rare
events, the method becomes unstable and does no longer produce reliable results.
A comparison between the unmodified and the IS simulat_ion for some examples
should always be performed as consistency check.
To determine the weight_ing factor, assume a random variableX with PDF f(x)
and the expectat_ion value of a quant_ity Y (X) on a given interval I ,
〈Y 〉I =
∫
I
dx Y (x)f(x) . (E.1.1a)
This can trivially be writ_ten as
=
∫
I
dx Y (x)
f(x)
gˆ(x)
gˆ(x) . (E.1.1b)
The funct_ion gˆ(x) can be interpreted as a new distribut_ion funct_ion, whereas the
factor f(x)
gˆ(x)
may be regarded as the weight_ing funct_ion. Importance Sampling means
to sample from gˆ(x) instead of f(x) during the simulat_ions. Under the assumpt_ion
that gˆ(x) is chosen wisely in the sense described above, the rare events of interest
occur with higher probability. This way, IS can make rare event simulat_ion pract_ically
feasible, where ‘brute force’ simulat_ions fail due to finite t_ime and resources.
This method is of special interest for the simulat_ion of strongly interact_ing DM par-
t_icles in e.g. the Earth crust, where the part_icles can lose a significant fract_ion of
their kinet_ic energy in a single scat_tering on a nucleus. It is remarkably powerful for
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GeV scale DM and contact interact_ions, where its applicat_ion was first proposed by
Mahdawi and Farrar [426, 431]. They showed how the DM part_icles, which reach
the detector depth, deviate in their stat_ist_ical propert_ies in this case from the aver-
age part_icles.
1. Successful part_icles scat_ter fewer t_imes, or in other words, propagate freely
for longer distances than the mean free path.
2. They also tend to scat_ter more in the forward direct_ion, as opposed to the
typical part_icle, whose scat_terings are isotropic.
Obviously, both propert_ies increase the chance of reaching the detector depth be-
fore they get reflected or lose too much energy to be detectable. It also shows,
how the simulat_ion’s PDFs should be modified for IS, as will be shown in detail.
The central random variables in the DM simulat_ions were introduced in chap-
ter 4.1. The first is the distance L a part_icle propagates freely before scat_tering on
a shielding target, with its PDF
fλ(x) =
1
λ
exp
(
−x
λ
)
, (E.1.2)
where λ is the mean free path. A reasonable IS modificat_ion of this distribut_ion to
address point 1 is to increase the mean free path,
gλ(x) =
1
(1 + δλ)λ
exp
(
− x
(1 + δλ)λ
)
, (E.1.3)
with δλ > 0. If a distance Li is sampled as described in chapter 4.1.1 by solving
Li∫
0
dx gλ(x) = ξ , (E.1.4)
the accompanying weight_ing factor is
wλ,i =
fλ(li)
gλ(li)
= (1 + δλ)(1− ξ)δλ . (E.1.5)
For a trajectory of nS scat_tering events, the total weight is
wλ =
nS∏
i=0
wλ,i . (E.1.6)
The random variable which can address point 2 is the scat_tering angle in the
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Figure E.1: Importance Sampling modificat_ions of the simulat_ion’s PDFs.
center of mass frame θ. As discussed in more detail in chapter 4.1.4, its distribut_ion
is isotropic for contact interact_ions of light DM, as the nuclear form factor FN(q2)
can be approximated by 1. Then cos θ is a uniform random quant_ity with PDF
fθ(cos θ) =
1
2
, (E.1.7)
and domain (−1, 1). The IS-modified distribut_ion should favour forward scat_terings
lowering the reflect_ion probability and the energy loss in a scat_tering. Both support
a successful outcome of the respect_ive trajectory. One possible implementat_ion of
this idea is the IS biased probability density
gθ(cos θ) =
1 + δθ cos θ
2
, with δθ ∈ [0, 1] . (E.1.8)
Whenever we determine a sample of cos θi by inverse transform sampling,
cos θi∫
−1
d cos θ gθ(cos θ) = ξ , (E.1.9)
⇒ cos θi = −1 +
√
(1− δθ)2 + 4δθξ
δθ
. (E.1.10)
the weight_ing factor is
wθ,i =
fθ(cos θi)
gθ(cos θi)
=
1
1 + δθ cos θi
=
[
(1− δθ)2 + 4δθξ
]−1/2
. (E.1.11)
In the non-IS limit, isotropic scat_tering is re-obtained, as lim
δθ→0
cos θi = 2ξ − 1. The
IS modificat_ions are shown in figure E.1.
For the simulat_ion of heavier DM part_icles, the loss of coherence needs to be
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taken into account, and the nuclear form factor FN(q) can no longer be neglected.
Instead it favours small momentum transfers and forward scat_terings as we saw in
sect_ion 4.1.4, with the PDF given by eq. (4.1.39). Similarly to eq. (E.1.8), the IS PDF
can be defined as
gθ(cos θ; vχ) = fθ(cos θ; vχ) +
δθ
2
cos θ , (E.1.12)
in order to increase the chance of forward scat_tering even more. Yet it needs to be
ensured that gθ(cos θ; vχ) > 0 for backwards scat_tering, which occurs if
δθ > 2fθ(−1; vχ) . (E.1.13)
The weight of a successful trajectory with nS scat_terings is given by the product
wθ =
nS∏
i=1
wθ,i . (E.1.14)
At last, the total stat_ist_ical weight of a data point obtained with IS of both involved
random variables is just the product of the respect_ive weights, w = wλwθ.
E.2 Geometric Importance Split_t_ing
As ment_ioned in the previous sect_ion, IS yields stable results, only if the simulated
DM part_icle can lose a large fract_ion of its energy in very few scat_terings. In other
cases, such as for very heavy DM or interact_ions with light mediators, this is no
longer the case. Instead even successful trajectories involve hundreds or thousands
of scat_terings, each of which cause a t_iny relat_ive loss of energy. For these cases, we
implemented an alternat_ive MC method for rare event simulat_ion, called Geomet-
ric Importance Split_t_ing (GIS), which goes back to John von Neumann and Stanislav
Ulam and was first described by Kahn and Harris in the context of neutron trans-
port [434].
E.2.1 Split_t_ing and Russian Roulet_te for rare event simulat_ion
Unlike IS, the implementat_ion of GIS does not modify any the PDFs, and the sam-
pling of the random variables is unchanged. Instead, ‘important’ part_icles are being
split into a number of copies, whose propagat_ion is simulated independently. In ad-
dit_ion, the simulat_ion of ‘unimportant’ part_icles has a chance of being terminated
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prematurely. This stresses the physical intuit_ion that we do not simulate fundamen-
tal part_icles but packages of part_icles, which can be split into smaller sub-packages.
The size of such a package is quant_ified by its stat_ist_ical weight, which decreases
when it gets split.
This raises the quest_ion, what it means for a part_icle to be ‘important’. The ‘im-
portance’ of a part_icle is defined by an importance funct_ion I : R3 → R, which
is the central object for simulat_ions with GIS. As a part_icle approaches the detec-
tor depth, the importance funct_ion should increase. In fact, it is a monotonously
increasing funct_ion of the part_icle’s underground depth.
The GIS algorithm is the following. Assuming a part_icle of weightwi and impor-
tance Ii scat_ters at depth z, its previous importance is compared to the new value
Ii+1 ≡ I(z). If
ν ≡ Ii+1
Ii
> 1 , (E.2.1)
the part_icle will be split into n copies of weight wi+1, where
n =

ν , if ν ∈ N ,
bνc , if ν /∈ N ∧ ξ ≥ ∆ ,
bνc+ 1 , if ν /∈ N ∧ ξ < ∆ ,
(E.2.2)
and
wi+1 ≡ wi
n
. (E.2.3)
Here ∆ ≡ ν − bνc is the non-integer part of ν and ξ is a sample of U[0,1]. The
expectat_ion value of n for non-integer ν is nothing but ν, as 〈n〉 = ∆(bνc + 1) +
(1 − ∆)bνc = ν. As coined by von Neumann and Ulam, the opposite act_ion of
part_icle split_t_ing is called Russian Roulet_te. If a part_icle’s importance is decreasing,
i.e.
ν =
Ii+1
Ii
< 1 , (E.2.4)
the part_icle’s simulat_ion is terminated with a probability of pkill = 1−ν. In the case
of survival, its weight gets increased via
wi+1 =
wi
1− pkill =
wi
ν
> wi . (E.2.5)
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Figure E.2: Illustrat_ion of two DM trajectories using GIS with three importancedomains of equal size. The part_icle can split into either 2 or 4 copies.The weight development along the paths is shown as well.
such that the expectat_ion value of the new weight is just the old weight, 〈wi+1〉 =
pkill · 0 + (1− pkill) ·wi+1 = wi. Russian roulet_te can be regarded as a special case
of eq. (E.2.2).
E.2.2 The Importance Funct_ion and Adapt_ive GIS
The central challenge of IS was to find an appropriate modificat_ion of the simula-
t_ion’s PDFs. Similarly, the central problem of GIS is the construct_ion of the impor-
tance funct_ion, which determines the part_icle split_t_ings.
For the purposes of this thesis, the shielding layers above a direct detect_ion
experiment at depth d can simply be divided intoNI importance domains, defined
by a set of planar split_t_ing surfaces of depth 0 > l1 > l2 > ... > lNI−1 > d. Theimportance of a part_icle changes, if it passes any of these boundaries. Assigning
domain k an importance of e.g. Ik = Nk−1splits, with Nsplits = 2, 3, ..., a part_icle fromdomain k reaching k + 1 will be split into Nsplits copies. However, the importances
do not need to be integers.
The number of importance domains is to be determined adapt_ively. Choos-
ing NI too small will not exploit the full benefits of GIS, choosing it too large can
cause a single part_icle to split into a large number of copies. If these reach the de-
tector, the data set can be highly correlated, as a large fract_ion of the final data
originates from one part_icle. For example with NI =10 and Nsplits =3, a part_icle
which scat_ters in domain 9 for the first t_ime will split into 38 =6561 copies.
If hard scat_terings with large relat_ive energy losses dominate the simulat_ion, the
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choiceNI ∼ d/λ, with λ being the mean free path, would work well. However, it is
a bet_ter idea to determine NI based on the integrated stopping power, described
in chapter 4.3.1, as this also works for the case of ultralight mediators,
〈∆E〉 ≡
d∫
0
dx Sn(mχ, σp, 〈vχ〉) =
Nlayers∑
l=1
tlS
l
n(mχ, σp, 〈vχ〉) . (E.2.6)
Here, tl is the thickness of the physical shielding layer l, and 〈vχ〉 = ∫ vmaxvcutoff vf(v) isthe average init_ial speed of the simulated DM part_icles. We can now determineNI
adapt_ively via
NI =
⌈
κ · 〈∆E〉mχ
2
(〈vχ〉2 − v2cutoff)
⌉
, (E.2.7)
whereκ is a dimensionless parameter, which can be freely adjusted to influence the
pace with which the number of importance domain is increasing. For the locat_ion
of the split_t_ing surfaces, l1, ..., lNI−1, it should be ensured, that the domains areof equal integrated stopping power, i.e. 〈∆E〉/NI . This way, we avoid placing a
lot of the boundaries into regions of relat_ively weak stopping power. For example,
if we simulate both the Earth crust and the atmosphere, most if not all domain
boundaries should be located in the crust.
The benefit of this method is a simulat_ion speed-up of up to two orders of mag-
nitude. The GIS results have been compared to non-GIS results for different exam-
ples, to verify the method’s validity. All results are invariant under (de-)act_ivat_ion
of the GIS method up to stat_ist_ical fluctuat_ions.
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